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The study of col our -b 1 i n& n e s. s has ! sen 
somewhat retarded ! y the concomitant study of colour 
theories. The mag ority of investigators have started 
out undulj 1 ij ,gs ed by their favourite the or; hai
¡examined colour-blinds from this prejudiced stand­
point. The result is that great deal of unnecessary 
confusion has gathered round this subject which has 
ultimatelj caused an ohscuring of the rsi 1  issues.
Att-n t have been rae.de from time to time to get a './ay 
from theories hut on the wholethese have proved futil 
and the results achieved are only gradually permeating 
■ lit mature of the subject. Y t sveh in th . 
hi ;hest authoritative rafer ■;nces to co 1  our-b 1  indness, 
it is amazing to ’fine» thet a description of the defect 
is inevital:ly given colon - the lines of some particular 
theory, although it must be admitted that some authors 
talc-: the precaution of inserting a note to the affect 
t, h a t s u c h a descri p t ion 1: o id s o nl; i f f ha t th a o r y b e
'  Tr w ho T t v o l t slJr / Hayes, a rev o in or against this method, 
states that v the general topic of colour-blindness is 
still in such a stats which many psychologists cons ids: 
to b most disgraceful to their science. One reason 
for this 1 ackward condition in undoubtedly to 1 . found 
-in the omtrem complexity of the subject, and the 
enorr ous variations frcm case to c 1se; but an even 
greater obstacle t "< the progress of knowledge has been 
Khi all- ost universal practice of 'studying and classi­
fying cases unui the domination-of some preconceived 
c ¡lour- heoryjy" n(JL)
Thu division of partial colour-blinds into 
Had-l lind, (iree n- 1 li nd, a.nd Vi olet-blind, following 
the Young-Heimholtz theory, is the most noted example 
of this falsifying of results. It is a more or less 
established fact that t;:e so-called red-blind, is also 
l£nd to gr eh, and the so-called green-blind, blind tp 
red, yet this t rminology is still frequently appli -d 
to describe this colour anomaly. And what is more 
surprising is that in detailing; tests useful in examin­
ing colour-blinds, the tests ar vitiated by the theory 
ly i ng h - h i nd th era. Th e Ho lmigr s n w o ol test," a s le nd id 
one for dichromates, is still seemingly employed to 
select out the rsd-blinds from the groen-b-linds, and 
Holmgren’s coloured plate showing the matches which  
ti';:- t o  types of colour-b lihds make is often referred 
to as authoritative. Wo still find in so recent a boo] 
as Abney's R e s e a r c h . ;,n Colour Vision, instruction
similar to Hoiragron's own. "if in t h e second test, he 
selects with purple only g r e e n  and prey, ot on; of
(1)( Ai i erican Journal of f ;-m ■-chol.r y> »n Col opr
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To 1  i nd s i nt o .; r oup:
This a i v i s i on of  the c o l o u r -  
hich ar : t otally -e— »traclict o-ry ■■ oU:
known facts has do.nc r.c to spread false ideas
of the defect) and progress has ' sen considera! ly
im p . 1:  a  -
rx -:xo.
T/: wool test, as . . shall s • . la ':
cell ■ nt. f or diagnosis xf vr- leave asic.e 
tions on̂ xr, v/as tased and reject th idea of 
clas s if i cation.
Th 5 Helmholtz . - ory has 1 en .isor . ■ly cxtec 
s an illustration of a th ; >ry pr.ed.oi i mtin h. cti *
—á_e— not i rrh-nrl fid ps a n t. ±¡=& . I to / C  v ; G .  tin: Orr. -o aw cry t
,he aoiiie a of colou i
Ĵ Lbaj
■ explanation of the variou
ct. It has sen modified si ic Yoi a and H b - oltfc
t   -tac it, 1 ut hat : .ust To smphi sised .
thi it influence if c arly visit 1  in th reports 
if man; of th cases of dichrornasy which have teen
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case on record seems to be that 
Jeer reported in 1777 by Mry Huddart 
o the lev. J. Priestley, kry Huddart 
a account he (Harris) gave was this: that 
on to believe other persons saw something 
which he could not see; that their language 
seerned to mar k qualities with confidence a,nd precision 
which he could only guess at with hesitation , and 
frequently with error. His first suspicion of this 
arose when he was about four years old. Having by 
accident found in the street a child1 s ,stocking, he 
carried it to a neighbouring house to Inquire for the 
owner. He observed the people called it "a stocking
though he did not understand why they gave it that 
denomination, as he himself thought it completely 
described by being called a stocking^tf^This seemed to 
blindness to red, although AblTby explains the 
being one of green- blindness. "He observed 






other children could discern 
orne pretended difference of
t hcolour, though he could only distinguish them from 
leaves by their difference of size and shape. He 
observed also, that by means of this difference of 
colour, they could see the cherries at a greater dis­
tance than he could, though he could see otheir object 
at as great a distance as they; that is, where the sigj
u y colour This thseems to be 
ib n o mia li t y i n/yxs ion, 
ict e-aaasoa,4-
was not assisted 
first scientific account of any 
although it must^have been a£def
*rf- manklad; evidently it ha.d existed un4®— 
detected. This first account appears to be a descripfc 
t i o n  of a case of confusion of both red and green. It 
is interesting to note that Harris had two brothers 
who were similarly affected.
In 1794 Dalton’s description of his own cas< 
appearedfl)and attracted considerable attention- so much 
so that Daltonism became for long the name by which 
colour-blindness was described. He first became acqua:. 
b\ed with his defect by observing a pink geranium in 
candle-light. "The flower was pink, but it appeared/o 
me almost an exact sky-blue by day. In candle-light
.however, it 
ny blue in 
¡which forms 
examination
was astonishingly changed, not having then 
it, but being what I called a colour
a striking contrast to blue." He found on 
that his brother suffered from the same
defect- showing as in the 
nature of the phenomenon.




( f )  C U u L  l a i c a  Trf^ ,
ix colours 
were reduced
: e j —Y lut
he found that most people could distinguish s  
in th - solar spectrum- his colour sensation 
to two, "blue and yellow, or at the most thr.^ t,^, 
yellow^and purple. " Iiy yellow comprehends the red, 
orange, yellowjand green of others; and my blue and 
purple coincide with theirs. That part of the.image 
which others, call red appears to me little more than 
a shade, or defect of light; after that, the'orange, 
yellow, and green seem on: colour, which descends 
pretty uniformly from an intense to a rare yellow, 
making what I should call different shades of yellow. 
The difference between the green part and the blue 
part is very striking to my aye, they seem to be 
strongly contrasted. That between the blue and purple 
is much less so. The purple appears to be blue much 
darkened and condensed." This is an excellent descrip­
tion of a colour-blind. Dalton's defect was said to be 
due to an inability to see^red, and Daltonism accord­
ingly sometimes stands for this particular form of 
colour-blindness. Dalton attribute3 his defect to the 
fact that one of the humours of his eye, probably the 
vitreous humour, was a colour medium, probably some 
modification of blue. Duo an examination of his eye 
after death di/jclaimed any such theory..
C o /  ©-olN
GoetTTs in 1812 in his of Colours (1 )
described this defect of colour-blindness in the' 
following manner. "¥e will here advert to a very 
remarkable state in which the vision of many persons 
is found to be. As it presents a deviation from the 
ordinary mode of seeing colours, it may be classed 
under morbid impressions; but as it is consistent wit! 
itself, as it often occurs, may extend to several 
nembers of a family, and probably does not admit of 
cure, we may consider it as bordering only on the 
nosological cases." The two cases which Goethe was 
quainted with saw white, grey, and black in the 
xsual manner, They also saw yellow, red-yellow, and 
yellow-red, but they confused blue with pink, green
with dark orange, green and brown. "These
:n i
persons Sc 
c onfusi oni we r c o 1  ou r s t h a n o t h e r p e op le; hence 
of differen colours."
The next cases reported are in 1816-̂ .' by 
Dr. Nichols.;- one of a boy aged eleven, the other of a 
man aged forty-nine. They are both reported as making 
the typical mistakes of the red-green colour-blind. 
"The colour I am most at a loss with is grsen,; and 
attempting to distinguish it from red, it is nearly 
guess-work. The different shades of red and green, 
enow not to which they belong; but, when they ar
cefore me­
in
i  s e e cl difference in th e  s h a d e .  Though 1
see different shades in looking at a rainbow, I should 
say it was a mixture of yellow and blue* - yellow in 
:he centre and blue towards the edge."
In 1837 Seebeck gave a detailed analysis of 
she several cases which he had investigated. He found
/
(l) Translation by Eastlake.
he could divide his subjects into two 
the difference in the length of the sP 
visible to them. This led later to th 
of deutsranopes whose colour system is 
a nd yello?/ but
classes based on 
■pctrum which was 
classification 
reduced to blue
who have a normal length of spectrum 
and protanopes who likewise see blue and yellow but 
whose spectrum is shortened at the red end. This is 
the most marked differentiation of the present day and 
has been generally accepted.
Sir John Herscheljhowever, was the first to 
put forward the dichromic explanation of colour blind­
ness. He pointed out in his well-known, article on 
"Light" written for the :Hs E nc vc 1 op e d i a Me t r op o 1 i t a na£ 
that certain individuals could only distinguish two 
colours, blue and yellow. This seems to have been the 
first positive statement of the diagnosis of the de­
fect- the former cases reported being merely descript­
ive. Harschel considered Dalton's case as coming 
under this category but this explanation was objected 
to by Prof. George Wilson. Wilson had taken
ar interest in 
Dalton did not show.signs 
iI n  Wilson Is b
Hes earches on 5 olour _
number of cases which he 
discusses the various th









1  Tidrress-̂ T̂F?e descrii es a large 
had personally studied . He 
ecries which had been poetulat-ed
C
;ime and examines many of the phenomena which 
observed to accompany the defect. He points
at that 1 
had been
out, for example, that some Daltonians, as he calls 
them, can distinguish colours by other means than 
vision, "Slight differences in shape, accidental 
rough points, folds, wrinkles, and the like" and touch.
" Wools, dyed with certain compounds are much harsher 
to the touch than those dyed with others; the mineral 
pigments, such as Prussian blue, or chrornate of lead, 
in general producing rougher surfaces than the organic 
dyes, such as indigo. A wool dyeclwith a mineral might 
thus be distinguished by the touch, from one dyed with 
a vegetable red, although the colour-blind eye could 
detect no difference between their tintsscrc^ An 
important step was taken by Wilson in testing
a large number of samples 




arr&nge3 in groups- this is the method so splendidly 
adapted later by Holmgren in his investigations.
GlerkwMaxwell in the same year, in a commun­
ication to the Hoyal Society of Edinburgh, on "Exper­
iments on Colour as Perceived by the Eye, with Remark 
on Colour Blindness <r$_§ eemed to agree with Prof .Wilson! 
in regarding dichromic cases of colour blindness as no 
firmly established."In experiments made with the pure 
spectrum, it appears that though the red appears much 
more obscure than the other colours, it is not invis­
ible." He adopted a new method of experiment, by, 
revolving colour discs and forming colour equations.. 
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Saxis or ivory. The axis passed through the centre of 
t h e  disc, and the quantity of each colour exposed 
could he measured hy a graduation on the rim of the 
disc, which was divided into -K^th .parts. "The princi­
pal use of the top is to obtain colour equations.
These are got by producing , hy two different combina- 
tions of colours, the same mixed tint. For this pur­
pose there is another set of disc , half the diameter
of the others, which lie 
second combination of colours 
Clerk«®Iaxwell ./as an upheld s-r
ove them, and by which tht 
i s  f o r m e D r 0 f - 
of the theory first
postulated by Thos. Young in 1801, and later adopted by 
Helmholt2<T'H(s2 -) This theory postulated to expl
general facts of 
three elementary 
were th r se ne rv e
a m  the
werecolour vision, assumed ther 
colours corresponding to which ther« 
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third, but light of all 
though in varying 
the modern exposition of the theory the 
have been replaced, hy three photochemical 
substances. Young’s theory received scant attention 
until it was revived by Helmholtz, and later upheld 
by Clerkv*Maxwell. It was easy to assume in the case 
of colour 1 "indness the simple explanation that absence 
of one of the fibres was sufficient to cause the defec 
The absence of the red element caused an inability to 
see reds, lack of the green element a corresponding 
inability to see greens,and possibly a third case 
existed in which the lack, of the third element gave 
rise to violet blindness. For a time the facts of 
colour blindness were strongly in favour of this 
classification. Golour-blinds were either red-blind, 
r reen-bIind.or violet-b 1 ind. The red-b 1 ind v/ere
r i a i nr ng t wo colour s, 
the green-blind were blind to green,
ewe 1 1 1 s col our s qua t i 6n&
blind to red, but could see the 
green and violet; 
but could see red and violet. 1  
eerned to be consistent with this explanation.
.At an early stage however, doubts began i 
larise andean account by Dr/¿Pole of h m  .own case ( 1 
was a red-green cclour-blindp^we find*$ai£;vigorously 
protestiwag. against th a prevailing beliefs, and giv£&$i
ovra colour vision as evidence
;o 
1 0
careful analysis of hi
[e had been pronounced red-blind by Maxwell, ¿ 
green-blind by Holmgren, who based his conclus
his wool test. Drl Pole repudiated loth sug 
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vEhe study of acquired colour "blindness.
Colour "blindness of one eye oyil ̂
Von Hippel’s case^ reported i IddO, att] 
considerable attention. The subject, a young m  n 
knew nothing of his defect, and who cams to Von Hippei] 
for spectacles to cure double vision was found to 1 e 
colour-blind in one eye. His left ey was normal - 
his right was dichromic. His peripheral vision was 
tested and^he was found to confuse red and green with 
y ellow C^Tth the right eye). Further, tests with Stilting 
pseudo-isochromatic tables, Holmgren's wools, ano Von 
Hip,,el's photometer confirmed the result. The colour 
sensations which the subject experienced with his rig] 
eye were blue and yellow. Von Hippel diagnosed this C£
spectrum o:i bor­as one of red-green blindness - 
mal length*,
   {"Holmgren, diagnosed the same ease and pro­
claimed it to be one of red-blindness with shortened 
spectrum. According to the Helmholtz theory as present 
od in the first edition of the ^Phvsio1 o g i ca 1_Optice*> 
1867, he was able to see a greenish yellow and & blue 
tending to violet.
Von Hippel rertssted his subject and sub­
stantiated his claim that the spectrin was not short­
ened and that the colours seen by the colour-blind eye 
and .compared with the normal eye were blue and yellow. 
This was the first case of monocular vision reported 
verifying the dichromasy of colour blindness, ■irr 
tijtraotoi. consider:.. 1 >■ attonti o»i.
Holmgren ultimately agreed that blue and 
yellow were the only colours seen , and v$h Kries, a Is 4 
a staunch supporter of the Young-Helraholtz theory , 
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such a case affected the validity of
agreed that the application of it to
dichromatism was no longer tenable.
analogy of peripheral polour-plindnes
.The result was overwhelming evidence that 
the colour system of the colour blind was comp 
blue and yellow. As DrvPole so justly remarks,# 
fact of any kind to lead to the belief that the 
sensation is not yellow, but red or green, nothing 
but a peculiar inference drawn empirically from a 
certain theory which, though commanding the greatest 
respect in regard to colour vision generally, does not 
in the least necessitate the form of application to
colour^blindness under which this inference has been
drawr/T"Xl) J
J We find Helmholtz in 1892 referring to the 
former explanation as an "old attempt to explain 
c 0 1 ou-r -b 1  i nd ne s> • ,<£L He adopted blue and yellow as the 
two fundamen t a l d f e e i i s a t i o n s  of the colour-blind, and 
declared that tine absence of one of the elements no
S C k i i «(I ) P 0 l e  Tam no a c t  i  ~hie—o f  tho- .Royal S o&i-s-ty—a£,
Ed i  ib u r »
1.
/ I X 1.W* Uii J J J- W- ' J-'--'- • •    — -
explanation was.therefore, that 
red green elements would, meet the
1  savin?" "blue and yellow, black and white as ;he
long r explained the defect. The three fundamental 
colours red, green, and violet, were changed as 
regards their degree of excitability. The sensation 
of yellow was said to arise from the fact that the 
¡red and thi green elements were equally stimulated
This solution was objected to by Hering(1) 
hi) had postulated a different theory to explain the 
facts. His theory of^vision assumed six simple visual 
sensations, white, black, yellow, blue, red, and green. 
These can be arranged in pairs, white black, yellow 
blue, red green, which are complementary to each other^ 
and at the same time antagonistic. The mixture of these 
six colours in different proportions gives rise to all 
the colour sensations.
From an examination o f different cases, 
tiering concluded that the division into red and green 
blinds was a false one - that the red-blind was also 
)lind to green. His 
the absence of the u  
case, le ing blu fcxxu,,
sensations of the colour lind. The spectrum 'would 
appear in accordance with the known facts - yellow and 
flue with different degrees of saturation. "The red- 
green blind patients always point out pure yellow and 
blue correctly, and no two colours in which blue;on 
the one hand and yellow on the other)are prominent, 
are ever mistaken for each othen?f"̂ *(2_)y Hering exp lair 
ed the two varieties of red-gre-en colour blindness as 
due to differences in the macular pigmentation.
Hsring alluded to the/new explanation of coloujr 
blindness pno^orrnrl by Helmholtz, « 2 3  that the red 
and green curves had become identicalconcluded 
"on the whole, that if the Young-Helmholtz theory had 
not been bequeathed to physiologists as a venerable 
legacy, it would certainly never have been drawn from 
the examination of the colour-blind/.
The results of these two great theories have j  
been that partial!^ colour-blinds have been divided 
into classes - three classes by the advocates of HelmH
h o i Z j  - red. violet - two classes by theand blue-
, green ana
advocates of Hering p red-green blindness 
yellow bli ndne s s.
va^Kries suggested the terras deuteranopes and 
protanopes to mark off the different types exclusive 
of any particular theory. The deuteranopes are those 
whos^e colour system is reduced to yellow and blue
colour throughout the whole length of the 
he protanopes are those whose colour systeaj 
to yellow and blue, but- whose spectrum is
2 ) l From a 
5 ) jf fc.id.lp . 
4 )  '
Ojxp os i te C o 1  ours
(1) An E ssav■towards the Explanation of Colour Blind­
ness by the TTTeor.v of ____ _







shortened at the red end. In this second type the point 
of maximum brightness has been found to be shifted ton 
wards the -green; in other worde> they show the Purkinj e 
phenomenon in ordinary light. Dr/ Rivers suggested the 
two terms photerythrous and scoterythrous'^4,)to de- ( i w -
194.
(S to r\ m
9.
scribe the two groups. He adopted the ten. s froi; Dr j 
Verrai of Trinity College, Cambridge, 1 ut unfortunaxe-l 
ly they have not met with general acceptance.
The two however are not found sufficient to 
describe all cases which show deviation from the 
normal. Seebeck, even in 1837, found certain cases 
which he was reluctant to classify as colour-blinds,
and. yet which showed signs of abnormality.
o fj»c o1 our(vi s ion.seemed to  be
until 1881, when Rayleigh reporteci 
1  ) t hat t h e s e c a s e nexperiments, t  e
They 
It was not 
results of his 
understood.
Rayleigh fouricT that a nur. er of individuals with 
otherwise normal vision were unequally sensitive t  o
reel ,ni nr e e  n . 
i i nc
l red and green equal to 
known as the Rayleigh equation) some 
fer j ore red than the normal?
.r i  :
yellow*? ( s
xrsre found t o  re q i l ir  
o th e rs  r e q u ir e d  an e x c e ss  
e x t o n s i v e  s e r i e s  o f  experir 
"anor 1  ous trichrtes" t ' 
g e ined u n i v e r s a l  c u r r e n c y . 
see the three  fund.au e n t a l  c o lo u r s  o f  Helm holtz  in  
spectrum  b u t  are u n e q u a l ly  s e n s i t i v e  t o  red and
of green, vflhf 
nts, applied
t h  f
s y in/^e, 
narae
this ten he s
n
Th s a nom;, 1  ou s t r ich ;r oma tea
the
greenJ
Guttman advocated the terms 'red-weak’ and-*gre en-weak’ 
and distinguished seven characteristic symptoms which 
they m&nif es ted ;"̂_s mall area and low intensity, a 
decidedly heightened colour^ contrast, difficulty in 
comparing colour tones of iznequal brightness or 
saturation, and quick fatigue to colour stimuli.
These seven inter-related symptons form a complex 
state so that the al normality varies cons id ral ly 
with different individuals.
Nagel rejects the term colour-weakness as 
being too wide and prefers the term anomalous tri­
chromatism. It is customary to divide these anomalou: 
trichromates into two groups corresponding to the two
L






;roups of dichromatism- deuteranomalou 
whose sensitiveness to green is below 
protanomolous trichromates whose sensi 
is below normal.
Research on colour-blinds since hav' been 
carried oiit in the h o p e  of solving various problems,
or are merely descriptive The of Helmholtz 
studying the
favoured t he orj 
luminosity test
such as Ab ney?have adoptedjnew methods of 
defect, all with a view of proving th 
It is interesting to note that Abney* 
was adopted by the Board of Trade in 19If. The 
tHldaro -of Hering have been equally assiduous in 
supporting 't̂ heir claims. New theories have arisen 
each cl&iming^a better interpretation of th facts 
and a number of them have explained coiour-blindness 
as a regression 'teafe- to a previous stage of colour 
evolution.
One large advance which has been made has 
been the devising of tests for practical use. It ha: 
long been recognised that red-green colour-blindness 
may be a danger tv> the community in such occupations 
where the distinction between red and green is of 
paramount importance,and accidents on sea and rail 
have often been attributed and in some cases traced, to this cause. ) '
One of the larga£Lt,.-C_cm£ributors of tests
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devised to pick out dangerous colour Hinds 
Professor Edridge-Green. In his n': 
to the Board of Trade, he 
of ci-.ndidates and
ha s Bee n 
.pacity as Examiner 
, a. , has examined a large number 
has em/hodied his results in numerous 
publications. He rejects the simple classification 
of col our-Blinds -into Bichromates^ f or he finds many 
.grades; and varieties of severity of th.; defect. The 
i.NPuyt»*» norma. 1  vision can see colours in the spectrum 
etimea Sr ) and he accordingly is ranked as a
 4. i Accorai nr; t • > t h e numi) e rr _ -, . I-- Cuts. t̂ OLuJ**~CUjLMj‘colours he can perceive- "
unit. The two extreme ends uj. onu »pcuurum w «  one •— »
first to he see/Wed s,:nd violet- the Bichromate there- /ẑ  do/«-«-a
AVW —
^ u n i t  (or a S^unit) ding to the nu ber of /
is a é¡j i, ° or a i ywo bV
of the s truiù are the ¿O, ,b ’ '
see red and violet*
— is— *K>i— is ally r-





the red unit and Blue 




But Edridge-Green points 
^ i. l u t  ■■.■há.O'h - h :: o c -
the centre colour of 
the centre colour of the viole- 
- ■i i.- sees red and violet,
hird colour, 
xTunit can see 
e 'iHunit, red,, yellov
green, makes its appearance.
normal *ŝ A.init
red, yellow, green^and violet, 
l w, green, Blue, and violet,
and
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io., orange, ye lib v/, green, 
u n i h »=;. correspo nds t o the
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toned c p a o t rugan thefo^>Sl^l-nd^^units arc
richromates. iKis theory is interesting
ira ax on. on. th
; anomal-
in
- __ _ -xij. 1 \i 'u u,- colour sense
^normal unit themlji '$̂ oor none unit
^presents total col our-TnTi none ss.
Edridge-Green Bases his results, published in ̂ Colour
Blindness and Colour Perception"( on an examination 
*1
' ’XjL /AJZ—cL
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of cases. He has devised a pocket wool test; a 
classification test; a colour perception Spectrometer j' 
ctuu uuasujuubeu a lantern specially devised to detect
o o l  
o
,hd con tr ct d
da ngeroue 
test
s colour-] linds. He rehc 1;s Holmgren's w
as unsatisfactory and pt.ye great importance t
the colour names which the colour-Blind
d a ng e r ou s col ou r -B1  i nd s, 
are;*« tfajUL
see ^  or less colours 










che. n gn  spe c trum. 
perceive a 
nave the red 
enei of the spectrum shortened to~ a degree incom­
patible with their recognition of a red
0
cl o. i b i» ci nc 
Those who
; of two miles.
are unable to distinguish Between the
red, green, . no. /hite lights CL 1» b I ; C
1  +
normal dis­
tance through defect or insensitiveness of the 
cereBro-retinal apparatus when the image on the 
tina is diminished in size^^O) (i.e those ofre   e,
c e nt ra 1 scot ornâ )
Collins who, in lSlPpH^) carried out an 
examination of a thousand persons with the Edridge- 
Green Lantern, confirms these results and marks as 
dangerously colour-Tlind the three classes enumerated
al ove. His 
colour-Blinds can 
means of the Edr
final judgment is, that the dangerous
e s a t i s f a c t oril; 
s e - G r e e n La nt e r n
discovered B
(l) Hunts/ian Lectures/;— 47
(2 ) Public Hv
IS 18
« e n i , a p ï = r n , /) , o / ,
C o l e <ucJ C o  I&-U-X > «
Bull Hin . w2 jWas.i:. G r /.P.r i rci iy; Oj
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Professor Hayea, in the Amer.lg n Jonrnu1 o:f 
pBvchoIorv. 1911, gives th results of a series of 
experiment's which he carried out with th intention 
of showing that dichromatism should he regarded as 
a limiting case. He asserts that there are ; ild cas s 
of coiour-blindness who can see red or green under 
favourable conditions- that there a a proti.nopes who 
can see some greens, and dsuter anope âp/ko con see 
some reds. His main results are based on a case of 
monocular prot&nopia, and he gives convincing evidenc 3 
that his subject in certain experiments could distin­
guish green. "If we grant that Von Hippel1s patient 
saw only blue and yellow, must we not _s the
hiss G. S. sees green, blue and yellow? This assump­
tion is supported by abundant indications that m; ny 
of our colour-bllnds possess e similar sensation to 
red or to grseryi^jW In confinât ion he adds, in a 
footnote, that Hagel reported that, among thirty 
dichromates, both protanopes and deuteranopes, exam­
ined by him, none failed to recognise various shades 
of red ./hen a sufficiently large area of the retina 
was stimulated. Professor Hayes1 ultimate conclusion 
is, that there is a large mass of evidence which point 
out the presence of sensations of red or green in the 
colour systems of the partially colour-blind. He- 
asserts that a strict classification of colour defect­
ives is necessarily artificial, and that thor are 
numerous transitional cases between normality and 
total colour-blindness. Dichromasy should be re­
garded as an eo trama variation, and not as a typical 
condition of the partially colour-blind.
3  . f t  lu e  ~ \ j e  Ilfc'vO 11 a d  n e s s
■( 1 ) i h , . , ,  j TTf f r n .  1  o f  P ~ ■ ■ g
G- '- l  '
^  ¿^n_d¿^ty7
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Xg all theories it seei s ; ore 
that colour-blindness is a reduction s; 
colour vision. Again and again it has 
equations valid for'the normal eye are 
for the colour-blind eye. This points 
ion that the dichrornate lacks something 
normal eye h;.i - 
does not posses
or less agreed 
stem of normal 
been found tha 
equally valid 
to the conchas 
which the
but has nothing which the normal eye






This theory fir¡p_t propounded in 1801 by 
Thos. Young and resuscii^ed in 1860 by Helmholtz is 
one of th most important.
Th . colour sensations are reduced t o three 
fundamental colours, red, green, and viol .t, corres­
p o n d i n g  to which there are three nerve fibres in the 
retina-nov replaced by three photochemical substances 
Stimulation of the first fibre produces red, of the 
second, green, and of the third, violet. But homo­
geneous light excites all three in different propor­
tions according bo the wave lengths.
(o§ c( re n)
f -




The three curves represent the proportional
.stimulation of each set of nerve fibres with pur- lig 
(1 ) is red nerve fibre. (2 ) green. (3) violet.
.Red. Stimulates strongly the red, 
less the other two.
Yellow. Stimulates moderately the 
Rad a hd 8 r e a n, f e eh 1  • r t h e 
V 1-0 lit.
Green. Stimulates .strongly the
Green, much less the other 
two.
Blue. Stimulates moderately the 
Green and Violet, feebly 
the Red.
Violet. Stimulates strongly the 
V i o 1 st, f e el 1  t h ; o t h r 
t;o.
Sensation i a Red.
Sensati on is Yellow
Sensation is Green.
Sensation is Slue.
Sensation i a \̂ ijOl_gt .
ht
CfaLcr^-J fÂ u m -t- , U r ifa . f a  { fa irr^U  
'Ths -û-r ie c -of G o 1  ou-r -Vf c l’»rr im—r—r- —a r- -as— th&=s^ 3 ■̂■'JvC-O' 'S
/ Tt^-nê s s
~f
Ip, all theories it seems ¡ ore 
that col our-'blindness is a reduction s 
colour vision. Again and again it has 
equations valid for'the normal eye are 
for the colour-blind eye. This points 
ion that the dichrornate 
normal eye ha; - Tut has 
does not possess.
or less agreed 
stem of normal 
been found that 
equally valid 
t o the c o nclusI 
lacks something which the 
nothing which the normal eye -
/. Y oun. - 
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Helmholtz, Thejuryy V
Thr e£ C omp onent s The or;
This theory first propounded in 1601 by 
Thos. Young and resuscii|ed in 1860 by Helmholtz is 
one of th most important.
Th colour sensations are reduced to three 
fundamental colours, red, green, and violrb, corres­
ponding to which there are three nerve fibres in the 
ret ina-nov/ replaced by three photochemical substances 
Stimulation of the first fibre produces red, of the 
second, green, and of the third, violet, but homo­
geneous light excites all three in different propor­
tions ccording to the wave lengths.
B  V
a ffe r  /-/o/m jlren {ûf (■er/ ĉfmgt-cr̂ y
The three curves represent the proportional 
stimulation of each set of nerve fibres with pur- ligj(i
(l) is red nerve fibre. (2 ) green. (3) violet.
Red. Stimulates strongly the red, 
less the other two.
Yellow. Stimulates moderately the 
Hed and Green, f e ah ly the 
Violjt.
Green. Stimulates strongly the
Green, much less the other 
two.
Blue. Stimulates moderately the 
Green and Violet, feebly 
the Red.
Violet. Stimulates strongly the 







Equally strong stimulation of all th • fibres 
gives the sensation of -“hit . Absence of stimulation . 
~'ves the sensation of black.
The red no-.; adopted£is a carmine red(a^rad
]. luer than the extreme red of the spectrum) the green 
a yellowish green, and the third element- an ultramarir 
b  l u e .
Colour-' Blindness /
“Xccbrding Vo this theory the partial colour-
blinds may be divided into the following classes; 
1 . lartial colour-blindness in which one of the 
three fundamental sensations is completely 
ab s e nt.
A . Bed-bli ndne s s .
B. G-resn-1 lindness.
C. Vi olet-blindness.
2 , Incomplete colour-blindness ./here on:- or- all of 
the three fundamental elements are inferior in 
ax citability.
Bed -b 1  i nd ne s s
7
iiofmoftn)
In ■red-blindness, the colour sensations of 
the individual are reduced to green and violet.
Bed .  Appear < 3  C 'j *—' S Co turated gr-en of very feeble
i n t  tnsity.
Bseble Bed. Does not sufficiently stimulate any of 
"he fibres-therefore it .appears black.
Yellow; Appears as' a saturat -d green and intensely 
luminous,47and as it constitutes the precisely 
saturated and'very intense shade of that 
colour, it can be understood how the rad- 
blind select the name of that colour, and
call all those tints properly
JLspeaking* green, «ai. yellow 
Groan. Appears as a more intense iiut whitish shade 
of the same colour as yellow and red.
White. Is composed of the t o elementary c olours 
and appears blueTgrey to normal vision.
The colours bstv-en green and blue are seen therefor 
as grey. The rest of th- sp ctrui appears blu or 
violet.
^ Q *uj(U , by ~
/
gives
g i v e s
1 lu or 
a yell 
b lue „ 
C o
Equally strong stimulation of all tie fibres 
the sensation of -.-hit--’. Absence of stimulation, 
the sensation of ■birch.
The re cl 110 v ; a d opte i s a c a imi ne reo. 
than the extreme red of the spectrum) th 
ov/ish green, and the third element- an ultramar in
.(a^red 
•he gre n,
l o u r-' B l i n d n e s s  /  
Tccror ding t/o 
blinds mav be divided
" t h i s
into
theory the partial colour- 
the following classes;
1 . lartial colour-blindness in which one of the 
three fundamental sensations is completely 
at- s e nt.
A . iied-b 1 1  ndness .
33 . Green- li no. ness. 
C. Viol a t -b 1  i nd ne s s
a . incomplete colour- lindnèss ..'here on¿ or all of 
she three fundamental elements are inferior in 
excitability.
E e d - b l i n d n e s
~ f
B V





In -•red-] lindnessj the colour sensations of
the individual are reduced to green and violet.
¿bed. saturated gr-en of very feeble  Appears as ai ntensi ty.
Feeble ited. Does not sufficiently stimulate 




Yellow. Appears as a. saturai ci green and intensely
luminous, and as it constitutes the precise Ip
saturated and'very intense shade of that 
colour, it can be understood how the red- 
blind select the name of that colour, and 
call all those tints trat am, properly 
speak-Ln, m green »  ysllo.-ffiCQ 
Appears as a more intense m a  whitish shade 
of the same colour as yellow and red.
    Is composed of the t o elementary colours
and appears blue^grey to normal vision.
The colours batw en greon and blue are seen therefore
Green.
Whit-
grey. The rest of hh
violet
3p .'ctrui appears blu or
I k
Graen-Jilindl - B l i n c y '*
~<eh i ii
/Absence of the gr 
»derived from the other two
ft\Z•°-n element-/^colour sys- 






Stimulates strongly red fibre and faintly 
the violet one. It appears to the green-blinc 
as a strongly saturated red.
Also a saturated red.
A more intensely luminous red than spectral 
red.
Is the grey of the colour-blind because it 
is composed of equal parts of red and violet 
Is an intense violet.
This explanation of the two common types of 
green blindness was accented for some til.red ana 
and experiments which 'were carried out seemed A  ,} 1  1  IS
in with the theoretical hypotheses. The firs! 
obJ ection to tha thsory as an expIs 
blindness was raised by Edmund Rose




is 0  TT
.sed on observation of colour-
blinds, found the theory to be incompatible with fact 
Ha found that both tue of colour-blinds declared 
their fundamental sensation.? to b yellow and blue. 
Helmholtz noted Hose’s results, but thought they were 
insufficient to alter his theory although he admitted 
that " in the case of congenital colour-; lindness, it 
might well be imagined that the activity of the nerve 
fibres might not b removed, but hat the intensity 
curves of the three kinds of light-sensitive elei..ants 
might change, whereby a much greater variability in 
the effect of objective colours on the eye might arise 
John Aitken.E.R.S.^of Falkirk, in a paper on-' 
colour sensation (g) suggested 'hat ’’the nerves might 
be so constructed that the red nerves might be 
sensitive to all the rays to which tha*»#d nerves are 
sansitiveg-!L> s o that, b oth nerves 1 ing excited by 
either red or green rays, "the sensation producer 
woul; be what we call yellow^
l O  -H a n d  b u a K  de.r (T >kw |s.io l o p  i s.ch&N Q |a H k . .̂ 2  °  £ o V l~ io rs .
Scottish Society of Arts, 1892. Quoted from 
Pole’s Article in Transactions, of the
(7 )
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g i­ ri aleii nt-
/ o el erne nt s ^ e d
—Ì\ (o-^W /̂'lolrngrera)
itCZ
^ c o l o u r
nd Violet,
h a d .
Orange.
Stimulate 
the viole and faintly the green-hi ine
Blue.
strongly red fibre 
one. It appears to 
as a strongly saturated red.
Also a saturated red.
A more intensely luminous red than spectral 
red.
Is the gray of the colour-blind because it 
is composed of equal parts of red and violet 
is an intense violet.
tl i b
This explanation of the two common types of 
red and green blindness was accepted for some time, 
and experiments which were carried out seemed 
in with the theoretical hypotheses. The first 
objection to the theory as an explanation of colour­
blindness was raised by Edmund hose, wh'opoiji his o n
phased on observation o]
e/c.
p e r s o na 1  ex p e r i :. nc 
1 :1 i nds, found the 
He found that both 
their fundamental 
H jlmho11z noted hose
: i s  
colour-
ory to be incompatible with f, 
: y p e s of c o1 our-b1 1 nds dec1 ared 
rasati on.- to b
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y e 1 1 ow and b l u e .
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John Aitken.F.h.S. »of , in a pa^or Oih 
sensation (Jg) suggested that "the nerves might 
be so constructed that the red nerves might he 
sensitive uo all the rays to which the nerves are
sansÀt j.vegULq so that, both nerves b ..ing excited by 
either red or green rays, "the sensation producer 
w ou lb be what we call yellowç-̂  
bO -tia n o t b u a K  d e r  ^Ph-visio ! o p  is c h e is 2  °  fo b . h o  n .
(2) Scottish Society of Arts~7~ 1 8 9 2 .  Quoted from 
Pole's Article in Transactions, of the 




Leber in 1873 in an independent publication confirmed 
these results asserting that yellow was the sensation 
of the dichromic, "because the reo and green fibres 
were equally stimulated.
This explanation was later adopted by Pick, 
and Konig in 1888 expounded the same view at a 
meeting of the British Association in Birmingham.
Helmholtz in 1892 in the second edition of 
his -Thysio 1  ogica 1  Optics"^ confirms this new 
modification of the theory, and further points out 
that the former division into red and green blinds 
is no longer advisable. "One of the greatest stones 
of stumbling for years past has been the division^ 
consequent on the "old" explanation of dichromic 
patients into the two theoretically'distinct classes 
of "red-blind" and "green-blind^ It is obvious 
that this division naturally disappears when the old 
explanation is abandoned; but Helmholtz takes pains 
to show geometrically that his new theory gives no 
place for such a division. And he, moreover, express 
es the opinion that such a division does not seeiiko 
have been fully justified by o b s e r v a t i $)
According to this new explanatiron red- 
blindness would be explained thus^j^A
The red element has b ec oiCief-&q u a l  to the 
element.
The spectrum consists of yellow and blue 
but the yellow begins not in the red but in the 
orange. Blue-green excites all three elements and 
therefore is seen as grey; the neutral band there­
fore lies towards the violet end of the spectrum. 




Helmh oltz The ories r
. Article by 
3Sj ' s q ? .
W. Pole
Sirn.l**.'«* s t " s
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I fiui hj
Lel>er in 1873 in an independent publication confirmed 
these results asserting that yellow was the sensation 
of the dichromic, because the reo and green fibres 
were equally stimulated.
This explanation was later adopted by Pick, 
and Konig in 1888 expounded the same view at a. 
meeting of the British Association in Birmingham.
Helmholtz in 1892 in the second edition of 
his Physiological Optics**- confirms this new 
modification of the theory, and further points out 
that the former division into red and green blinds 
is no longer advisable. "One of the greatest stones 
of stumbling for years past has been the diviaion, 
consequent on the "old" explanation of dichromic 
patients into the two theoretically'distinct classes 
•of "red-blind" and "green-blind !̂!) It is obvious 
that this division naturally disappears when the old 
explanation is abandoned; but Helmholtz takes pains 
to show geometrically that his new theory gives no 
place for such a division. And he, moreover, express 
es the opinion that such a division does not seeiko 
have bean fully justified by observatiQr/"X^($) 
According to this new explanation red- 
blindness would be explained thus^JfA
ve..
a fte r A /orr/s and O A /i/er
(0m$
3nW OliWrf.
The red element has beeome/-Q q u a l  to the 
green element.
The spectrum consists of yellow and blue 
but the yellow begins not in the red but in the 
orange. Blue-green excites all three elements and
b /
therefore is seen 
fore lies towards 
The red and green
as grey; the neutral band there- 
the violet end of the spectrum, 
curves equally excited, give
sensations of yellow.
lri i Hi" h
($) Philosonhical Magazine3 Article by W. Pole 
He lmholtz The ories * r 3 5 . '8 (̂5 .
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The green excites all three elements and
Dec ome f- i l o t h 5 
shades of yellow
will he seen as ( Hot 0.1 f i er snc-m£: r e y *r/here .neutral hand lay in hlue-
therei ore
from the case above 
green.)
Again Bed and Blue are stimulated equallyfat 
this point, giving the purple of the normal eye,
therefore, purple is 
seen as green.
:qual to grey, which in turn is
C./T ) o  a ,V - S  !  A - t o y
Tonga11 h
L t
rjy ^  h J U -k tik  X
as modified -febé-s theoryC\(_l) He accepts 




t to- on a
%t  n
hut adds oil £ 
white having 
his theories 
carried out on 
visual images# 
hypothesis of a 
unneces sary» Cgu 
Mc^Dougall, ’therefore,
O X  'H sjtuÆjJbv+fcf
* I* .
 
=- 4 n independent mechanism f or 
vo + T cu «eat in thè rods.^He hases
large numher of oi servati one





inhibitions 11 of 
i/r-u'i-üd that the
Hpt in g  j,r o c e s s a i s ______
postulated with Hering's theoijŷ
f x
a s i s ________________ _ _ _ _____adopts the duplicity theory oi 
writes "viteries has brought togetherViQftKries. H
evidence that makes it appear in the highest degree 
probable that the rods are the retinal elements of an 
independent white apparatus, which functions alone in 
the normal eye when affected by light of low intensity 
only, and in the monochromatic eye. This view of the 
functions of the rods had been suggested thirty years 
before to Max Schultze by his studies in comparative 
histology. This hypothesis of an independent white- 
exciting function of the rods must then be taken up 
int o 
wh e n
md incorporated, with Young’s theory, and then, 
this is dona the difficulty in representing the
development of the visual ̂ processes in terms of this
theory at once fade^away j."
McTjDougall^assumes a separate retina-cerebra 
apparatus for each of the three photopic colours of 
red, green and blue, and for the scot opic white 
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The green element h, • tecome/e^Wr 
red element. L -
The spectrum is seen as shades of yellow
and blue.
The green excites all three elements and 
therefore will he seen as^grey. ( Mote the difference 
from the case above where„neutral hand lay in blue- 
green. )
Again b e d  and Blue are stimulated equallyfat 
this point, giving the purple of the normal eye, 
therefore, purple is equal to grey, which in turn is 
| seen as green.
acceptsMqTlTouga 11_ ~has modified t=fe4-r> the oryCN(jJ He 
tKstiueT*fundamental colours, Bed, Green and Blue, 
hut adds a f''.mi !ih. £n independent mechanism for 
white having its retinal seat in the rods.^He bases 
his theories f i r f by- on a large number of observation 
on the fading and ** utual inhibitions" of 
Secondly, he dourne-i/ra h-od that the 










hypothesis of a 
unnecessary*. Cguci: as i
McTpougall, 'therefore, adopts the duplicit 
VfldKries. He writes "vc^Kries has brought together 
evidence that makes it appear in the highest degree 
probable that the rods are the retinal elements of an 
independent white apparatus, which functions alone in 
the normal eye when affected by light of low intensity 
only, and in the monochromatic eye. This view of the 
functions of the rods had been suggested thirty years 
before to Max Schultze by his studies in comparative 
histology. This hypothesis of an independent white- 
exciting function of the rods must then be taken up 
into and incorporated with Young’s theory, and then, 
when this is done the difficulty in representing the
¡ T h e o ì ^  
r of
s s e s  i n ;erms of thi:development of the visual oroc 
theory at onefades. arwaWpVXS
McpDougall^assumes a separate retina-cerebral
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own s -t of four such systems 
the other. s*- rv/3  ̂ ^ I A-t/c_ t*o
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His explanation of c ol our -b li ndns s s 
follows fFom  theory of the evolution of th ■ colour 
sense. Vision begins firsthand exists in the lower 
animal as monochromatic, varying only in 'brightness 
and simil r to our white or grey sensation. The first 
stage is the differentiation of the rays of light 03? 
the warm and cold ends of the spectrum. The c >ld ray
substance
It
setting freein addition to 
would begin to set free "a substance that by the 
sxcitem nt of a concurrently differentiated rstino-■ 
cerebral apparatus would add. the sensation of blue to
1 1
of
that of whi t ^ s imilarly
effect a sensation of yellow, 
lates the retina at this stage 
three syst jjs will be excited, 
that it would be advantageous for 
to fuse and form white and there' 
sensation of white caused by th«
the warm rays ou  l u
r. ixad light stimu- 
d vel op me nt, all
11 points out 
'the yellow and blue 




older apparatus. If yellow and blue fused to give 
new sensation- the result of stimulation by mixed 
light would be a sensation composed of this new colour 
added to white- the..pure sensation of vvMie would then.be 
lost for ever. All that would be possible would be 
yellow and blue and a yellowish blue probably.
The peripheral zone of the retina is still a 
relic of this primitive stage of monochromatic vision 
While the totally colour-blind ar-. cases of a total 
reversion to "this remote ancestral co.ndition^O 
Th i middle zone of the rrfcina shows tTie" 
second stage of differentiation in which yellow, 
nd white are all that are experienced, and the 
irsi - ent cases of bichromatic vision, 
and blue and vhite seem to be the onl; 






.n which y 
sensati ons
llow
0 3 a r
shwGs how for advantageous reasons,
cases of reversion to 
more rec nt ancestral
Mcjfpougall', tracing
further 
differentiation would next 
the yellow, giving rise 
green. These ..hen stimi: 
nsat i on,- 
original yellow will p 
developed ( and the
or arrested development in this




a y 311 o\/ s .  
l 
fovea centra. 1 is outwards ) X e 110'
of evolution 
thè
coed in thè region of 
to è sensations of red and 
1; ted sinaliteneously fuse in 
thè primitive v/hi te and thè 
lost. As thè red ano. grosn 
pment takes place from thè
the central region just as white
would disappear from 
itself no longer is 
found in the fovea. The whits^ however., remains in 
the other parts of the retina, probably because it 
assists vision in dim illumination.
This view, McrDouga11 claims, especially 
is remembered that the rods arc the end organs 
white apparatus, brings the Young theory as h
when it 
for the





;h : known 
colour-
CO j >  ,ol
*/*.
Hering Theory
C The Opponent Colours Theoryy )
The Hering theory rivals the Young- Helmholtz 
in importance. Hering "bases his theory on sio; element­
ary colours, elementary so far as introspection, can
discover. These ar 
Black. Red, gr .en, j
Red, Green
c olours ; 7 k  : and "black
yellowjand "blu
, Yellow, Blue, White,
re the t oned^r bk̂ kt" (bui
the toneless colours.
The toneless colours can "be arranged in a graded 
series from the most intense white to the deepest 
black, foniiin , when combined in different proportion 
various shades of grey; the toned colours can be 
arranged in a circular series with the four elementary 
colours forming four divisions. The colours}therefore, 
can be arranged in two pairs, yellow and blue forming 
one pair; red -and green the other. We cannot pass 
directly from yellow to blue, we have to pass through 
green, a member of the other pair. In other words we 
cannot have a reddish green nor a yellowish blue.
The yellow may combine with the red and form a new 
compound colour in which both elements are recognifc-
a'ble, or with green anc. form a yellow-green, but i“ 
cannot combine with the other member of the same pairJ 
blue, and form a compound colour. For no matter what 
proportions of yellow and blue are combined, no new 
hue will appear; the mixture will appear either yello.i 
or blue except where the two colours are neutralised, 
and then neither colour will be recognisable. These
complernentary colours forming a pair ar« jtherefor-
)opposed or antagonistic colours.
Corresponding to these two pairs of antagon­
istic colours, there exist two elementary systems 
somewhere in the retino-cerebral apparatus, one of 
which gives rise to red and green, the other to yellow 
and blue.A third system gives the colourless sensations 
of black and white.The physiological action of a colour 
and its complementary is antagonistic. Each of' the 
substances can undergo a building up or an anabolic 
process, and a breaking down or cl Jvcl'fcclb olic process,
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In most kinuS of stimulation all three system 
are set in action and the resultant sensation depends 
upon the relative amount of excitation of each substance. 
Thus orange is composed of red and yellow, and in 
Hering's terminology we should say that orange has a 
red "value” (valenz) and a yellow "value". Further 
all spectral colours contain white so that each colour
in addition. This white is most
\J
has ci white "value"
lQ




Tkxwt •g-foU. division 
Pure Blue 




(is m~n»t) distinct in the yellow and the yellow-green. 
All coloured lights except the four primary colours 
have therefore three values corresponding to their 
action on the three different substances. All rays 
from the extreme red end of the spectrum have in 
addition an effect on the yellow process as far as 
the pure or fundamental green. These rays are said to 
have, a yellow value. All rays from the green to the 
violet end of the spectrum affect the blue process - 
they are said to have a blue value. The yellow is so 
weak at the beginning of the spectrum that the red 
.overpowers it, and the ultimate sensation experienced 
is red - the yellow is invisible to the normal eye. 








Red and Yellow and White.
Yellow and White.
Yellow and Green and White. 
Green and White.
Green and Blue and White.
Blue and White.
B-lû . and Red and. White.
divided accord-
:he
^ctrUni - therefore% can be
excitation of the yellow-blue substances
the
xng to
and we get yellow in the first half, blue in 
second half; these two divided by pure green 
white value'. j ¿-ptw
Hering'1 m O Ü  JV«H
red andthe white-black process. The warm colours.
K«!l<gl£0ye 11 ow possess an inherent brightness^- the cold
colours, green and blue possess an inherent darknessfgo,.^ ’
r a c r s r r i f i f i  « s  m a r i e  m i  *  ' ii
H-L-
_  W  thcMpecific tright - / f t*
ness of colours". Certain colours posaess an inherent ^  
brightness or darkness of their own. The brightness 
of a colour sensation depends^therefore.on two causes 
(l)y on the inhereht brightness (or darkness) of the 
colour itself. (2 )/ on the amount of excitation of
bv I / Q__
cU ŝ, i r
ega ded a d up
two toned and two 
i-s only in colours 
single toned comp one it
"A toned colour may generally b 
of four fundamental components, 
tone-free (white and black). It 
of the tone of a primary that a
is present. In any red-yellow colour, ag. orange, we 
ha v e. t heref ore> to diati ngu ish three f u nd ame nt a I c om- 
ponents (red, yellow, white) and one dark (black); in 
any green-blue on the other handythree dark(gre n, 
blue, black) and one bright (white). The redTblue. ; nd 
the green-yellow colours would contain two bright and 
two dark fundamental components.
"From what has been said the following rules can be 
deduced: /yv
"If two colours of equal tone and equal purity differ 
in brightness, this is due to a difference in their 
black-white c ompone nts.
"Two colours differing in tone may, notwithstanding 
equal degrees of purity and'equality as regards their 
black-white components differ in brightness.
"With equality of conditions as to the blackTwhite
red, or a yellow-red colour 
a ' lue, a green, or a blue- 
the more distinct the colour
c omp o ne nt s , a ye 11 ow, 
is so much the brighter, 
green so much the darker,
tone in comparison with the black-white coimo.nents/f" 
fr ow Gre e nwood^lPhmi ologv of thejyffenses(l) Quoted
bbfe?
Col our -Eli nd ne s s
Red-gree n 1; 1 i nd ne s s is due t o 
of the red-green substance. As v/e have
a o ̂ ô ne ô
already seen,
r e m o y e d, the sen-if the red and green elements ar 
sationsof yellow, blue,black and white still remain. 
The sensations of the red-green colour blinds are 
accordingly yellow and blue. Red, orange, yellow and 
some of the green will appear as yellows of different 
degrees of saturation; part of the green and blue 
and': violet willappear a»blues of different degrees of 
saturation. The pure green will be colourless.
The peripheral zone of the-retina accord­
ing to Haring shows the same conditions as in colour­
blindness. In the outermost zone of the retina as in 
total colour-blindness, only the white-black suT stanc 
is present. Red-green blindness corresponds to the 
middle zone of the retina where yellow and 1 lue are 
the only colours experienced. The investigations 
which Hess(j)has carried out along these* lines have 
been strong confiacation of Bering's views.
Bering's greatest difficulty has been to 
account for the two varieties of red-green colour­
blindness. Undoubtedly both types see yellow and blu
part 
ing
in t :e spectrum, but they vary in regard to wh£ 
of the sp ctrum appears the brightest yellow. Her 
explained this difference as due to differences of 
pigmentation of the macula and lens, and p* nfje. i \-t.offiuui-4
the tme explanation to account fp r  the diff erences
in normal vision of anomalous triehromates. The 
yellow pigment in the macula absorbs the warm end 
the spectrum very little, is at its maximum inthe 




end of the spectrum.
He ring in loo tap 
and found he could diviue 
group matched spectral red 
ratio of 1.15:1. the other
cammed a number oi cases 
them into two groups. One 
with spectral blue in the 
groups in the ratio of
7 to 1. Be found the position of pure green to diffe, 
in the two groups - the green requiring to bo 
vavcrd in the case of the first group. In colourless 
mixtures of red and bluish-green, greenish yellow-and 
violet, and yellow and blue, the firs^group required 
larger quantities of the shortwiv/ave^ioraponent. The 
first group was said to be relatively yellow-sighted, 
the second group relatively blue-sighted,lb* sed on 
their responsiveness to these colours, Bering . 
examined two marked cases of individual variation in 
pigmentation- Professor'Bisdermanri and Dry Singer.
Prof i.'-sor Biedermann with little macular pigmentatior 
he termed relatively yellow-sighted,, Dry  Sing-r with 
greater pigmentation he termed relatively blue-sighted, 
therefore suggested that the two classes of 
en colour-blindness were extreme cases of




yellow- and blue-sightedness, combined with greater oi 
lesser pigmentation of the m a c u l a . Th protanopes or
:1act oively
.n o p e :
scoterythrous group would be regarded as r 
blue-sighted (or blue anomalous); the deuter
photerythrous would be r :• gar dec. as relatively 
ye11ow-sighted.
CO El rc.hu), V o i r ]  I fa. lOSC ^ £ ¿ 3#/- J
If the explanation is correct, one would. 
expect to find gradatiencases- passing gradually from 
prdtanopia to deut rs iopia- 1 ut si c pe. i s Jem to 1 
the case. v^Kries and Alney, by exp arimentation hav- 
shown that the hasis of differentiation ;• .¿tween 
scoterythrous and photerythrous cannot "be a physical 
one. Tschermak, a staunch v.ph la- ■? of Haring's the or,
is also inclined to give^this expia oa^tion£\T)
Dry Hivers, however, statestthatm;h ■ vari iti 
of pigmentation may b~ discontinuous; and in th - 
absence of direct investigati on of the question the 
existence of two distinct groups by no means destroys 
the validity of the proposed explanation. It seems 
probable to Hering that there is a relation between 
macular (and lens) pigmentâtion and development of 
thè colour sense. In cases of red-green blind les; ,it 
seemed as if the group with'more pigmentation (yellow- 
sighted or photerythrous ) had a more highly developed 
blue-yellow sense, and Hering supposes that the 
shortening of hs spectrum^ in the 





1  o ./ s 3 n s a t i o n | F \ ^  *
4» Muller1 y The ory
-Muller is an exponent of the He ring theory 
and has suggested some modifications •$) He accepts; as 
fundamental the colours red, yellow, green and blue 
of Hering and the white-black apparatus. These four 
chromatic processes and the two achromatic processes 
are at the periphery; but in addition to these then 
are ,six central v; lues. The red process excites the
red, yellow and white values; 
excites the yellow, green and 




the yellow process 
w h it e; t h s gre o n pr oce s
blue process 
blue, red. and black. The yellow process 
red and the yellow processes, thereby 
red, greep, yellow and white values.
The red and green neutralise one another, leaving thf 
sensation of yellow.
Muller substituted a reversible chemical 
process for He ring's antagonistic process of anaboiisi 
and katabolism.
Müller was dissatisfied with Hering's 
explanation of the two types of red-green colour-
andblindness 
" The red 
effect on the 
effect on the 




gives the following explanation, 
t of the spectrum he assumes, besides 
red-green substance, may have also an 
yellow-blue substance, and it may even 1' 
effects- it may act upon it in the first 
by producing out of the decomposition 
substance some one or more of the
constituents of the yellow material (with which, in 
the original form of the hypothesis, red light had 
nothing to do^). The first type of the red-green 
blind- those formerly called red-blind- are totally 
lacking in the rdd-green substance; these are the 
CO ^ischermak, Jk < ¿ ^ 9̂  sV
(2) Article m  Schaefer's Physiology^ p. 1118-^pfcS
c r>
X l l  U i L ; l o JL i 1 J . o x  Ö JT J i j /  ö  X  J .  à
( -1 .
typical yellow-blue visioned.. But the second type- 
those formerly called green-blind- see yellow in the 
place of "both red and green forgone totally different 
reason- either Because the nerve«» fibres which 
conduct the retinal excitation are not of the normal
constitution, or Because s-ome still other constituent
which is usually found already prepared in the retina
will B
*5 1
seen thatis now absent. In this fashion it 
the so called red-blind lack all the indirect effect 
of the light of the spectrum upon the ya"l 1 ow-Blue 
substance, while that indirect effect still persists 
for the green-Blind/"XjJ Ladd-FranJ lin regards this 
explanation as complicated and far-fetched.




Ladd - Franklin Theory
"Ver ¿
( The Molecular Dissociation The ory2)
inse in the 
=*0#. grey
This theory assumes that the colour s 
earliest stage of its existence was 
only, which includes the whole range of colourless 
sensations. The sensation of greyjis produced By the 
decomposition of a .grey molecule. The decomposition 
of the molecule sets free a chemical substance which 
acts upon the retinal nerve endings and so a sensa­
tion is experienced. The molecule consists of a firm 
inner core to which is loosely attached an outer 
range of atoms. These atoms are"torn off”in decom­
position and the sensation ensues. The cause of the 
tearing off" of the atoms is the ether vibrations 
which are in the visible spectrum* The middle part of 
the spectrum has a more powerful effect on the atoms 
as is shown by the sensations of the totally colour­
blind.
This grey substance exists both in the 
and in the cones. In the rods it still exists 
an undifferentiated condition so that "it goes 
pieces all at once under the influence of light 
any’ kind/"\(2) In the cones a 








decomposition takes place in different 
complete decomposition of the 
molecules in both rods and cones excites sensations of 
white or grey. "For black, the theory supposes that, 
in the interest of a continuous field of view, o'ijects 
which reflect no light at all upon the retina have 
correlated with them a definite non-light sensation- 
that of blac]yf"\<?3
The 'colour molecule appears at the second 
stage of development. The outer range of atoms in 
the cones segregate into two groups having different 
vibration rates; "one fitted to be shaken to pieces 
By light from the warm end of the S p e c t r u m , t h e  
other by ligjjit from the cold end of the spectrum^
(1) Psychological P e v i ew. Vol. 6 . Article by 
G. Ladd-Franklin.  ̂ *
(2) Psychological R e v ie w  Vol. 3,
^ 3 )  c2  U-fc-to-d. WiV-W J 1 C
}  P • 2 2 3  ,
and the two sensations of yellow and blue are ex­
perienced: "in a third stage of development, the yellow 
producing constituent is in its turn broken up into 
two parts of such different internal vilrative periods 
that they respond respectively to the red light and 
green light of the spectriû CjL,)’1 The red and green 
colours are not complementary. If the red and green 
atoms are decomposed t o g e t h e r , t h e y  do- not 
revert tea.-sk to the more primitive yellow 
reponse. Similarly when the yellow and blue atoms 
are decomposed together, they revert to the more
primitive white or grey sensation. When all three, 
yellow, red and green are stimulated, complete de­
composition takes place, and the original grey sen­
sation results. These reversions must take place 
below the level of consciousness for yellow does not 
appear to be composed of red and green nor white of 
yellow and blue. The combination will take place 
probably within the retina and be of the nature of 




fellow')—¡ W h i t e '^ B ^ )
(Wh ite'V-(Blue^) (Green^
f reeny
b * f -
r ~
W hile
This theory assumes three fundamental colours, 
red, green and blue out of which all others arise by 
combination; it also recognises the four primal 
colours red, green, blue, yellow, each unlike the 
other three. A compound colour such as blue-green is 
formed in the following way. The blue rays tear off*' 
from the molecules the atoms corresponding to the 
vibrations of the blue rays, and the green rays”’tear" 
from the molecules the atoms whose vibration^ rates 
are coincident .with the green rays and. the resultant 
sensation is blue-green.
The first stage corresponds to the sensation 
experienced in the peripheral zone of the normal eye; 
the second stage corresponds to the middle yellow- 
blue zone," the third stage to, complete vision such 
as in the fovea.
The grey substance in the rods can be de­
composed by a single colour stimulus - but the grey 
substance in the cones requires a compound colour 
stimulus before the sensation of grey can be experienced 
As we have already seen, stimulation of the conedtoy 
a single colour/only causa* partial decomposition and 
(l) 11 i d Vol. 6
and. the two sensations of yellow and blue are ex­
perienced: "in a third stage of development, the ye How 
producing constituent is in its turn broken up into 
two parts of such different internal vibrative periods 
that they respond respectively to the red light and 
green light of the spectrui^^l,)1’ The red and green 
colours are not corr.plementaory. If the red and green 
atoms are decomposed together, -weH-ind they d-Q—net- 
b>I-endy-:btrt- revert to the more primitive yellow
reponse. Similarly when the yellow and blue atoms 
are decomposed together, they revert to the more
primitive white or grey sensation. When all three, 
yellow, red and green are stimulated, complete de­
composition takes place, and the original grey sen- ' 
sation results. These reversions must take place 
below the level of consciousness for yellow does not 
appear to be composed of red. and green nor white of 
yellow and blue. The combination will take place 
probably within the retina and be of the nature of
This theory assumes three fundamental colours, 
green and blue out of which all others arise by 
combination; it also recognises the four primal 
colours red, green, blue, yellow, each unlike the 
other three. A compound colour such as blue-green is 
formed in the following way. The blue rays tear off*" 
from the molecules the atoms corresponding to the 
vibrations of the blue rays, and the green rays"' tear’ 
from the molecules the atoms whose vibration^ rates 
are coincident.with the green rays and the resultant 
sensation is blue-green.
The first stage corresponds to the sensation 
experienced in the peripheral zone of the normal eye; 
the second stage corresponds to the middle yellow- 
blue zone; the third stags to,complete vision such 
as in the fovea.
The grey substance in the rods can be de­
composed. by a single colour stimulus - but the grey 
substance in the cones requires a compound colour 
stimulus before the sensation of grey can be experienced 
As we have already seen, stimulation of the conedljby 
a single coloui/only causes partial decomposition and
(l) lb id. ̂ Vol. 5
a colour sensation is produced.
The rod-pigment or visual purple which is 
"not the substance whose chemical decomposition 
affects the optical nerve-endsy\]L)¿is a secondary 
means for securing adaptation to a faint light,
: and not directly a vision-producing substance at al;
It acts by absorbing ( for the purpose of re-infarcing 
faint light vision) a large amount of the light which 
; usually passes entirely through the transparent rods
and cones b e .os* in the choroid coat, it is
*
adapted to aiding vision in the gloomy depths of forests 
because green light is the light which it absorbs, and 
fishes which alone, of all vertebrates, have a rod 
pigment of a distinctly different colour, are exactly 
fitted for utilising the last rays of the light which 
penetrate deep Into the waters of the s e a u h { 2 )  
Colour-Blindness. J
T5r/"Daad-PrariklinH. regards colour-blindness as an 
atavistic condition. In total colour-blindness the 
grey molecule has remained undifferentiated and grey 
is the sole sensati'oji^of which the retina is capable.
I?i red-green blindness the second stage of development 
is permanent. The g r e y  molecule has become diff erentie.t- 
ed into yellow and blue but no further differentiation 
has taken place. Yellow and blue therefore are the 
only two colours which are visible to the red-green 
colour-blind. "It is as if red-vision had fallen out 
and green vision had been turned into yellow- vision 
for the one sort; and for the other sort it^as if 
green-vision had fallen out and vellow-vision had 
taken the place of jgsd-vis ion/1 ̂ (3̂  
f a l l ) ' -  :
to . T k io r y
~ n n i-r 1 k -hV> p n r  . fOS^henqjc’ls theo yt lse sms to be along somewhat similar 
lines. He is/an advocate of the Young-Helmholtz
theory which Ladd-Fra rikli nJp does not claii. to be. He 
recognises five simple sensations red, green, yellow, 
blue and white but only three of these are fundament a 
red, green .and bluejwhieh correspond¡gto three'“visual 
substances*.’ He explains the development of the colour 
sense as starting from .a sensation of white which/fne 
longs to the cones only and which corresponds .vein 
closely to. a similar substance in the scot opic*uSub- 
stance of the rods. The white substance becomes differ­
entiated into two substances wfeiek* ' sensations 
of yellow and blue^whjun: when simultaneously excited 
L ¥■ overt- to the primitive sensation of white. Ultimate!
| yellow substance becomes differentiated into red 
and green which when equally and simultaneously stim­
ulated h(P : V b  'r y ellow. h1 K'aIw vjmlvu'1 1 w® aX*
Schenck assumes that each of the three visual
sy&utijL. 'flCL
ULa m CliltrVV i
(i fs ( 0 <̂ IC-
/C./5 t.o r\ el b /
to
( 1 ) ¿ b i d  V o l e s '
(2) Ibid. Vol.
(3 )  I b i d . ^ V o l . W ^  (aw ; ' l  -» o J fg,
(. ^ ) A  ■ j- . d. . (̂ fLA ■ . J  d  X 11 I ̂  o '!
tr
£- by ^ ich a ra
djltt>VVltUKX«
•B- lVjjtû V-2 OM  ̂
^buwjJxj ^ &=«- 
uâ oJCft-v̂ -
X6.
part s(j\0 ne part a c t :s ubs ta nca s has two
for the st imulus( 
suggest edi,
termines the luminosity of the sensation; a 
part which/^is set into activity hy the rece 
>hioh astori-.i-ng-c--the u M '
s.s e, receiver 
as, has beenstimulus-receptonLor __   .





m rr -rr ntfr l?s
f  ( t -2. £ rn k-fóLnjg er )
called
the se n sa t i  on- s t  iin 1 1 a t o:r fo-fini ungse-rreoe ri. ouut to ' ih, ^tui-eJL^U -&#•
S - r T>i=. T»«r5 siihst« rwsfi ht* e, » ar.flni r. 1 stimulus U
have the green s't-'-TIv-tiptor 
1 l u i
h;
and
so. ub ance as a spec al
nisation stimulator and so
ind ! s; the red for long waves, 
waves and the blue for short waves 
energy set free by the green recap 
directly to the green stimulator/and no merg;
* 1 -1 ? - -t '
the green for mediur 
. The amount of
or for example, goe
is
diverted along any other channels, y lh ^
0 o 1 o u r - B l i n d n e s s y  n L a J^ o  ^ 1 cj»JJL<k
re^_^r9en colour-blindness however, a 
difference occurs. The Blue receptor acts as before 
for the Short-waved stimulus; the red and green j»r>ga 
hvar are not differentiated, and objective light acts 
on the red or green receptor or both, but they in 
turn are connected indiscriminately with the two 
corresponding receptors; the resultant sensation/, is 
always that of yellow. Schenck regards red-green 
colour-blindn ss as a case of arrested development in 
which the final differentiation of yellow into r c. and 
green has not taken place. In deuteranopla the three 
receptors and stimulators seem to be present*but the 
association between them has not become established 
in the case of the red and green visual substance.
In protanopia on the other hand the receptor of the 
red visual substance is absent- although the stimulate 
is present. This means that long.waved light would 
cause no sensation at all in the case of red blindness 
but mediumswaved light would stimulate the receptor of 
the green visual substance* which would distribute its 
energy indiscriminately between the red and the green 
stimulators causing a sensation of yellow.
7.
I J -  ' '  ^
E d r e ^ T h e o r y ^
Professor Edridge-Green1s theory assumes that
visual purple is the sole visual substance. Visual 
purple is to be found in the rods only and the rods 
are concerned merely with the formation of visual 
purple and take n o -p a r .. in visual sensations. (Thi 
is contrary to the evidence/of *?==? duplicit
theoryvw v^Kries and ¿others who hold that_the rod
are the vi 
Light_rays
¿~r , ~ —
mal organs for scotopic vision/7~N\C2j
impinge on the retina setting free the
0 >
(a)
?̂Q.fSOKiS. .fin I uclon fe ~lhg 0 .̂ Co[oyR ViSlONl |j.2
The experiment, carried out by Ladd-Eranklin and 
Ebbin£aus, reported in Nature. Vol. 48^ p.517;
s e ems 
view.
further conclusive evidence aga.ihst this
r






visual purple from the rods and a photograph a«* or 
optogram is formed an "the retina. The decomposition 
of the visual purple or rhodopsin stimulates the ends 
of the cones setting up a visual impulse which is 
transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve. "In 
the impulse itself we have the physiological basis 
of the sensation of light, and in the quality of the 
impulse the physiological basis of the sensation of 
colour. The impulse being conveyed along the optic 
nerve to the brain, stimulates the visual centre, 
causing a sensation of light, then passing on to the 
colour^jye/ceiving centre, causes a sensation of colour. 
But though the impulses vary in character according 
to the wave-length of the light causing them, the 
retino-cerebral apparatus is not able to discriminate 
between the character of adjacent stimuli, not being 
sufficiently developed for the purpose. At moat seve 
distinct colours are .seen, whilst others see in 
proportion to the development of their colour- 
perceiving centre, only 6, 5, 4, 3 or 2* In the degr 
of colour-blindness just preceding total, only the 
colours at the extremes of the spectrum are recognis­
ed as different, the remainder of the spectrum 
appearing grey/"x-'̂ l
In the fovea there are cones only and no rod 
therefore there is an absence of visual purple in 
the fovea. Edridge-Green claims however, from direc 
observation and^entoptic grounds jthat there are four 
canals or depressions leading into the fovea which 
conduct the visual purple from the rods into the 
centre of acutest vision. He and Devereux Marshall 
examined the retinas of two monkeys which had been 
kept in a dark room for fortnight hours beforehand, 
and they claimed that the visual purple could be seen 
between the cones in the fovecp^2} Their observa­
tions, however, have not been confirmed,— in fact have 
been contradicted by Kujbrie and Net tie ship. Ent optica 
3st can be seen, on waking in the' morningjas a rose- 
red star projected against a dull white surface, such 
as the ceiling. This observation of Edridge-Green cnn^. 
-firms that previously made by Taitjfbfend Boll. on
"It is difficult to^say at present exactly 
how the .visual purple acts as a stimulus transformer, 
but this1* be cause so many plausible hypotheses immed­
iately occur to us. It is very probable that light 
acting up on the visual purple is, according to its 
wave-length, absorbed by particular atoms or molecule 
the amplitude of their vibrations being increased.
These vibrations may cause corresponding vibration© 
in certain discs of the outer segments of the cones, 
which seem especially constructed to take up vibrat­
ions. We know that when light falls on the retina
(1) Hunterian Lecture on Colour Vision and 
Colour Blindness . .x). lO.ifr sft a a,.




it causes an electric current. We know how the 
.telephone is able through electricity to convey 
waves of sound, and something similar may be present 
in the eye,the apparatus being especially constructed 
for vibrations of small wave-length. The current of 
electricity set up by light may cause the sensation 
of light, and the vibrations of the atoms or molecules 
the sensations of coiour/T"~\iX)
He further points our that two processes 
are continually going^pLn the visual^purple as in all 
vital processes; a ka'taholie or breaking down process 
of the visual purple by light and an anabolic ox- 
building up process by the pigment cells and rods.
"The retina, therefore, corresponds to a 
layer, of photo-chemical liquid in which there are 
innumerable wires each connected with a galvanometer. 
Whwn light falls upon a portion of this fluid the 
needle of the galvanometer corresponding to the 
nearest wire is deflected. The wires correspond to 
the separate fibres of the optic nerve, and the fa) 
galvanometers to the visual centres of the Iraini"
^  £
Col our-B1 indness .
f̂Keshv/ o f  ttbe-
Edridge-Green bases his^evoiution of the 
colour sense on his theory of psycho-physical units.
A 'psycho-physical series is a physical series as it 
appears to the mind. In colour the physical series is 
represented by the solar spectrum, but the p s y c h o ­
physical series differs greatly with individuals.
The majority of individuals are alls to distinguish 
six different colours in the spectrum, red,< orange, 
yellow, green, blue and violet, and they are said to 
have six psycho-physical units. The colour sense has 
gradually evolved by^increasi^oCthe number of psycho­
physical units.
At first no colour is seen- the spectrum 
appears as different shades of grey. The first 
differentiation of colour will be that of the two 
physical stimuli which are most unlike. The spectrum 
then will appear all grey but with a tinge of red at 
one end and a tinge of violet at the other end.
As the colour sense improves, the red and violet 
will gradually invade the grey band of the spectrum, 
until they may meet in the centre. "It is obvious 
that all the cclours of the normal sighted which are 
included in the coloured portion of the spectrum 
will be seen alike and may be represented by that 
colour of the normal sighted which corresponds to 
the centre of this colou^d^portion. What are the 
two colours seen when the^of the grey has disappeared? 
The colour will be represented by that colour which 
in'the normal sighted corresponds to the centre of 
each of the two colour's ...According to the theory, 
these centre points ought to correspond to the centres 
of the two halves of the physical .series. The two 
(1.) Hu nt e r ;ia n Lecture s/m . 2 1 , - g L ( 2  ) £b id., p . 23 .
i Mv ouvvoC / ) /
m
colours should be complementary to each other. It is 
evident that these complementaries must be those which 
are closest to each other as far as the spectrum is 
concerned. The complementaries which are adjacent to 
each other are yellow and blue/*\l) Such cases are 
called "dichromics." '
In the next stage of evolution, a third colour 
appears between the other two, namely green. These are 
"trichromics" and can see accordingly red, green and 
violet. They do not see yellow and blue and are con­
tinually in difficulty with them. Yellow is the next 
colour to appear between the red and the green and 
those who can see four colours in the spectrum(red, 
yellow, green, violet) are termed "tetrachromics".
In the next stage of evolution the colours seen are 
red, yellow, green, blue, violet - these are the 
"pentachromics". Orange is the sixth colour to be 
recognised and thus we get the "hexachromics" or 
normal group to which the majority of individuals 
belong. The highest development yet reached is that 
of the "heptachromic" who can distinguish seven colours 
in the spectrum - the additional colour being indigo. 
"This order is not in agreement with careful obser­
vations on thresholds of colour-visibility by Abney 
and Besting and by Abney and Wats oryf""\2j
Colour-blindness is atavistic and all 
stages are represented aji -¿da§noo 1-ng- colour-blinds.
The "dichromics" correspond to the class usually 
termed "dichrornates". The Anomalous T^richromates 
include the three, four and five unit class of Edridge- 
Green.
Colour-blindnes's can be divided into two 
classes. In the first class there is a defect of ligh' 
perception as well as a, colour loss; in the second 
class there is a defect in the perception of colour 
only. Edridge-Green explains both by an analogy to sound, 
The first class represents those who tire unable to 
hear very high or very low notes; the second class 
represents those who have what may be called a de­
fective musical ear. Both defects may appear in the 
same individual. The defect in light perception re­
sults in a shortened spectrum either at the red or 
the violet end - the defect in colour perception 
causes a less number of colours to be seen than in 
normal vision.
In this theory colour-blindness is not due 
to a loss of colour but is caused by the inability 
of the individuals to detect differences between 
colours.
(1) .Colour-Blindness and Colour Perceptlon^pp.34-5 .
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Stilling's Pseudo-isochromatic Tables X -6 *.
Uuvwb-a-rScoloured lottere»- on
The 12th. edition of the Tables v.as used. 
This was generally the first test employed as it was 
the first test by means of which the cdlour-blinds 
were detected. In conducting experiments with colour 
with a large body of students it was found that 
certain students experienced considerable difficulty 
in carrying out the required experiments owing to a 
decided inability to detect certain colours. These 
students were examined in the course of the ordinary 
Laboratory period by means of Stilling's Tables, and 
some of them failed'completely to pass the tests.
This led to a more thorough investigation of such 
cases.
The Tables consist of 
coloured background and there are fourteen in all.-  , _ ,  _r\U*VVD€.raTable 1. for example, consists of red Istfe-efps on a 
green ground which are easily distinguishable to the 
normal eye(but which present great difficulty to 
certain coloiir-blinc^ because there is no contrast 
effect between the iwrnre and the background. The 
Tab 1|s are based on the fact that if two colours of 
equal brightness lie on the same side of the neutral 
band of•the spectrum of the dichrornate, they cannot 
be -¡itor i p [■ ■~Qj■ ■ oh *̂
The Tables test both red-green blindness 
and blue-yellow blindness and. further differentiate 
between short-;ned and unshortened spectrum. Red.-green 
blinds with normal length of spectrum are unable to 
■read Tables 1 and 2, but can read Tables 5 and 12; 
Red-green blinds with shortened spectrum read Tallies 
1 and 2, then 11 and 12, but no others. They have 
special difficulty with Table 3. Tables 5, 6, 11 
and 12, test blue-yellow blindness in the same way. 
Tables 13 and 14 are to detect simulation and every 
colour-blind is able to see the figures thereon.
The subjects were tested with all fourteen Tables.
The following are the results obtained; it*
+ indicates complete pass of the table.
failure er  n 
..̂ V partial success.12 *
1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A.. + + - - - - iJ - JLOu. lE + *
B,► - + - - - 12 - t — iTC. t +G. 3. ■ ? X2 + i?
i
?
I£ -] t T ti +3.2
t
D.. 2 ~Z + 2 2 iU 7 IF — "2 ~ +■E.t - + - - - I2 - a - + 4- f
P.1 12 12 tG.► - + - - - 7 - k - 7 + 4-H,, t t - - - - lIg
- 12 - iZ V
I , . + + - - - - - - - + t 4-
1 . _I - - - - - T2 - - 12 “o' 4-
CW.'vv
The Stilling Tables divide the subjects int i 
two fairly-well marked groups. Five subjects are 
totally unable to read Tables 1 and 2; two attempt to 
decipher the figures with varied succes:, making 
many mistakes but managing a figure here and there.
The other three subjects read the Tables with ease.
With Table three the position is reversed. Those 
unable to read the first two Tables are delighted 
to be able to read the third Table without any 
difficulty, whereas those who can read easily the 
first two Tables, find the deciphering of the numbers 
in the third Table to be impossible. On a first 
finding then all subjects are red-green colour-blind. 
Five of them have a spectrum shortened at the red end 
and five of them have a normal length of spectrum.
The two subjects who partially pass the Tables show 
conflicting results in some of the later tests.
One of the subjects discovered that he could 
read Tables 1 and 2 which before were undecipherable 
to him, with the aid of a red glass. The red appeared 
whitish and the green very dark - the contrast be­
tween the figures and the background standing out 
clearly. The subject saw remarked that he was now 
convinced that the figures did actually exist, of wkie-k 
he had been sceptical before. Otherg>of the tables he 
could read by means of a green glass. In all cases 
it was merely/n of obtain***; a good contrast
effect - the red and green glasses absorbed part of 
the rays of light and neutralised the colours, Hed 
and green glasses have been. trw.ed frequently to see 
if they would cause any palliation of the defect, 
but they do not seem to have met with much success.
f
2. Holmgren1s Wool Test,
-—
The wool test is based on eomparison of 
different colours. It was originally suggested by 
Seebeck and later used by Wilson ias- of course'" a moret, p*or less primitive form. Both investigators recognised 
that merely tasting a colour-blind by naming colours 
alone, was a very inefficientT- Seebeck used about 200 
pieces of coloured paper and asked his colour-blinds 
to sort them. Wilson used skeins of wools in a similar 
fashion. Holmgren however, was the first to systematic 
the test and put it on a scientific basis. He was a  ̂
staunch adherent of the Young-Helmholtz theory, and 
in fact devised his test in support of the theory.
The wool test has been generally recommended 
because it has many advantages such as portability, 
absence of need for names of colours ,and because the 
wools reflect the light equally in every direction.
The 'confusion* skeins which number over 100 
are spread out in irregular order before the subject. 
They include all varieties of colours and m£ny shades 
and tints. The examinee is asked to pick out all ''.he
test skein, irres- 
n o tv/ o sped me ns 
? colour only is
skeins the same colour as a given 
pective of sllade. He is told that 
are alike, and that reseniblance o 
all that ±s desired.
Holmgren advocates the use of three such test 
skeins, and those he chose are in agreement with the 
theory5 he favoured; 64 a very pale green, a light purple 
or pink and a full.red. The first skein determines 
the presence of the defect, the second decides if the 
defect he one of red-blindness or green-blindness, 
judged by the confusion skeins chosen, the third skein 
acts as a confirmatory skein.
The tests employed as test skeins in these 
experiments were not those advocated by Holmgren, but 
were more or less experimental in character. In all 
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The vivid red, medium pink and pale 
a series in intensity which was found 
interesting results; the vivid green, 
green and light green formed a corresponding 
in green. These different degrees of intensity of 
colour were added as the experiment was proceeded 
with. The magenta was suggested from a reading of 
Sanford (l), and the brown suggested from a residing 
of Abneyfo{2j n The pale blue was added because of a 
tendency noted to confuse blue and pink,and to ascertain 
whether the confusion was habitual or merely accidental, 
and whether it was characteristic of all subjects.
It will be«, found that the results obtained 
from testing with the wools seem to point to varying 
degrees of colour defect.
It is interesting further to note the method 
employed by the colour-blinds. Their general attitude 
to the test is important, and the fact as to whether 
they select their colours with ease or with a great 
deal of hesitancy. The colour-bkinds are very partic­
ular with their matches and select the skeins with 
extreme care. The skeins which they reject are as 
illuminative of their defect as those they accepijand 
the numbers of both\/ere noted.
We are accustomed to speak of red-green 
colour-blindness and to mean that the individual 
cannot distinguish reds or it may be greens or both.
If he can see red or green then he is no longer colour­
blind but is referred to as colour-weak or as belong­
ing to the class of ’anomalous trichrornate^—-!) We have
(1) 1 Expe r ime nt a1 Psychology.








A  irvd iatf
seen that Professor Hayes challenges that*and states 
that individuals in whose colour system red and gr.en 
are totally invisihle, and "blue ant yellow the «only 
two colours recognisable, belong to the extreme or 
limiting class, s.nd that in the typical cases of 
colour-blindness some kind of red or green is seen by 
the individual but not to an extent which would 
justify his inclusion in the c3.ass of anomalous 
trichromates.
The ten cases examined canjiot be classified 
as cases of colour-weaknessii 11 -'dioy ohnc, slig3:t
deviation from normality. They all seem to be cases 
of col our-blindness., but they range from extreme cases 
in which neither red nor green can 1 a distinguished, 
to cases in which red and green can be distinguished 
with varying degrees 
i nt e ns i ty.
woolsjand later in the other tests. Pewer mistakes 
occur with the vivid red and the vivid green than 
with the pale pink and the pale green- but the number 
of mistakes varies of courde, according to the extent 
of the defect.
A o 10 «n o
O f 'of sufficient~ccuracy, xi
This result is well indica ted Li*. Holrngren'
Results of Wool Test
The results of each skein are separated. ̂  ordcr 
showisg the gradual increase in the (ijryiiiA-iir number of 
the confusion colours as the defect increases in 
degree. The subjects are named from A to J approx­
imately in the order of their deficiency- no rigid 
series of gradation is intended.











Agreens and Drownish greens .
b  •  ̂ m •- »”• } m «
C .  ̂ > .- . «.«—<
- f t e j - e c b s  
/ olive and greer 
A olive ano browr 
I orange, paleblu 
and brown.
flD./adds yellowish greens.
E./greens of all shades and one brown./salmon,pink
^  and olive
P .A g r e e n s of all shades and yellow 
orange, drab.
G-.^greens and pale brown.
H .Igre e ns.
I.^adds in addition to greens and 
: browns, fawns, creams, and yellow, / pals green.
orange and salmon.
J./greens, blue-greens, salmon, orange^2 d.greens. 
fawns, reds and crimsons, pinks, 2 drabs, 
ma g e nt a a nd dr ab s .
Subjects A to D match the t st skein correct­
ly , which seems to indicate an ability to select the 
proper colours. H also gave correct matches - but ha 
called the test skein orange and selected his matches 
I more for their brightness than hue. P, G, land J show 
confusion - particularly subject J who may be regard­
ed as s. limiting case of dichromasy. This subject 
| found it difficult to imagine what skeins would be 
like several tones lighter. It is characteristic of 
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the confusion skeins -in this case h-
2. Vivid -̂ecy
A./.reds and crimsons, 
reds.
C.^reds, crimsons, pink, cinnamons.
D .k d o. a nd d. mauv e .
E./̂ do. and L Bluish red.
E.AI v. vivid red, I v. dark green
G.prads, crimsons, pinks, Blues, 
purples, draBs and grey.
H^-v.d.red, greens, p.Brown.
I.AI red, different shades of 
green, Brown, Blue.
Jk  crimsons, reds, salmon, Brown, 
yellows,' straws, all. shade, of 
green including Blue-greens, one 
pale Blue, v.d.violet, d.slate, 
draBs.
A and B select correct matches which seem to 
indicate an ability to distinguish red. The others 
show the confusion gradually increasing until subject 
J is reached, and it will Be noticed «he includes a 
large assortment of all kinds numbering 52 in all.
It seems clear even from these two examples that the 
defect differs in degree with subjects A and J.
: had 46 matches.
X _____
A a Brownish red. 
X crims on,Brown 
pink (too green)
A 1 luish pink 
(Because violet
/ p.green myrtle 
. terracotta.
A v.d. gres n and 
v ,d.crimson.
3. Medium Green/ ■ftaó -e c t -s .
A.Agreens and Brownish yellow.
(TT.B. confusion Beginning.)
/ l.oreange, canarj
B.A greens, yellows, orange, Brownish \ salmon,Brown,
yellows and fawns. greenish yellov
C.A do. do. A  terracotta and
a green.
DA. greens, yellowish greens, and 
Br ownish g ree ns.
E a Yellowish and olive greens, fawn, 
creams, straws, cinnamon, 
terracotta, salmon.
E A an emerald and a yellowish green, A pale green(be-




G a greens (all shades Jyellow, orange,
Browns and greys, s. dark Blue 
a nd a da r k violet.
HA same as B a.nd C.
1^ greens, cream, yellow, Brown.
J^all shades of green, including 
Blue-greens and Brownish greens,
Browns, reds, v.dark slatealmost ± dark mauve. 




/ 1 Blue p i nk. 
1  p i n k .
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•■beginning with subject A. She rejects a ligh~ orange 
and a canary. In other words she considered these 
likely to he matches, to a green. B li’.e.ise rejects^ 
: a salmon pink hut he selects as correct yellow and 
orange skeins. The others show the same confusion 
I as before in increasing measure.
4 Medium Pink
-t
A.Apinks, bluish pinks and bluish reds. A bluish pink. 
13 .A do. do. A
C a d d s  to above pale greens X blue pinkand
a cream.
D/ pinks,bluish pinks and bluish redsA yellowish
. fawn.
E .A bluish pinks, yellows, straws, creams,  *
3?.A pinks, bluish pinks, violet,pale blues 
one .̂ gxeBnish-bluffij. one. greenish grey.
G A pinks, greens/reds y and violets. /a yellowish
fawn.
ale greens, bluish A a bluish pink
AA
and an emerald 
green.
H.Ano pinks, but p
greens, yellowish greens and a 
dark violet.
IA bluish pinks, blue S cL nd greys 
JA pinks, one bluish pink, terra­
cottas, reds and crimsons.
Gree ns (all1 shades ) gree nisi«*#, 
greys, greys, drabs, straws, 
browns, blues (one v.d.slate blue 
two royal blues, one pale blue) 
one dull heliotrope.
TTo confusion seems to be existent in cases 
A. 33. D. but is much in evidence in the other cases. 
The confusion between pink and green begins with 
subject C. onwards. With the vivid red it did not, 
appear until subject P. was reached. Subject J. had 
sixty-seven matches.
Pale Green
A j, yellows, creams and salmon pink. A. 
(11.33. first confusion of pink Sc green)
33A do. and pink and orange.
C a cream, canary and yellow.
TJi do. do.
E' different shades of green,
yellows, creams, straws, pinks, 
salmons, pale blues.
PA same as G.
GA greens, browns, pinks, greys, 
Grab, blue and violet.
HA same as C.
IK yellows, pinks, greens, creams 
and orange.
jLs emerald green, cream, canary,. 
yellow, orange, fawn.











































6 . Pale Pin
A,./ '"bluish p i n k ,  y e l l o w - g r e e n s ,  
pale blues and violets.
33 wv 7811ows j pinks, ereams, , 
yellow-greens and greens.
C pinks, bluish pink and green.
D./, no match.
E.Apinks, "bluish pinks, greys, 
straws, yellow-greens, pale 1 lue
E.A lluish pinks, Hues, pale green 
and greys.
G.A no match, (skein— dirty white.)
A 1 luish pink.
*52?-
A pale pink 
. and dr al.





A pink,green,"blue k. ** 
A "bluish pink & ^
emerald green.




H.A"bluish pinks, pale greens, Hue 
and green and "blues.
I k "bluish pinks, vivid Hues 
reds and greys.
JL pinks, one H u e  pink, terracotta
reds and crimsons, greens, (all sha.des) 
greenish greys, greys, drals, straws,
"browns, H u e  and dull heliotrope.
With E,E, G,H, I, J", the confusion bet ween 
red and green is present from the "1 eginning; with A, 
red is not confused with green until the very palest 
skein is to be matched, then the pale green is 
confused with pink, and the usual confusion with 
with yellow. With subject 13. the confusion is n 
noticeal le in the medium green though not to any 
great extent and the confusion increases throughout, 
with more or less regularity. This seems to indicate 
different degrees of colour defect, which s -ei <- to 
be verified in the later experiments.
7. The Magenta Skein gave some rather curious results^’.
A/\ reds, bluish pinks, rose pinks,
pale pi riles. i pink.
13i blues and violets of all shades,
one bluish red(but not confident ^ vivid blue 
about it).
CL reds and bluish pinks.
violet and pirk 





DA crimsons and reds, bluish pinks 
dark mauve.
EA bluish pinks, rose pinks, 
violets, Hues.
EA one bluish red, one blv.ish pink,
pinks, v.d.purples, violets & blues
G A crimsons, reds, pirics, Agren, pink,
bluish reds and mauve. pile Hue.
HA d.mauve, d.violet,dark l lue £ ____
and violet.
1 Jx bluish pink, salmon pi rile, d. purple, A --
violets, blues.
magenta reds and medium pinks, k --









33. and. H. matched the test skein 1 .k v lue
no B. . c,c-.ed one "bluish red 
evidently chos n for its 3 luish lei ■■ only , altho® 
he evinced consider el le hesitation before finally- 
accepting it. When asked the colour o ’ th skei :, 
loth confidently declared it to be line. Th maj oiity 
of the others also matched it with blue and violet 
but added some reds as well. I and J. also thought t 
the skein was blue but their matches showed consider­
able confusion. 3. rejecte d sir skeins, then accent d 
them, to reject then: later. All ./ere of 1 luish or 
purple shades.
8. The Brown Skein seemed to cause consideral le 
difficulty.
A. Calling the skein dark green matched it car fully 
with one skein of a very dark olive-green and 
rejected a green and a brown.
B. Hatched it with dark greens and brownish greens 
but rejected all pure browns. »
C. Matched it carefully with two skeins, a very dark 
crimson and an emerald green.
D. Matched it with brown though limited to three 
in. number.
E. Matched it with brown and greens.
E. Experienced great difficulty in getting any match 
and finally accepted one reddish brown.
G. and I.both thought they had been given skein
bfo.2T again in mistake, (the vivid red) and 
expostulated that they had matched the brown skei 
before! They therefore gave similar matches 
as with the former skein, brown, brownish greens, 
reds and crimsons.
H. Matched it with greens of all kinds and a few 
b rowns.
J. As before showed the greatest confusion of all. 
Crimson, reds, salmon, cinnamon, pure brown, ^ 
canary, yellow, straws, yellofv-grsens,greens all 
shades, blue-green, one pale blue, drabs, v.d. 
violet, dark slate.
It will be noticed that all show confusion, 
though the confusion seems to increase with the variofx 
subjects. Subject J. included in his match ct p a. le 
blue. He thought the skein was a grey and the pale 
blue a lighter shade of grey. Thiswould seem to 
indicate a blindness to blue as well, but the subject 
in some of the tests was found to recognise blue 
quite easilyj he seems, however, from the evidence 
to have a weakened sensitivity to blue as well as 
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$. The Blue Sics In gave varied results.
J— '' >A ̂matched, it ith pale Hue and greens- n
no pinks, and thought the skein / v.pale gr ¡n,
itself was a pale green.
15/, blues, violets, greens and a 
Bluish pink.
C a do. do.
hlu.es, pale green; , 
ye11owish gre e ns.
E/blues, violets, 1 lue-greens, 
pale greens and greys.
P/blues, "bluish pink, pinks and' 
a natural grey.
G/"blues, pinks, bluish pinks 
and crimson.
H A blues.
I/blues, purples, pinks, greens, 
greys.
J& four blues, two very dark slate blues/
[ i uks .1 lu 
pinks.
^  b l u i s h  p in !  .
/  p . g r e  n . r o s e .
L p a l e  1 l u e .
t  ----
/
.1 lu e  p i  nk)
k. p a l e  g r e e n .
I —
violets, twenty-sir greens, (all shades 
including blue-brown, yellow-gree ns) 
pinks, terracotta, reds and crimson, 
one bluish pink, one bluish red, 
one v.d.red- almost a brown, greys, dr a! s, 
straws, canary, brown.
The
7/eO.l' infirkedj which 
b1i nd s. The re i s
confusion between blue and violet is 
is characteristic of all colour- 
a confusion also of blue and gre n. 
thought the skein was green. The confus-
nl-
33, C,a nd D .
ion 5 etween blue and pin! 
certain subj ects, but is 





is  c learly  shown 
seen not to be ch, 
confusion of the
with
r a . c t e  r i s t  1C
ke i n
y is common to subjects E,I,J. E. called the 
light blue grey. G. said it was either blue 
J . called it a light grey and thought i '• 
same skein as the pale pink and the medium 
pink, v/hlcU3 he also thought were grey.
The wool test therefore gave a considerable 
insight into the nature of the respective defects 
of the examinees. All matched the colours very si owl: 
and very deliberately and often picked up skeins, 
laid them tentatively beside the others, accepted th'-iti 
then later rejected them,perhaps to accept them later 
still. With some the difficulty lay in deciding 
what the test skein was, and it was turned over and 
over and"viewed at various angles before its colour 
was finally decided.
If we can assume that the vivid red skeinis 
that similar to the full red of Holmgren, then it 
does not seem at all a satisfactory colour for a 
test skein. All subjects did not blunder in matchin 
it, and if used alone it would, very ofjfen fail to 
detect colour-blindness. Abney seems to have recog­
nised this fa.ct, for he states that the red skein is 
the weakest of the three test skeins, and admits that 
as a test bf colour-blindness it is not too satis­












that a clark hr own skein he substituted. A dark 
brown skein does appear to give a better result, and 
all the subjects found it a difficult colour to 
match, for brown is one of their most puzzling colours 
It does not follow however from the results obtained 
that the subjects can be divided into t o groups 
according to the confusion colours chosen. Abney 
states that the red-blind will match not onl; dark 
green, but also light green with it; the green linds 
will pick out the browns and the reds, On such a 
basis subject C. would be difficultyo place as h 
matched it with a vary dark crimson and i n emerald 
green! G.I.J. likewise.
The same criticism applies to the other two 
test skeins as recommended by Holmgren.
The pale-green test is most satisfactory 
for it seems to show up the defect immediately.
For this reason too, the pale-pink is most useful.
The weaker cases of colour-blindness as we have seen, 
are able to pass the test when th colours are more 
highly saturated. It is the pale colours they hav 
greater difficulty with. Edridge-Green objects to 
such a green being used as a test skein and declares 
it to be the worst possible colour to choose, for the 
colour-blinds can easily pass through such a test 
without detection. The results of these experiments 
do not seem to justify such a conclusion, for all 
subjects substantially failed in their matches with 
the pale-green. The medium pinks and greens and the 
full reds and greens are useful in giving an approx­
imate insight into the extent of the d .feet, but as 
tests alone ar. unreliable.
The magenta sice in is also c useful one. All 
but one subject thought it was blue, or viftlet as 
some called it, and it was astounding to have all 
shades of blues and violets picked out as good matches. 
This too, by subject B. who acquitted himself so well 
in matching the vivid red skein. It would seem that 
| the blue had been much more powerful than the red to 
him,and that the red sensation in consequence had 
stiff red. Subject A. on the other hand gav, a good 
'match although she., thought the skein was a purple one.
The results, therefore, in her case might be mislead­
ing, She has a general confusion of blue and pink 
and it would seem that the result she did obtain w; s 
due largely to chance. This does^alter the fact, 
however, that red is visible to her under c rtain 
circumstances; where she confuses blu: and pink, or 
in this case magante a nd purple, th blue alnmmr'; musw 
be the stronger one, s ■ stron in fact that it saw . aWosl- 
to blot out the red sensation.
With the blue skein A. made no confusion 
with blues and pinks in the actual choice she made, 
but it is noteworthy that sb exarcined on or t o 
pinks and th in rejected th ¡1 ; th c >nf si on was cei-fainly 
present.
Confusion of blu with pink is suiu w> b • 
chc re of 1 is ;ic of ; shoi t 1 d sj ct v . I 
is . cidn up of a mixture of red and violet, the red 
element is invisil la and th violet r 1.. ins whici i. 
se n s s 1 lue. Subject G. ho ; v r, > has 10 short-
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individual how the selection shoulc
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-ening of th 
trust./ortlr - also shows
Inc o nduc t i n;: t his 
; v oci tes that the examiner 
a ■ ~ . XV.- V v...
argues that'’no one with a. d-.factive chroi 
nds the correct skeins in to. pile o. . or. e; .oil, 
f r ox ;h fact of bavin i i oment ' f >r ; i oth r 
Looking for and ; r ran* ing th >i pr< ctics 1
experience in testing colour-blinc , this i sthod




i Ui: 'konce he obtains a clue t o the colours required., will 
make a wond rful show of accuracy. Further Holmgren’s 
sec-ond instruction} that in test in laro; numbers* the 
Gc ndidate should 1 e instructed12!, o atte rtiv ly -ol ; ve 
th : examination, of thos . per -c ¿\din; the^ seems to
d feating the ourpos of the test.
The
t h a -
great advantage oi hoimgr wrr s rest is 
d on comparing colours, not on non.ing 
c o 1  ours, «¿o in • c olours, 1. - in ivnr-ticf; ctory. 
Certainly, wisn Holmgren devised his test, it was a 
step in th right direction, for the test in," of colour 
blinds by naming alone is most unsatisfactory. Buh 
in conducting the wool test just descr il 3d th; sub jac 
was always asked what colour he thou th test skein
" a.n&we.r* . _ , • . iwas ana h-isAwerQ mo nr illuminating, a no. increased th 
value of the test tenfold. L 1* ha a "< . .«r. discovered 
sine i that Edridge-Green in his classification test, 
which is a modified wool test employing different test 
skeins, advocates the same proce\dure. In fact the 
candidate is asked vfco name each colour as he selects
i t was found most instructive too. to ask fh-
names of the rejected colours and why they ./ere 
rejected, and the reasons throw considerable li hi 
upon the colour defect. The combined method therefor;, 
of comparing and naming seems to yield the best result 
In conclusion, the most outstanding r suit 
of this series of tests is the confirmation of 
Professor Hayes’ results, that there are varying 
degrees of red-green colour-blindness. The graded
O u x
A A -J l.
O iries of reds and greens brought this result clear 1.
out-, and it will be "found that later experiments 
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the shade t o g e t h e r .  In  some cases t h e i r  s k i l l  i n  
u sin g  c o r r e c t  co lo u r  names i s  remarkable and r nd< rs  
the d e t e c t i o n  of t h e i r  d e f e c t  mors d i f f i c u l t .
Dr.  P o le ,  h i m s e l f ,  remained ignorant of  h i s  d f  c t  
f o r  t h i n g  y e a r s .  D alto n ,  to o ,  i n  speaking o f  some 
of  h is  p u p i l s ,  remarked, 11 They, l i k e  a l l  hhe r e s t  of  
us c o l o u r c b l i n d s ,  were not aware of t h e ir  actually  
se e in g  c o lo u r s  d i f f e r e n t  from other peop le ,  but  
imagined there was great  p e r p l e x i t y  i n  the nai es 
a s c r ib e d  to  p a r t i c u l a r  c o l o u r s . 1'
I t  was f 02 t h i s  reason  th at  Holmgi sn d Tii c 
h i s  t e s t ,  which o b v ia te s  the need f o r  co lou r  names.
c o r r e c t ly  of  c o l  our-1 lino, ness ,  and the' T o
v a r i  ou s p r a c t  i  
o f  the h ig h e s t  
d i f f e r e n c e  1 :t
b 1 i  nd s e e s ,  a nd
c u l  q u est ion s  connected v/ifch i t ,  i t  is 
importance to  d i s t i n c t l y  observe the 
een the manner in  ..hich the c iloj.ir-
_______  the manner i n  which he names, c o lou rs
The s e n s a t i o n  i s  based upon the nature o f  hh . sense  
of  c o lo u r s  i n  the o r g a n iz a t io n  of  the o p t ic  nerve 
frism b i r t h .  The name, on the con tra ry ,  i s  le a rn e d .
I t  i s  c o n v e n t io n a l !  I t  depends upon exercise*  and 
h a b i t .  The names of  co lo u rs  a r . n a t u r a l1 th
o b je c t i v e  ex 
on the othc
p r e s s i o n  of  
thev
u b je c t i v e  s e n s a t i o n s ;  b u t ,  
r  hand,  are r e g u la t e d  b y  the sys&tei  
o f  nofcmal s i g h t ,  and cannot consequently  agree uitl :  
t h a t  of  the c o l  our -b 1 i
The o b j e c t i o n  which Holmgren had. a g a in st  
t e s t i n g  by  naming c l o u r s  seems t o  hav a r i s e n  from 
the f a c t  th at  such a test used t o  be a p p l ie d  to  
d e t e c t  c o l  o u r -b l in d s  i n  a most haphazard manner, and 
no other t e s t  was added. Colour naming i s  •& u s e f u l  
t e s t ,  but  i t  must be of a supplementary na n.re. 
A lon e ,  i t  i s  most unreliable , p a r t i c u l a r l y  i f  
names o f  f a m i l i a r  o b je c t s  are asked f o r .
J e f f r i e s , t o  t e s t  t h i s  p o in t ,  conducted  
an i n t e r e s t i n g  questionnaire with blind, c h i ld r e n ;  
c h i l d r e n  1 bind from birth,^  
c o l o u r .  He asked them the 
such as the sky,  an a. ,pi  
l e a v e s ,  water e t c . ,  and*
I*or example, to  banana, he
o
Oi j ectjs 
g r a s s ,
to  form as w e l l  as  
colours  of  f a m i l i i r  
banana, s t r a  wb e r r y , 
c ur i  ou s c: ns o r s . 
re c e iv e d  the f o l l o w i n g  
r e p l i e s ,  'Dont know: Ho id e a :  f a l l o w ;  D o n 't  know; 
D o n 't  know: G re e n -u n c e r ta in : ’  These w r c h i l d r  n 
ranging in  a g e  from te n  to  n in e te e n .  Unfortnnat 1,. 
experiment could not be continu c f  ■ c o lou rs■I- p.:
became. the t o p i c  of  c o n v e r s a t io n  throughout the  
i n s t i t u t i o n  a f t e r  t h a t .  The co lours  o f  grass  and 
ch e rry ,  however, wer f a i r l y  w e l l  known. "Throu h 
the ear alone these  answer? were le a r n e d ,  and r îtaine  
b y  memory. The attachment of  the nam of  a co lo u r  to  
an o b je c t  i s  an a t t r i b u t e  not learned y  th e y . 
a l o n e .  A w holly  uneducated person who handles b r isk s  
i f  he hears then oi Lied 1 la c k . _ v n . l l  so c a l l  th m wrl 
questioned as t o  t h e i r  c o ; >u x f  This i s  ; ii Llap
condition to  t h a t  fot nc i n  the c o l o u r - b l i n d .  He
(1)
(2 )
Quoted from J e f f r i e s  
gers  and i t s
'Vk ■ X C
-*) P . 10 0.
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D e t e c t i T i r g  j
151 i  nd. ne ss  : £ t  s Da n-
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learns by the ear th nai es 
in addi '• ion in som. cases h■ 
eye sens a.' 
some fin: 
for him a
•tion, not the sari . 
d i s c r im .1 na t i o n o
of far ilia.r obj ct 
ass )Ci te : 
as ours, hut proba 
shade which comes
, ana 
.th £ n 
l y
; o me t. ni
a .
new colour.
Edridge-Green, ho .v r, adopts an entii 
different attitude, and is a strong; advocate in 
favour of testing nomenclature, particularly for 
practice 1 purposes . He introduces colour nai ing into 
his classification test and into his lantern test.
The latter test in its relation to colour namin , me 
shall consider later. As long as the objects to be 
named are carefully chosen, colour naming gives \ 
considerable insight into th colour-]: lincFs*“ defect. 
It will be found that in many cases th < colour-' lind 
does not guess tigs names of colours-, h hr.s'a, regular 
system of his own which hr fin ly adheres








the dots m t i H i  ng 1 s Ta ;les
n olmgr n's Wools.
Some of the subjects were tested after the 
lapse of a. year and their colour nomenclature was 
found to remain constant. This cor firms the fact 
that guessing is not the rule, but chat the colour- 
blinds are guid d by definite, coioyr sensations ’which 
give them a regular colour system.














dark green a nd b r o wn. 
red. 
violet. 





(Light and lie di urn ) 
on Green back ground, 
green, 
gr en. 





yellow and orange. 
green or yellow 
and green, 
of grey.
ployed are charact rie 
admitted they reveal 
though
ticThe colour names earn 
of the defect and it must b
how great that defect is. Subject B.  recognis­
ing the colours could not decipher the figures.
Subject C. could partially read the figures although 
it will be noticed that his nomenclature shows 
considerable confusion. This is charact ristic of 
him throughout all the tests. Being questioned, he 
declared, he had no interest in colours at all, and 
had not thought whether he confused them or not. 
finally he admitted that crimsons anc the finer shade$ 
were difficult ■f’nr him but the question of colour in 
general seemed to have caused him no concern. J. as
fcefore shov/s the defect to be much graver than th - 
others and sees all colours as shades of gr y.
Table 2̂
(Light -end Medium) (Light and Dark)
• Green. figures on Bed. back g.. ound
A. green-. red.
33. orange red and red. red.
c. Yellow and dark green light green & dark reu.
D. dark green. light c nd di rk 1 r o n.
E., bright green. greyish green & grey.
E. yellow and ? green and red.
G. yellow and green. red and green.
H. yellow and orange. dark brown and 1 lack.
x . green. red and black.
J.. different shadas of grey.
How does this compare with the first table? 
A's results are similar to^first table- she recog­
nises red and green. 33. however shows confusion 
this time. Yellow is evidently confused with pi le- 
green in the cases of subjects C, E and H- a common 
confusion. J. remains constant and sees all as shades 
of grey. One other point of int :rest worth noting 
is in the case of subject H.- the medium green which 
resemples somewhat a grass green, he calls orange.
This is characteristic of him and tested a year later 
the same naming held good. This'is verified in the 
other tests. Note also that he calls the red black - 
this at once indicates a shortened spectrum.
Table 5.
Brloght %ed figures on Mole and. Black background.
A , red gree n
B, red green and black
C. red gree n
D dark red brown.
E red green
E, light red darker shades of red.
G red green and dark green
H, brown grey and black
I y grey shades of grey
J. black shades of grey
The red used in this table is a very bright 
red and was recognised as such by subjects A to G. 
This particular shade of red which seems similar to 
that used in the Nagel cards gave similar results 
there. It will be noticed that the background con­
tains a difficult colour for them, one of these in­
definite colours which is always a puzzle for them 
and which rarely fails to detect them. The majority 
have called it green. J. as before sees all the 
colours as grey - red is seen as black which denotes 
a shortened spectrum. Subject H. sees this shade of 
red as brown - that is, a dark shade of red is blac.’:, 
a medium shade is brown.
Table 4^
hed figures on Pawn and Mole be cl ground
A. "red green i nd i lack
33. red green
C. red dark green
D. red dark brown
E. red dark green and grey
P . r red green
G. red green
H . grey and black grey and brown
I . grey brown and black
J . b> lack shades of grey
Red again is recognised by subjects A to
It is the same particular "brightness of Tall--. 3.
H. and J". confirm the shortened^1'r$e' "back.;round, con­
tains confusion colours are not recognised.
Table 5
Pawn" and had figures on Grey and Mole background
A. green and red green
B. shades of green gree n
c. gree n gree n
D. s had e s o f b r ow n dark brown
E, grey and red grey
P. light red red
G. green green
H. grey and brown grey
I grey b r owm amd green
J. different shades of ;rey
The red in this table is a dull red - ..hat 
might "be called a ’bias' colour, and few subjects 
cotlld identify it. This is a striking difference from 
the last table. It seems to point to the fact that 
the colour must be somevhat resembling what iiay be 
designated as a 'pure red' in order that it may h ' 
identified. It must be reds like these which are con­
fused with greens. The background as before shows 
grey mistaken for green. Note subject J. again - he 
truly seems a limiting case of dichroj asy.
Table (3
; Pawn and had figures on Grey and Mole back .round ̂
Cdots however larger in size).
A . red green
13. crimson gree n
G. green or brown green
B. shades of brown dark grey
E. all different shades of grey
P. light red dark red
G. red and green green
H. grey and brown grey and lig
I. dark grey gree n
<1. differsnt shades of grey
A. and 13. this tin. recognise the red, a t  
otherwise the naming remains much similar to the pre­
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C .r im s o n  f i g u r e s
r'red
. crimson 





brown and black- 
dark brown and b 
different shade





3:rown and dark green 
?
brown
two shades of brown 
lack dark grey 
s of grey
s h ows c o nfus i o n o i 
shows signs of a t 
fusion Of red ; nd
This confirms the previous tables, that j 3c 
car 1 ; recognised. The bi ckground 
green and brown. Subject I now
under'i circumste nces
h omened •o r>trur. because o. o n-
a 1  o ne H , I . nd J h
spectrum which veri 
of the
lack. That is froi Colour naming 
ave been found to have shortened 
fies the results obtained froi
tab 1'1 s.
Table 8
Bright H'ed rad Crimson figari on Brown . nei
-\>fo
G ee-br .b
A. red gree n
B. crimson red and brown
C. brown light brown
D. dark red brown
E. red dark green
P. red brown
G. red green
H. brown brown and grey
I. dark grey or black shades of brown





The red here is fairly well recognised be 
it t>s of this bright variety, 
it brown. His nomenclature is nojr good 
and shows considerable confusion. This is curiou 
we remember that he can partially pass the















I. green a nd b r own 
J. figures decidedlv
on Br own a nd d . It r ow n backgr our 
green and red 






grey and black 
brown or red
ter; all however shades of
This table gives interesting result - all 
show confusion. Hote the description given by B of 
the figures, greenish red. This term is character­
istic of the mild forms of colour-blindness and of 








b o th! iio two call -¿¿mt colours the sarie -w-wf b oi.iin ̂ j. 
still rruv intains his different Shadss of grey. 
Evidently he has not le; rnec to a.- soeiuto a shade 
| with the name of a colour. Subject E. has i r then 
once called a colour a grey, and it was h. w] o c: 11 u 
the blue skein in the Holmgren’s wools a grey. 1'oes
this suggest a lowered sensitivity to colours in 
general? Subject E. is-very often compl tel; r.t a 
loss as to the name of a colour and finds it impossibjL- 
to make even a.guess at if. It -..ill also 1 notie d 
that ̂ greon is more often mention d than red, which 
y tsn^Lvely suggest/ »that;when in doufet, green is 
accepted solution.
Table 10
























green and red. 
green and reddish brown, 
green and brown, 
shades of grey, 
light green, 
may b° brown, 
nondescript and green, 
grey and. brown, 
green, 
grey.
brown and red are often mistaken for one 
another,‘ further, as we have already noticed, green 
and fawn are liable to be confused. The red is mor 
correctly and more frequently distinguished than the 
green and does not seer ■ op a n» to the sam amount of
Often the back-ground which contains twoc onfusion.
shades of the same colour is described as red and 
green- a difference in shade means a difference in 
colour.
Tabi 11
Urims on figures on Orange&b r own backgr ou.nd
A. red gr een and red
b. crimson orange and green
G. red yellow
D. red. red and grey
E . red light brown
E. red yellowish tinge
G. red yellow and red
H. black orange and brown
I. dark grey­ light brown or green
and dark Itrown
er. figures are black against the background
The red figures are we 11 ree og ni s e d aga i n
except for the last three subjects ,who are well- 
marked cases of shortened spectrum, and. who in 
consequence see the red as black. The orange r no brow 
both proved difficult colours. -hr. ' a ..• < ; con-
fuses brown and 
be a clear sense
red, therefore 
,tion for her.
red c a n ^ n o t always
LlclÌ  ¿e.
n
fJoéc tk a i  Subject A
1/




Yellow-green(l.& d. )figuT* 0 S '1 "H l: lr (1. : . ) : ,ckg]
A. •e 11 o. :-g r .e n a nei gre0-V-1 f. Ill 3
1. shades of . ' 0 0 VI different shades o:
C. gree n a nd brown green, avid blue
D. shades of green slate colour
p. colours vary ( no id na) d a n
G . gree n 1 lue
H . shad.es of gre v grey and 1 lue
I . gree n a nd i rown pink and blue
J. white . . t lue
(h on)
Two th i ng s ar e Of iiit arest. hew .
I )  . The light ■shadc 0 ' lue is often se0 ' Ì I
pale grey . Th:is conf i rii, Q ¿Ue result ol tained i 1
' ; tching the wools, cl 110. see*r C3 to 1 e characteristic
of some colonr-1 Xinds. J Wei.s d'oul tful about the 1 lu . :
a nd. finalIv d.escribed i•f" o  f ';  o  c l  o T 5 Ì 1 the colour of i nk.
2) . The light S } l r i  C p of blue is confused wit!
round
pink. This is a further sign of a shortened spect.ru . 
P and I who show this confusion %
Spectrum! for they c; " no■ 3 *• 1Tails 3.
¡t decipher the figures
Table i:
'Cr'ii .s or figures








I. black or d.grey 
J. black
on Pawn a hi. Mole ' - ' round 
two" di f fere nt gre : -is 




shades of brown 
green
grey and brown 
green a nd 1 r ow n 
shades of grey
The fthre§s\Last) again show si ;ns of shortened 
spectrum; the others show a discrimination of red. 
Pawn and mole as before are confused with green.
Hote !R’s indefinite phraseology.
Table 11




D. l.grey and d.grey
E. d.brown
P . may be d.rs d 
G. brown and ?
H; black





v . 1. grey a nd b r own 
green
darker shades
£  r  0  0  h 
all ■ rown 
li ;ht 1 r own 
fairly d .grey.
This particular red. is not so veil recognised 
Thef thr e e\,las V  a s before call it black. Su B 
ip levs his former terminology and designates Mv-
V
! i . c-
C
' ackground as reddish green. C and D -4 tiall;
3 Stillin ’s readin
nuii rs are c one : rned , a.re had at Ion
This tahl show? clearl; ' :onfusio
Furl the he -V rou id 
;re n is confus id with o . The puzi 
s.eei more lial le to 1 3 eallec gi 2 ths n b
c: 11 od red.
From the results of colour naming, v- rious 
f ets me:.y ■ ; deduced.
if.) i There are differe b grades of colour- li ld-
ness i in froi : tr. c 3- i rhi i d
• srftd ;re 3n can 1 p ;rc i\ c to cases in ip) r ( 
green can he perceived under certain ei ecu. ¡stances.
Subject J is the oxtr-n e ca.se.
2 ) t R id, if of si ci t hri ;1 tness, a  i is-
binguished h; some colour-1 linds. VIm. su t A . it
3) i Red i se 2 n s 1 c]: ;) os with short i
s Lj e c b ruj .
4) i Red is confused irith hlue in certs l cas ■ of 
s h o r ten- i d s p e c t rum.
5) i Brown is a com on c )nfi sio i c iloui of i 3
6) i Greenish red is s %ssem 2mploy h; colour-
t 11 ids .
7) y Pale ] lue i some cases >f i u.- re ind-
nasi- is seen as pale grey.
8) Partial passing of th Ta le does c -
incide with good nomenclature.
CcLcu.-r
9) Finally, s id this i perh ps bh : i ost i p o r t -  
ant result obtained, the colour- linds it
names of colour--., but have <• regular colour cyst ;m 
rhich determines the names bhejr emploi .
It will h ■ seen, therefor , :'jv t 1 r 
amount of information hr: 1 mi p.thsred fro; r 1; 
asking the 2xs v ine - to n coliurs and 
insight into their resp ctln c ’ cts has ien il- 
tained.
Re< are 13 ti in tl T: s .
A. recognised it If times..
x>.
G . 
P .  
IS. 
F .  
Cr.
H . 











The ahov tal le speaks for itsel a id shovj
J- 1-,r. great variety t h i ten colour- li s . j 0 . 
Th case of G is s ci 1 i e> son d
r suits : re c i oflicti n . T] peer litio ' res ml;
4 tjjmes rould to pis : 'V
trei case, am ime xperi it oi veri is,
u t oth m' c i i i would mal hi ' ppe«
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.
4. fvvJLV- â-PCtA ĵ x̂K
y ijtm  #■
y. ¿¿SjlsJ /suuA.
f. £uf/J~
ty. îux£je. &U+-M , fi.CjUUUK 
fo* ff-O-AA? ^xajlA.
fb d̂-oJ* - Ĉ4JUU\.
/A t'̂ Â  d-'u^tut 'Im-tozf
/S. yŜe-̂ a_jQ_ . x̂axĴ  j*x+x4<- • ^ut/v. ^Ujjx hJi+xa % ,r hJiwj
L& cLzscribd* *$I
&X~4, Ott*
Cjuzjiâ  ft̂ CfbLJL**- îJLQA*. yc//Vu) Cjk&SLX\ Cjb-SJLAy f'Ct-Oxj
SJlJ f̂ Xjd- JUlJ . SxV- /\JbV- JyjuJ hb-+MS, h+b<v>\
/af-t-UAktVv ^
OjtJUî y {/.d̂LMZAX c/• laJkSj*. CffSLfU\ fab**»', fib-4̂ AT̂  cJ.̂ bJLxj
Ltuj? v-el-fitJ- iM*(st fc<"J. (¡MU'- hU ^ ft^iU  cj- Wm.
y?CuA»̂ v
Cjb̂ SL̂x CjuL̂ M. Cjb*j^ £.k*+un\ -br*J‘ +Q»AJÛ  Y*JJU+0 <Jb*±+\ /KflJ.yiAy
£ -jt^v V-)>fu*jp>J£ £ jb  (¿***4'- Q ^Y  •-•Cuuy
y ciUwU-. 1 if-tLhUi I I
Cjf-vû  ,r-<A-J. <̂ (l04m y-iXt**v k~Ytt4'
d.yuiy ^»Ay
q*-*±+LL<iK. ¿?MLC--K_ 4-£-U-t - . toyfoJx
kUk* Y-hhxJL 'f.̂ rJOÂx fy+Ay hMjUl IxJ^S. fxJ&Z* ^- b̂SUj
.̂y-i/fnO +y<vw (tACA»w CfKÛ u ¿■'jULxJ
c/t-&Y Cft-iu  ̂ k*-++oy\ y*-<̂ y ^AaV. ŜaV cJ Uh**. y»Ae-n. AtcJ.JVAy
 ̂4UJ \
6f-*-MTl\ y»At<\ rtioSj S t a - t x  y'liJ * , , L  S J c t H .  S l t k J Z  ~) ■'';
These fs. exaiJiples ,;iv 
results . Very pal - greys, dreihs 
usually thought to T e pale pihOcs 
Subjects A. 3.. D. E. only condus _cl the pale shad 
and subject A. voi\unt ;ered the inf or; at ion that
cna ract ?nst.:.C 
and creaiiS  ar 
or pale greens
3h
could distinguish bright shades without difficulty- 
it was just the pale shades of colours which s 
knew she confused. Subject C’s noroenclature ir very 
bad- in fact is nisleading. In colour rixir he 
could distinguish differences between colours to a 
very fine degree^ although he would call a pink^green 
and a green red. lie is very fond of usin th t r
greenish red or reddish green- a 
a colour tern,*,composed of green
; 1 n i s . in.tis» of
lavender is coup os ed of blue 
a bluish pink and a pale green
s  and red; si. ilarly 
and gr ;en; a bluis] red,
re all composed of 
red and green. This verifies the results obt; ined fr'p 
from the naming of Stilling1 s Tables.
Subject 11 s noi nclatur is perhc ps wors 
but it coincides with his- colour matches. Pinks of 
all shades he calls blues, reds are called brown ,andI 
greens, yellow. Orange cannot 1 3 disting ;ished 
yellow nor purple or violet from blue- reds and greens 
change names promiscuously. He vras very proud of one 
coiour - a very dark green which ha claimed twice 
over with evident satisfaction to b crimson lake.
A summary of his results runs as follows:- 
Dark crimson and red he calls l:rovm; pink is 1 lue, 
sometimes green, orange is yellow; yellow is y 11 on o|
gre< but the v llo - element can always b •:
O "
distinguished in compound colours such as a yellowish 
green; yellow green is yellow; dj r] olive r ;n i 
trown hut twice called crimson la! 3; emeri lc 
dark yellow; pale gr in is r sy or- pink; 1 lue ;r 
called  hr own, hut if very pale is descri" ed as a dirty 
white; hlue is sometimes called hlue, sometimes 
called purple; pale hlue is pink; violet usually hlue 
sometimes pink; hrown is called brown, gr-an or- red; 
all greys, drahs or straws ere called greens or pinks.
The other subjects show somewhat similar 
results with variations here and there.
Subject J. however sa^s the colours as a 
monotonous series of shades of grey. A glance down th 
column in which his results are recorded shows that 
yellow and hlue are the sole colour na es of his 
vocabulary. 5*our times he calls dark gr en hrown 
and once he ventures the name purple and once the 
name orange; hut apart from these instances, yellow 
a nd h lu e ar e his o nly col ours .
The wools give a more varied result than the 
Stilling*s Tables simply because there is a larger 
variety of hues.
We see subject P ’s indefinite phraseology 
continued, "some red in it," "red and something else,1 
"might be red," and so on,which charact rised his 
naming in the Tables. We find the same c.onfusioripf 
green, and yellow, and bro n, and gr -y; of pink and 
blue; .of red and brown, and red and black; of violet a 
and blue, 'further we find the phrase reddishgreen 
used with faiir frequency.
The results from colour namingjtherefore, 
are not to be despised^ for they yield a large return.
.
fl ñlmOr&N's Vjao: ■ / ¡Vk t-CL. TU) Calo uri CL.TLCJLV.1 7 * tùlùu.r$ LVgyL Ka.7n ecL co rrackty.
1 . Straw.
TT; Greenish grey 














15. V .d .T  id brown
16. Salmon pink.
17 . V.p.green.
8. V i v i d  .p in k .
19. P.Yyii?]^’reen. 
Öl Ye Wisk green 
21. Cinnamon.
22. Drab. green





















56. Pi aids h yellqw/. 
■57. Geranium pink
58. 5Dark blue .





43. D. olive grcjtft
44. Dull helio.






































































J-LtihJr : P. * p a le  c l . -  ei-acr k , v - = h*e-dL,̂  truci ¿u.^ ,































I T  „  G'-OJLmIiA nd .brown ■grne.e braswM
¡blue blue




v.l.brown green red -

























|d .b lue 
ja. grey 
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•s ome red 
in it 
s ome red 
i n  i t



































































































































































































































B r own 
red & 
green 






































































d . r ey
T: lue








? B r own 
Blue 
red or 
? Bit own 



























B l u e





















































p i nk 




B lie or J.|kk 
greenish 
Bluish
B r own 
dirty 
white 
B rom v/’ith 
frffe in'it 
Blue
B r own 
Brown
Blue B lu
jade giejan l.B 
Bluish















v.d . grey * 4





fai r ly V
d.grëy 1 vxned.B.lue







































881 L. olive grwen 
Almost lue
89. P .gr ;en
90. Brown gr m
91. Blue.
92. P.violet.
93. D.g i-eaîk 1- r o wn 1) r own
94. Sea "blue.
96. 'Emerald green
96. P . b lue . p . gre e n
97. Grey gr an
98. P. blue.
99. Terra-cotta.







107 .011 ve gr a on. 1: r o • n




1.1 r o wn
C ])
1 .1  r own 
red & 
green  
greenish green & 
b r ow nis h b r ow n a.gr :y
1 lue
h roy m
1 l u i s h ■ 
pin k  
d.grey 
.;r e u n is h  green <ib
blue 




d .g r  i
1 r o\






b l u e













































b r own orange 
s orae
—




b r own b r own -




grey - p i nk
brown b r own red
— — -
1 • lu - gr 3an gr aen
blue gy$r - -
d.grey red brwu^ -
1 .b lue b lue blue
b lue blue . _
1 .brown brown -
- - -
grey reddish
bl\o.e b lue -
b r own










1 ,b r own or red green
nearly red
white ? white -
1 ,b r own red
dirty























- P. )lubrown br am
p i nk
brown d.g 'ey
pink l.g:paybnswured br o-vn
■white
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^  c u j ^ i r /
) 1  Equations^
Col ou r mix i ngs, to detect colour defect 
to have originated with Professor Clerk/Baxwell




devised his dolour Top : i nc' then this method
ofgained considerable favour in the diagnosis 
ah nor malities of colour vision.
In the series of experiments conducted, the 
Bradley colour papers .were employed. These all ̂
pure spectral colours. The discs were rotated in the 
usual way on an electric colour wheel/. sizes of-
Idi-&oe— were used and-both-were- r-otatcd- on th-— one- 
QQl-eur wheal. As far as possible the intensity of
■ t constant. A An equation for green was 
all. 360° green was rotated on the
light WfeSr kSj.;
tried first of 
wheel and in front of it two smaller interlocked discs 
of black and white respectively were 'simultaneously 
rotated, ****>. an endeavour made to get the outer 
and the inner discs to match. The black and white 
discs were adjusted according to the wish of the
examinee until he was perfectly satisfied with the
match. The proportions were then measured, by means 
of a circular protractor. The colour-blind are very
careful in matching colours and express intense
dissatisfaction if the slightest difference 
Ten colour equations were tried in all, and 









5. Green + red (+ blue
6. Blue f yellow








B e l o w  a r e
Qy'a-d.Lcy
the exact¿colours
yellow 4 black 
black t white 
black 4 v/hite 
yeilow + black 
blue 4 black 






Ped - r e d  t i r t  1 .
G reen  = b l u e - g r e e q
Y e l l o w  s y e l l o w t i n t  1 .
V i o l e t  s v i o l e t shade  2
Orange s o ra n g e
B lu e  „ b l u e
G reen  = g r e e n
( l )  G reen = B l a c k 4 White
G r e e n .  + .White B l a c k 4 Whi'A. 360 ' ' = 216 4 144
B . 3 60 249 4 111C . -- -
B. 15 + 305 — 20 + 320E. 122 t 238 — 135 4 225P. 86 t 274 = 34 4- 326G. 3 60 = 241 + 119H. 3 60 =T 193 4 167
1. 197 t 163 = 110 4 250
J. 3 60 — 24-9 4 111
A circular piece of stout paper with a small aperture 
in the centre is fixed on the colour-wheel. In front of this, 
a large uncut disc is placed, ox- two large discs with edges 
cut aion. one radius, as the case may he. If there are two 
discs they are interlocked so that their proportions can he 
easily adjusted. In front of these large discs, and on the 
same wheel, smaller discs of paper are fixed, when the wheel 
is rotated, the colours of the larger discs are thrown so 
rapidly in succession on the retina that they mix and form one 
colour. 'Similarly, the smaller discs appear of one hue. The ■ 
object of the experiment is to make the colour obtained from 
the inner discs identical in hue and brightness with the 
colour obtained from the outer discs when in rotation.
£uch a method reveals the great difference which exists 
between the normal and the colour-defective eye. Matches are 
m a d e  by the colour-blind which appear absurd to the non nal Q 
aye; amid reds arid greens in marry cases, appearing colourless/» 
can be matched with greys. Consequently, equations are 
obtained which reveal the defect of the colour-blind* As far
¿J* Huts»*
t o
In this ca.se five of the subjects were 
olotain a perfect match - others required the
to he diluted with white before seeing 
The results of these five. shov/̂ . a 
pondenca - in fact the equations
i t
green
extremes as we may call th-m ire
as a grey, 
curious corres- 
of B and J . the two 
identical. This 
would denote for these particular subjects a, complete 
blindness to green or rather blue-green. Later it 
was found that th i blue-green■in the spectrum formed 
neutral band£ Por a considerable time H. saw 
pink in the black-white disc where no pink was visible 
to examine^ wher as the final match,which to H. 
seemed perfect, appeared pinkish to examiner. The 
other subjects required the green to be diluted with 
white before it could be matched with a grey.
In all cases however except in that of subject D, thf 
green was clearly visible to examiner. The equations 
of C. and D. were excellent and perfectly normal - 
C’s was not recorded but it was very similar to that 
of B. This is curious when their nomenclature is 
remembered - but it agrees with the 
did better than the other subjects 
Test.
(2) Bed» Black 4 ’ hite






Bed + Wh i t e = Bla;ck  4 White
A . 85 + 27 5 _ 89 4 271
B. 82 + 278 68 4 292
c.
D. 22.5 f 3§7 .5 ■=• 11 4 349
E. 49 t 311 — 64 296
P. 102 4 258 = 115 4 245
Cr. 143 4 217 e= 33 4 327
H. 253 4 107 229 4 131
i. 195 4 165 27 8 4 82
J, 3 60T
4 ■as- 342 4 18
This series of s quations clearly shO'.
6  <
difference in blindness 
case J is able to match 
1 lack» H saw the 360® red 
afterwards matched with ; d
to red. Only the extreme 
60° with grey or rather 
as dark brown which he 
rkened ye11ow. This red 
he matches ’with 
amounts of red, 
blindness to red.but suggesting that the 
blindness to red is not of so grave a nature as the 
blindness to green. This would confirm the results 
obtained from colour naming, that red as < colour 
was more often recognised than green. The results 
of Subjects C and D again however point to t lesser 
defect. Sub j ectil ̂ although he called, red. 1 lac; , could
•.in+ .- 4- , ___ Jm P
which : ight be called a medium red 
grey. The others require differing 






he could get them 
are very similar.
n equation with the full red disc. Both 
n rotated appeared gi »y to hi; but the one 
of a drab colour than the other. Subject P 
the outer and inner rings red long before 
quated. The actuations of A ; nd B
i'/
/
(3) hed =. Green





G. 112 -t 248 140 4 220
H. 232 4 128 — 288 4 72 (2greys)
I. 222 4 138 - 66 4 12 4 -f— 17 0 wh i t e
J • 3 60 196 4 164
This table gives striking results. SubjectstoA enm P could not get an equation - surely this means 
that red and green are visible to them in some 
measure^’ Only the four last cases were ahle to ohtai 
a matchS In their final equations the red discs to 
the normal eye appeared a vivid red and the green 
discs a vivid green. G. had to get white into the 
green to lighten it and black in, not to make it 
darker, hut to make it“h8avier*-I!) Vote the result# of 
J. which differs from the others~in that the red disc 
did not require dilution. A further equation was 
obtained with 360° green. In other words the colour 
equation could he obtained from him in any proportion 
This was not so with the others. This seems to prove
that there are Varying degrees 
even G. and H. differ from one
o f o oiour- ii nc'. nes s
anothor. The v;.r ; i  o ns
occur too, apart from any individual idiosyncrasy - 
seems to he a variation solely of degree.
(4) bed = Yellow + Black












2,5 4 335 (2 hr owns)
36 4 324
by
\ IlZ K re
This confirms the results of equation . 3.
as regards severity of defect. H. sees red as dark
brown and these two equations of H. and J. place them
at once in the Scoterythrous Class as described
P^of-aco "r Myers in his Emoerimeuta 1 Psvcho 1 op:v.
he gives the equation, o60 h = lb 342 . lac.i.
Helmholtz in the second edition of his Physiological
Optics ivss a sj.mil-- r Bquationn^ Dark red t.' sref or
£ pp urs as a very much dark n d yellow, in the Cc se
°i these two sub j e-cts almost a 1 lack. Subject P.
almost obtained an equation* The outer ring (the red 
<f) ¿A ^  {,




ring) wi s red; th inner rin was red nd 1 rovm. 
The brownish tinge could not '-e ol lit era ted. The 
other subjects failed completely to match the two 
discs.
(5) G-re i n  t  Bed «*
Gr on + Bed + Elu
duc1: + flit 
« Black -t White
and ft
h 53
H  53.5 =
! 9 . 5  =
+



























ca; n̂  not 
app e:ars on adju 
or too much green. If the
A green and red disc alone 
equated "by the normal eye for there 
ing either too much red
green and the red are eliminated, the result is yallo#,
A third colour therefore is necessary "before a satis­
factory equation can he obtained. This experiment 
was carried out on 22 normal subjects and the average 
of their results give?»a fair indication of the normal 
equation. The equations obtained, from the colour­
blind subjects show marked deviations in some cases.
Six of them required the addition of the blue before 
they evinced satisfaction, although in 4 cases their 
final equations appeared defective to the normal eye: 
the other 4 v/sra able to obtain a match from the 
mixture of the red and the green alone.
C and D as before gave excellent results.
C’s match was almost identical with the normal equation.
A, B, F and I show deviations from the 
normal. All four oasse declared the-match to be per­
fect. In the cases of B and I the outer ring appeared 
very green to the experimenter and the inner ring 
decidedly pink by contrast. Both show an excessive 




a.nd a correspondingly sme. 11 section of 
to point to the fact that the subjects 
to green than to red j (tfhis result we have 







alone for the outer ring appeared too green and the 
inner too pinkjyet when blue was added hs immediately 
expressed complete satisfaction;although to the 
experimenter’s eye the green was still in evidence. 
Subject A a,Iso was dissatisfied with red and green 
alone but immediately the blue was added* an instant 
change of judgment was given and the discs were 
claimed to be identical. Sub j ect F shows an ah norma 1
J
proportion of 1 lue.
The other four 
without th
31-0 0 1 ;re
good matche
le to oh tain 
e addition of a third colour, 
a nd all exp ressed sat i sfactio-' v;i th th sir e quat i o ns . 
Subject J could obtain perfect equations with • ny 
proportions of red and green. How is it that this is 
s o ,  and that other subjects suffering fro, the same 
defect are unable to do so? The other thre .■ show : 
larger proportion of green than red.
Th s s e
i,nd. point to different degrees of colour-' lindnes!
round red and orean. The first few subjectsr a nging
gave clear evidence of seeing and recognising 
a nd gr 3  e n.  2 t  pe.TÁ.ays ¿e added- dioJr J
red
c i l o
p.. no
nomaious tnciiroma 
, .. :0-wd. pass Stilling1 s Table;
i'ìt̂ “S ^ ,gréen.+ 208°red + 53°blu 
which, showed her to be red-anomalou
wa¡ isted
\f: gave th 
= 280® i lac]
3ults¿shoo; considerai le divergence
f ollow- 
- 80°whi
(6) Blue ■+ Yellow = Black -f White
Similar results were obtained with blue and
yellow discs, the yellow containing a green tinge 1U /  v  i '—> *
The normal eye requires to add a third disc of red 
before a satisfactory match can be ry tained.






































































0 nl'v three s ub j e c t s reo u i r e d
of blue.. c»s ■ nd D*s
to the normal as before.A in 
blue and much less red than 
subjects were able to obtain 
without the addition of the




quation shows more 
n o r ma 1. T h e o t h e r 
e qua t i o n 
disc. Their resul:ird
show a considerable similarity, 
in the yellow evidently was not 
examinees and th consequence wr 
ppear entirely faulty v/ht
The gr ¡en contained
Letscted by the 






B ’s results are not '/hat might be expected from 
the previous results obtained ,but he expressed great 
satisfaction with the match.. He is a most reliable
subject and al wavs take? p- - r  a  a  -
s qua. t i o ns ̂ n o t a 11 owi nf 
pass unobserved To
pa. . n:-- with all his
n
thé smallest difference t 
subject E. the final equxt-r 
, It hough the discs appfared 
respectively pink and green to the examiner. Subject 
called the two discs blue inZ£is e quat ion, a 1th oitgh 







(7) Green - Yellow + Black
Th e green in this equation was a grass grei
Green =. ye H e w  + Black
A. " ¿ w  1 » + O (Zj
B. 3 GO = 223 137
c .
Di
E. cannot get rid of brown tint in yelio
P. 3 SO = 111 + 249
G. outer circle green: inner red
H. 3 60 = 240 ^ 220
I. 360 - 186 + 17 4
J. 360 = 194 + 166
■blinds.
This is a characteristic equation of colour- 
C-rsen is seen as a darkened yellow and most 
of the subjects obtained this equation. C. and D. 
as befor -tand apart. The green •:•• s not tried 
diluted or perhaps am equation with E and G might 
have been successful. Evidently this particular 
shade of green or perhaps of yellow did not suit their 
colour scheme.














E. 360 131 + 229
P. 360 255 + 105
G. 360 246 + 114
H. 360 21b + 144
x . 360 = ■ 202 + 158
<1. 3 60 335 •+ 25
This again is a typical colour
: and violet a r e c o ns t a nt ly b e i ng c oBlue  nfused. The 
fact that C and D could not obtain an equation calls 
for little remark. C. however always showed consid­
erable confusion in naming colours when matching therm 
Violet and blue were both called shades of blue. Then 
v/hsn£retc t ici simultaneously and after a considerable 
amount of adjusting had been done, he declared he sa\ 
too much greer(!) on the outer disc (evidently the red
He finally declared the inner disc
and although still convinced that 
shades of blue, he was
of blue,
m  the violet). 
to be a purer blue 
the two discs representedtWo 
unable to get them matched.
D likewise called both discs shades 
the violet being the darker. Immediately the discs 
were rotated on the colour wheel, he called the violet 
disc no longer blue, but purple.
The fact that 33 is unable to obtain the 
equation is a curious one. He confuses blue and 
if presented separately^but when/rotated he can 
iately detect the purple element. The equations 
a fair similarity except in the case of J whose
violet
im m edj-Z.'& fiy
Show I y
V
equation is totally different from any of the others 
Is»- the small proportion of "black employed. Does this 
indicate a "blindness to "blue or a defect in shade? 
The "blue disc must have differed in "brightness from 
the violet disc/being considerably lighter if we 
take the other subjects1 equation? as valid. The 
results from the Bradley^test show that there does
exist a deficiency in shade perception. To the sub­
jects who obi? 
darkened ’ In
blue. On. huL o-tkt-f LclikcL ertk '̂T te-sts S o-ij  ̂£ i, t  fke
ôfcki-v LunailPK— w/tLa-hle. n.mL- £ £ LbLtfCix/ ~
(9) Orange - Yellow e Black
ctinad the equation violet appears d 
,; to J violet appears as a fairly bright
to 6 i
















that of subject P shows more yellow. Orange therefore 
appears as a darkened yellow, much, darker than green 
appears to be, if we compare the results obtained 
equation 7. This seems correct, for if the spectrum tb 
left of the neutral band is seen as shades of yellow, 
the orange will appear a darker shade of yellow than 
the green.
Take H ’s results for example: tAA
360 red = 25 yellow + 335 black
=• 92 yellow -t 268 black
- 240 yellow ->■220 black 
The yellow disc employed in all three -a-qu-atit 
was the sans; more yellow is required as we pass from 
red to green.
(10) Orange = Green
3 60 orange 
360 green
bns
Orange + White = Gréer 4 White
A . 45 . 5 + 314.5 =■ 93 4 267
B. 114 4 CO rr¿O ) — 134 4 2 2
0 .  156 + 204 •=r .148 4 212
D.
E. 37 t 323 7 6 4 284-
P.
0 .
H. 256 4 104 •= 3 60
1. 257 4 Ì03 •= 3(30
J Ì 360 4 - 317 t
in the equations of subjects A and E, the
orange was so diluted that it ppeared as a very ,
L\.
v e r y  pale 
The 
t h i s
j i n k , IR V 6 T\ p a l e  ,<?T 6  9 TIhe' other diecolours in B ’-s" discs were more pronounced G
time obtained. an aquation, i stronger one/than 
I . even. In loth cases however the final discs 
resemi led pale pink 'ano. pale green. Sul '¡set Jil con 1 ̂ 
not procn.ro. an equation.,'althou--• h celled the’ov-ter ' 
orange ring green, and tfie inner rinj which was gr n 
red. With subject G. the outer rin- was orange, tl 
inner - grey and therefore no ms tel could 1 e obt; ined 
it v/ill be noted that the equation?- of H and I are 
very simil r, i lthough H call d his^orf nge,while I. 
named his green. In t oth cases the full^green disc 
was matched with a diluted orange. Subject J . as 
before has an equation of his own, which totaily 
differ-- from all others. jferl1 prang e::xc j-
; a-% rixjajrA.s cabrar
¡r*Sb-Lt
The full orange disc is ma.tched with ; darkened nrei
Both appeared as a dì rie grey.
was tried,The equation of magenta and viol 
but unsuccessfully. To subject I for example' the t o 
discs appeared t-o- him as two shades of blue, the former 
much darker than the latter but although both were 
blues it was impossible to equate them , not because
they were of different colours but because the violet 
appeared a cheerful blue, v/h rear, the magenta was of 
a washed-out dral appearance. With subject Pi. an
equation of magenta and crimson was tried, but when
rotated together they could not he matched for the 
blue appeared in the magenta. But when the magenta 
was matched with. ejfplue or with a violet, it lost its 
1 luenesr. a.nd hecams a grey, evidently an 1 n~ti ~n
of Weber's Law.
Colour-mixings are value! le for 
precise colours which appear similar to
JUia.tH.pLe /itûpirahoH- '
givi n ; ti 
a colour­
blind, and see; to b - a most useful test. The one
disadvantage- at least, if used for practical purposes 
is the time th y  require, 1 ut for theoretical requir 
ments they are indispensable. Besides giving valuable 
insight into the individual cases examined, they yield 
general results in addition.
i t ) Each ca.se' has been studied by means of 
the. same ten colour mixings; the same objective tests 
have been applied, but the subjective results have 
varied considerably. The outstanding result which
appeared with the Honmgren's wools and in nomenclature
was that the colour defect could be graded. This same 
result appears decisively here. The subjects at the 
beginning of the list could not obtain equations 
which could be procured from those at the other end. 
The extreme cases had no difficulty in matching all 
the discs whereas those of the milder type could not 
possibly accept some of those equations. Without 
labouring the point, there is assuredly a clear 
difference in the degree of defect of all ten subjects 
The weaker cases ere without doubt influenced by rerj
nigg green sensations
c a s e
(2) Each case is different from every other 
While making allowances for grade of defect,
J
there still exists an individue 
each particular case. A and B 
in defect, do not always agree 
the one often fails to equate t 
•been successfully equated "by th 
seams to have an individuality 
was clearly shown on more than
(3) The c o1our mixings 
cases, yellow and 'blue are the 
every other colour is derived, 
results
lity which marks off 
who are very similar 
in their i atches>and 
uo colours which have 
e other. Subject J. 
all his owp , which 
one occasion.
show that in extreme 
two colours from which 



















Above may be taken as the colours of the 
spectrum. Red, orange, yellow, and green are seen 
as shades of yellow» the blue-gr -en forms the neutral 
band; the rest of the spectrum is seen as shades of 
blue.


















This result is similar to that of H . In 
addition however this subject matches the same red 
with 18° white + 342°black, m  both cases the red. 
is seen as bla.ck. With H. the red had to be diluted 
a little before it was matched, with a dark grey.
(4) The following colours are those which 
may be confused by a red-green colour-blind'.
Red with grev.^ or with black in the case of 
a shortened spectrum;1̂ green with grey, and red with 
green^ yellow with orange, and green» a l s o  blue with 
vi olet ---- """
Below, are samples of ¿T's matches, making smal 
allowances for difference in shade.
U~
1 m Ik of
J
h .
(5) The defect seems greater as regards 
green than as regards red. Otherwise how does one 
account for 360° green being matched with a grey in 
the case of A and B for example, whereas the red had 
to he diluted practically to that normal vision 
before it could he matched with a grey. This agrees 
with the results from Stilling1s Tables, that th: red 
is more often recognised than the gr en.
(6) Colour Blinds accept as correct equations 




' r t Cf***
5 . Rayleigh Equatinn/f C1")
;ior.This is a particular form of colour equ 
so called after Lord Rayleigh (18 8 i) who by this 
means was enabled to d-t ct two special forms of 
variation from the normal, known now as ’anomalous 
trichromatss.’ In matching red and green» yellow, 
the majority tested centre round a common equation; 
there are some however who show marked deviation fron 
the 
al ly
normal. The 'green r. noma, lous ’ require a cons id r -  
large .proportion of green before a match can be 
obtained, the ’red anomalous’ require a similarly 
larg proportion of red. The .dichroraato' accepts the 
normal Rayleigh equation and also marked deviation 
from the normal.
All subjects were tested with the equation 
except subject I from whom unfortunately further dat 
c ou Id. not b e db t a i ne d..
The results were as follows, and some of 
them compare quite favo-urably with the normal:
R e d + Green = Yellow + W h ite t Black
'Torma 1.197 t 163 48 t 48.5 + 263,5
A ,  184 
181
4- 17 6. 47 + 52.5 + 260.5
+ 17 9 . 4b + 48.5 4 265.5
G, 186 4- 174 36 + 65 + 259
D j 200 4- 160 38 4 57 4 265
E j  248 t 112 27 t 62 4 271
P. 187 + 173 57 4 47 4 256
G, 158 202 - 38 t 74 4 248
H. 224 + 13 6 32 ' 4 30 4 298











A noma, lous rr  ic h r  oma t .
208 1 5 2 . 4 4 50 2 6 6
The large extremes which are allowed, by 
subject remarkable. Unfortunately the limits
in the other isss matches were not specially noted,, 
but they showed less variation than —o.-*- of J . D. 
for example, allowed a variation of an out 40 degrees 
after which the red. was clearlv distinguished..
/
Hu>se,
A and B. and D. would p rmit vary little alteration 
in the proportions. The conclusion we would draw »»Ay U  
aptly- <£a t i jlM nr Professor Hayes:- »»All the subj cti 
objected to wid-r extremes of red and green Vv correctly
naming red or green when w it h e r  on - ■¿as 1 ncreasea
beyond the limits finally decided u.,on; they insisted 
that the mixture was different in quality from the 
dirty yellow with which it pvas Being matched, no matte 
how the yellow mixture was varied. How, since 
dichrornates are supposed to see red and green as 
yellows it is difficult to imagine how they were able 
to detect the reds ¿end greens und r the conditions, 
unless we grant the possil ility that they may have 
some sense of red and green as e colour quality 
distinct from yello-;/"S(jJ
All subjects except H. and j. recognised the 
red and green in the two discs, which bears out. 
Professor Hayes» conclusions, and confirms the result 
0 revi pus ly astal lished.
!>• 8
r i .6. Analysis u l »ectrum
in a se nee oj a.
no t a va i lab le f o r 
j»c.«U3 to testin: tj
:'L>
jh "■ ex p ; T'line nt 
j subjects wit
ictrometer, which wa 
; ,  r a c ^ o r t  hi 6. t o
coloured |J l a  1»
that in Parson's 'introduction to Colour Vision.- '̂
A piece of firm paper sufficient to cover the speetruiji 
in its entirety and containing a. small v rtical aperture 
was employed.** This allowed only a very small part of 
the spectrum to be sden at one time and the subject 
was asked to n me the colour visible. This test, 
without doubt, is open to most serious objection^and 
as a test is not in the least reliable. It is wondsr+ 
ful therefor that 
e spectral 
from more exact methods.
The following points 0 ’ the spectrum were 
they ar ■ expressed in Xngstr'om Units/?
The wa.ve-lengths are indicated "■ y t 
presence of Fraunhofer lines, which being constant in 
position, give a series of fixied points in the spectrum.
centre more or less around these points,
p r i m i t i v  
obtained
taken -
the results obtained from this 




rr- ̂  . v lengthy is to a. certain degree
■Col OUT ; :,
: lack f





G r e e n y  
Iilue-green 
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Violet/ 
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G deeri reerush
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1 . j UlS. Grey I lack
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rn-uIS
fA glance at J 
defect is verv
d i &g n o s i s  i s  i n s t r u c t i v a [ 
r e v e a l s  J_> r-.-,o+.
has the aictruji cons id era", lir
•ugh spectral
:h fact that his
rave. F
shortened at the red end, for no colour is seen until 
bh ■ sodium or D line is reached; even the orange is 
seen as a medium grey. A large neutral hand is reve; if 
ed in the centre including the yellow-green, the gr.>en 
and the blue-gr en^ this is larger than is usual, for 
the yollow£gr too is rer 1 seen as a brightness. 
The spectrum at the violet end seems to he shortened 
leaving only a narrow band of Hue. It is interestin 
to note that Dr. Edward Eaehlmann in Halle, when testinl 
for colour-h lindness noticed that when the red nd of | 
the spectrum was shortened the violet end was also 
reduced. This does not seem to hav been generally 
acknowledged. This subject thus has only two narrow 
hands of colour in the spectrum - a narrow hand of
yellow, and one of hlue, acc ount/ f o r  11 ■ulat USp LaLcC
unfailing series of greys which all colours appear to 
him to he . It may further account for the fact that 
hlue is often seen as a grey.
The spectrum of subject I. is somewhat different 
from his omtrcm* nomenclature it is difficult to 
e-^olud': t»n— rr** what spectral colours are visible to 
him. At the time of being tested, his colour vision 
had become the centre of interest at home, and he had. 
been instructed, in the colours of the spectrum just 
before he was tested, which was unfortunate for the tent. 
It is evident however that he has the red. end of the 
spectrum shortened hut not to such an e: tent as J. 
Sensations of colour begin for him ah out the hand of 
orange. He probably has an extended neutral bend, but 
this would require a more thorough investigation before 
a definite decision could be reached. Ye11ow-gr eenhe
/
08.11s aeddish yellow or pinkish b rown, 
greenish red, and b 1ue-groen he desi 'r 
green. This shows an entire lack of
:reen he calls





morn extended andbhe colour-'. His blue, hoy rover, is 
reaches well out to the violet end.
Subject H. is a third case of a. shortened 
spectrui . His colour sens• tions be g in in the red.
3e has a large neutral band over the green and blue- 
reen, and he seems to have - as in the case of J. - 
bhe spectrum shortened at the violet end.
Subject S. has not generally been regarded 
as bavin a shortened spectrum, for he pass~d Stilling' 
Table 3., and in the matches with wools and in nomen- 
lature* he did not give any evidence which might give i 
rise to the belief that a shortened spectrum-#»!'#', existm«, 
is was one of the subjects however who more than once 
sailed a blue a grey, and it would seem here that the 
riolet end of the spectrum is shortened, leaving a 
narrower i f nd of blue than usual. It will be noticed 
further that he names the dark red a reddish-grey. He 
ias a neutral band which embraces green and blue-green, 
Subject C. is the only other one who calls the violet, 
;rey; he also calls the dark red a brown, but his 
nomenclature is so bad that it is an unreliable 
criterion.
Subject G. with a normal length of sp.ectrum 
i.s a large neutral band extending over the green and 
che blue-green. A. and B. with shortened and unshort- 
ned spectrum?- respectively - if Stilling's Tables 
re correct - have a. grey band in the blue-green. This 
spectral examination reveals n o  shortened spectrum in 
the case of A. as one might expect, for she was totally 
a nab le to read Table 3. of the Tffseudo-ispchromatic 
Tables of Stilling. '
These results amplify the conclusions already
t.reachediregarding the difference in degree of the defec 
Those cases in which, the spectrum is shortened appear 
to suffer from a greater abnormality of vision than 
those whose spectrum is of normal length. -A-ls-e—t h o y  " d h r-isi^Lts a-Lso 
paise the problem as to whether a spectrum shortened 
at the red enc1 indicates a shortening at the violet 
end as well. Further, the neutral band varies its 
position; sometimes it is in the blue-green, at other 
times in the green; while it occasionally includes both 
in more extreme cases it m ay extend to the yellow- 
gr.ee n. .[ £  f
n
It was originally devised as a possible means of ex
Jlaining the term reddish green which/is used by some
f l l  n n r »  ."K “! *1 o  T o n * ' -  *i -f* r r o  c»  *r* n n  n r  o  1  c? n  T  n  f T T  T T O  in
3 /ut£rg
(7)
was -hi iicfriy suggested by Dr/Drever.
dolour-blinds, but it was found also to giv 
reliable spectral analysis. The Bradley colours with 
¡hades and tints were arranged in a specific order 
°n '^ large rectangular^0̂  white cardboard. The colours 
n each case measured two inches by one inch. These 







,1 '}/. The centre 










I "rit̂ Ĵ  f i*A£U- Ŵt> 
’I 'ikAi tn&̂ Lur*4} 
i ¡iUu- IWni fjyXLi*.
. 1uptud
|, tinJdd~* fk>t cdjnxr?
CvyrtjlnÂĥ ¿¿vii X d̂ 
, x̂tUp pj X Act* .
■beginning with violet-red 
orange, and passing with 3:'i R
red, orange-red, red-orange 
na ny gradations through 
until red-violet wasyellow, green, H u e  and violet 
reached. The two rows above that contained Shades ijaod 
2 of th e s e c o 1 ours (shade 1 ca 1 led/Bj shade 2 - ca 11 ed£A) Lk 
The two rowsbelow that contained two tints of these 
colours (tint 1 called^,); tint 2 called^). LooMng/ 
frdm left to/ right wen's this spectral colours,/ fii/e 
rws in'a 11AA,B,C,B,/i; looking' fr.dm top to bottom 
• -/—  ~£ vertical rows containin'- variations of
Th e t ot a 1 numb e r o f 
silialler card contained 
grey.
A- £
A d a~id Ai
re e,
tint and siiade' of OTE colour, 
colour s e qua Had 90. A ĉoo^nc 
the ten Bre.dley shades, of black, white and
In addition 100 oblongs of colour (inclr.di- ■ 
shades of grey) wefe affixed to visiting cards and th 
position/r lative to th larger card indicated on the 
back.
The method of procedure might be divided, 
into three parts.l}.The large placard containing- th 
colours was spread out in a good light before the 
examinee. The experimenter picked out at rand on. one 
of the smaller cards containing a colour or a. grey 
and asked the subjects to match it exactly from the 
larger assortment before him, with colour and brightn 
identical. To th normal eye this is simplicity 
itself,but it was amazing that to the colour-blinds 
this often proved a. task of stupendous' difficulty, eve A 
although the arrangement of colour^ in a regular order 
would seem to offer a little gu.id.anc
■ ̂ "The arrangement, or tns colour 1 as«
** ¿1
/  ox äuA
not
s serien on 
seem to suggest a difference 
th greys, the black and th . 
often matched 'with colours The su j ects
■) name the colours in the different rows
spect rum it
a separate caro. air, 
i n s -; ns a t i o ns e i t h e r , 
white vie re 
were asked
This gave a good indication of 
appeared to them and considered le insight into their 
defect. 3). An attempt was made to an J^se the colour 
sensation known as ’reddish g r m n ^
iming of the Coloursy 
Ccloursj 'i ng
/
c o i niia
second, part 
iSf/5t to the
of the test acted as a 
last one. A larger variety
le to record them
of spectral hues was avails, le which accordingly gave 
more accurate results. Although the results are_ 
rather lengthy, it will be advii 
in full.
On th-■ next page is th-3 .table with 




1 Red.-Volet" Violet Violet-R«t
2 v .  d .  RfflA/loW-R e d-VioUt- Red
3 'Red-Viokt dull R-0(Ur̂ P Red
4 Brght Rtel dull In-Red Red
5 • • Orange Orange
G Red-0 rrooo 1 .  ORfin̂-Ç Orange
7 dull YetWv Yellow
8 dull G«eew Î —G-Re-eW pals Yellovu
9 Green Green Y-GRe-cw.
A • "P c.
1 Green Y-Gn̂ ee-H w-w-̂ eeH
2 Green gra.ss-Gfte-tw Green
rrO Elue-Cmeew i lue-GRe-ew Elue-GRee^
4 H u e H u e Blue
5 H u e Elue Elue
6 Violet Violet r oyal-Elo-e
7 Violet Purple Purple
8 d .Purple d .Purple V i olet





p c l e  
pale 
pale
T' p I .O











p a 1 e
V) ol-e P
















pale Pi rik 
















1. H a c k
2. white
3-10, Shader, of Greyy '
Lelow .are the results of the different 
subjects. The first two parts of the experiment will 
be discussed together.
Subject Ai
& b C d e1 d.'Violet V i olet Violet Violet pale Viol-et"
2 d.Red d . Red d . Red Red Red
rzkJ Red Red Red Red P i rik
4 Red Red Red Red P i nie
5 Red. Red Orange Red Pink
6 Er own Orange Orange Retotek-Yellovd P^with Ye
7 Gr e e n GnsasshHelloiO Yellow Yellow Yellow
8 Green Greenish-Ye IIovO Yellow Yellow Yellow
9 Green Green Y-G««?* Yellow Yellow
A E . c. I). E.
1 Gr ee n G-reen Green Yellow Yellow
2 Green Green Green Green pale GReerJ
rr
O Gr g e n Green Green Gree n Elue
4 Elue Blue Elue j lue Blue
5 Blue- Blue Elue Blue Elue
6 Elue Purplish Elue ] lue Elue
7 Blue Purplish Elue H u e H u e
8 Elue Purplish Violet Elue t Elue .
9 d .Grey Violet Violet Violet Elue
1, H a c k / 6 . Sha.de s of Greenish
2. white/ 7. Grey/
3. Grey/ 8. * ■» • • • • • •
4. Green/ 9. • • . . • •




The iaest striking feet ah out this table is thatthe 
shades of grey are taken to he shades of greenish
grey clear confusion of green with grey. This c'on-
firnxs all the other experiments that the blindness 
I is more one of green than/red, the only exception, 
curiously enough, being the Rayleigh equation where 
less green than red was employed to match the yellow.
A neutral hand in the spectrum does not make its 
appearance^ hut later the grey cards are invariably 
matched with the hlue-green thus indicating a weakened 
sensitivity in this region. The green in yellow-green 
is not always recognised hut/is frequently called / #-*- n-kw
yellow. There is also a confusion of blues andvi olets 
and purples. One of the red-violets is called a dark 
!grey. This colour is an extra-spectral colour and is 
the complementary of the hlue-green which forms the 
neutral hand. This forms 0. second neutral hand heyond 
the 'spectrum... There seems to he no sign of a shortened 
spectrum.
In matching colours, A made mary mistakes 
particularly with the hlue-greens. The most interestirjg 
results were obtained by asking the subject, to match 
the grey cards. These she invariably matched with the 
hlue-greens. The white card too was thought to he gree 
and was matched with C3, D3and E3, hlue-green and its 
two tints. A darker shade of grey s|ie matched with B3 
(a shade of hlue-green) and when asked to match B3, sh 
looked carefully over all the greys.The darkest shade 
of grey was matched with the darkest shade of hlue- 
green. This i)roves conclusively the presence of a 
hlue-green neutral hand.
Other matches show a confusion of hlues with 
.violets. D8 (a violet) was matched with 04 (a Hue).
The perc eption of shade seems to he good, 
although mistakes occur hereand there, Eor example. 
d2 is matched with d2, d.4, bo and h4;yo%- these are 
all thought to he identical/in colour and shade.
Subject By  ¡J -
















v .d .Grain 
B l u e  
B lu e .







































































rreeafeK "h te  
IrSenfeh. lu e
j lue-
pale ; lue 
pale Blue 
pale : lue 
B^with Re4 
Hĵ .-i th ■ Re/
1. I lack-y
2 .  r i t  ' j
3-10..Differont Ohaden of Green.
(
Here again the shades of grey are seen as 
lifferent shades of green, and there is a suggestion 
of a neutral hand in the hlue-green. The extra-spectre,1 
colours give interesting results. They are evidently 
puzzling colours. We find they are described as greenisl 
crimson, dark greenish purple, and hlue-green. The 
green in the greenish crimson (a dart shade of violet- 
red) is said to he similar to that of the same shade 
of the hlue-green, which seems a striking coincidence]
This subject seems to have a greater confusion 
of colours than subject A; he does not alv;ays clear 1;' 
distinguish between yellows and greens, nor can he. al­
ways discriminate the reds.
In matching colours, he shove a. better per­
ception of shade than A. His confusion is similar to 
hers in that greys and blue-greens are constantly 
mixed. He also matches one of the extra-spectral 
colours with Co, the blue-green.
Subject C /
à1 * ^ ,»G**V) r G r e vGpf'o r G r e v -Q e*G(tfcor Grey Û ̂Gì. or Grey - ¿eBGf op Grey
2 Brown Brown Brown Br own èddnh reen
3 Brown Brown Brown Greener; sd i GddlsK r e n
4 Brown Brown Crimson Greenish Bed Yell̂  Green
5 Brown Brown 1 .Brown 1 *] ;rt̂ Y" . x s n6 Brown 1 .Brown 1 .Brown- 1.1 r own Y* i ■ Grèën
7 1 .Brown X .Brown Yellow 1 .Brown Y<> G Green
8 L. Brown 1 .Brown Yellow Yellow Y" G, Green
A
1 .Brown Grama» : repu reenfehlellcw 1.Brown Y"G White
1 G remsh .. reenisK . cmih Greenish 7 rc*uM l.Irpwn Y..& White
2 Green r rewish Brnwi* d.Green GrçenishLrtvoM Gift- ' hite
3 d .Green Gr een
Blue
Grey 1.Green
4 Blue Blue Blue 1.Green
5 Blue Blue Blue B lu e l.Blue
6 Blue Blue Blue B lue Blue
7 Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue
8 Blue Blue Blue Blue 01 i—i
9 d .Green 
or Grey
Green I lue Blue Blue
i  . Black 
2. White
3-10. Grey or Green/
This table emphasises the. serious -features 
of Cis defect^, we have already seen how his nomen­
clature is at variance with his colour equations. 
This’*a further proof of the curiously contradictory 
results which the diagnosis of his case reveals.
There evidently exists a. blite-green neutra 1 
band,with the complementary purple also seen as grey. 
All the hues of violet-red and some of those of red- 
violet he calls grev or rree " : nd. cor;pares them with
u ,
the grey cards as "being of 
well-marked confusion of hi 
mentions red once (crimson)
■ h
a similar natura. He'her 
i1 a and violet; he only 
except when he uses the
term in the compound phrase, reddish green, 
seem to indicate either a deficiency in red, or a.n 
extremely had nomenclature. The term orange, too, ir 
never mentioned; hr own takes the place of it a.nc red.
In colour matching he show s great, confusion 
in shade as well as in colour. A dark Grey which he 
thoughtwas. a greens was matched with dl, a pale violet
el, a. similar colour, wa
two colours helong to the extr 
of grey. Ah, • dark purple, wa 
yellow-green, and also with aG
matched with r- r j mi
-spectral neutral hand 
matched with El, c 
aG, a9, orame and r
V111 9B8, of the same 
of yellow-green 
could he found,
member the name 
wh e n g o i ng ov e r 
and light 1: rovn. He %, 
match to a colour hii
, was matched with a 
Bor d5 , an orange colour, no match 
and the subject could n&t even re- 
of the colour. He later described it 
the colours as composed of yellow
lighter shade
r a r e l y  c o n t e n t  
fr umontlv
with giving one I
; three or four j
sh o - ;i R°' a defect in shade.
P•T• A 8 a 6? S.8, Bl.
: 8 - ; 4, : 8, h8, G8,
h 7 h7 , b8, c5, s~*w O y
It ir d : f ficult to rsconcile tho -e results
i th th 3 results m tained from hi in Vi ' IJ G c oiour
equations 1 ut they d ■ c orre suLo nd .7 it h J~ ï~(jïlCD other tesve have c o ns i d e r ed.
Sub ject Di -- - -f -
ci n d 0
1 Furpie Purple Purple P urpl urp le
2 I r owh d .jrown d . . ray d . J r o.vn d .1 '.r own
3 j y» own Er ovm l.Hsd Aad Erovm
4 ; rown Er O' m Hed Asd Ero /n
5 Erown Yellow E r own 1 .Yel10-r Brown
Ü Yellow ;. r ovni Yellow J r own 3 ro n
7 Erown ] .r own Er own Yellovr Erown
8 Green Ç y* ¿5 0 n orYtüéiY allow Ye lio PO Yellow9 Green ! r T* 0 3 T. Green orGrn .Yellow
A. -19 • G. D . E. 0A1 Gre en Green Grs a n Gr e e n v.l. -rjiC O2 Gre e n. Gr e e n d . Green Gre ence-r n
-, 1 V.l.Tfgl
3 Gre en «-rpi or I Le paleBlue V . 1 .G lu e
4 1 lu0 lue 1.3 3 lue j-jlue I lu e
5 1 luP . Elue Blue Elue 1 1U O
6 Purpie Elue Blue Purp 10 33 lu 3
7 Purpie Purple Purple Purp 19 Elue •
8 Purple Purple d  .Pur píe. Purp 1Ci Purple
9 Er own Purple Purple Purp 1e Purp le
Brâ w t^L sk- [jelLtw ,
3 -
1. lack/
2. Wh it e y
10. Shades G r 3 y /
y
Tv 1 , 0
I d  { '■ V1 V >
tal- le .11s ’or li
t 0 suggest
dar]<• p*T ~'V
ou ‘ j. .It sh
y - low withthfi purples
p ■ ■1_ae t i nt snaIIes them
br 0wn , or
]•; ,-n0ter clas
. u rth : r ? o tra tl[j 3 i 
\-tb- a confusion o 
vraen I 
and some dour 
n Row e, he sí
tti
d, f
comment, it s a 
or red is seen as 
iot recognised thron ;h
with
in naming ih »m. In the 
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t o  13 6  
end not as 
theRayleigh
equation proved, otherwi e Jk is c ir nainly a *dc.;ig .'t ous * 
c o lour-"blind so far as practical occupations go.
In raatching colours he shows c- sligh defect 
in shade and at times is unaV.le to obtain a match to 
satisfy him. '•'or example, in matchin* c9, he state;-






d9 too light - 
fa6 is matched
it ih




1- n ~lityJ .
.tri
tends to suppose a rwutr; 
•1 ¡Airóle is the match us
il
d
with cl. cl is technically known d,s a violet red, hut
it was matched with 
s; rue c o i ou r whi ch h 
which he could only 
This rn? indie; tt-th
;9, yellow green. nru. n JL ! is the
could not describe and. about 
state that it was not a purple, 
existence of a small band of the
spectrum in which green is not visi1- le, and. further 
it may suggest that th •. .yellow spreads out into the 
srellow-green, for it is always al out that region that 
intakes occur. It is an interestin' case which woulc.:e
furl r uay ry more exact methods
>J ect El
b
v . d . G-r a y d . j lu e a 1 - j ; lu e ami
' - * rW ■ "no 1
d .Red
> Imosti
v.d.Red d. .Red 
a Iru o s tB t¿u-k
d.Red Red Red
d.Red Red Red.




Gr ; e n 
• Gr a -3 n


















G r a y  
Blue 
Blue 



























Red Cc :dlmo 




Gr e a n




B l u  3
B l u e
Blue





R id & iiU ^ r  
1. Yellov/
Ye llo- r 
Zeiiei) a  Glxn 
E,




j : lu 
:. iu ?




2 .  V T i i t  ; .
3 -9 Shad 3s of Gr ¡y 
lo Gr 3v Green
“I*.
1 /
This table clearly reveals a neutral band in ti 
and. the -blue-green which confirm fclig diagnosis of 
the previous test. 
violet-red appear as
neutral hand there The violets themselves are no 
recognised, hut allivConsj.dered as shades of ' lue. 
Red, orange arid yellow ar dis criminated as colours
gree rp
t h e       
on two shades of red-violet and 
Linos t hlack, revealing a second
+-u
although occasionallj 
colour as seen by tin: 
case. It is only in 
miser orange - to fch•
they overlap and 
normal ey , is d 
;ho centre ~~- 
t i nt s a ncl s h a d e s
o r a n g e  0 1  
d in his . 
h i cog-
, li e d a 11 h ough h r t v/i c
a7 , seen by th
not ;
and yellow 
yellow, the sn'ject .descril 
hi le th . greys appear as si 
a green.
I a il ici.1 c h in col our
us 
1  o r:
;h- darkest
o e. ' e n  i s  
e>pression red j 
ss a dull
g r 5 .3n>
hade is
is revealed .ntn n] 
are all matched wi' 
occurred with most 
matched with _ 5, a 
c 2, a 3 » h 3,
gr
C3
; VPo *- •
t h  :
considérai  le con fusion  
Shades 3 ,  ¡3, 7 ,  and 8 
h l u e - gr e s n . This  
j n e t s . S h a d e  5 i s
Sha.de 9 is matched with 
that is, with red and shades of red. 
à confusion of red and grey - a conclusion 
raviously reached. Shade 10, which is to
5of th . su!
1 lue- r en
5 <=* 5This show 
we hav ; p:
him a dark green, is matched with A3 and L3, two 
shades of hlue-rr -en.
A3, a blue-green, which he considers to be 
a grey containing red, is matched correctly but only 
after all the reds have been carefully examined.
A4, a blue to the normal eye, (though technically 
a tint of green-blue) is matched with a4, a5, b3, 14.
shades of red and orange. A9 verv dark violet i
matched with AS, B9, bl, and Al; bl is the other extra- 
spectral colour and Al a green, which all appear as 
grey. This explains why purples, greens and greys are 
considered as correct matches. It may also explain 
why some violets or purples were seen as grey in some 
previous experiments.
Subj ect Fj
7 b c _ d e_
1 Red Red Rdfeh Blue Rddfch. Elu 3 l.Rad2 Red Red Red Red Red3 Red Red Red Rricteh. Green Gre ond Red Red Red Green Green5 lied Rcfcfeh. liivx Yellowish. Lrirt ? G rye
6 RæbteH Bn^Rxlteh Br»m-u Yellow Yellow Yellow
YetacBi. BnvfiTe llow Yellow Yellow Yellow
P YiUwtel"- Em^ye H o w Yellow Yellow Yellow
ZJ Ydewa b. EnvYe H o w Yellow Yellow Yellow
k E . G h E.i lidfesh Brpy*vR®Ui&. f r ^ Yellow Yal1ow Yellowna, Rdtfoh. E i v  r&tiiid. E wvv YdaWBft. Briji. QJ>_YdJdWih Giyn n -Y. -,.Gr eyB Red Red Gaawsh. Grey Rafosh. Cr*n. l.GreA. iUàiih E lu OiiKb/A. B lu e Blue Blue
b B lU 6 Blue Blue Blue , Blue"5 Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue
7 Blue Blue Blue I lue Blue3 Elue Blue Blue Blue Blue
à E lue Red j lue I lue Blue
y-’ 1 . 3. l a c k . 6 . Red.
2 . W h i t e . 7 ! Grey.
3 . Reddish Green 8 . . 1 e d d i : /■ Gr
4 . Reddish Gr e e n 9 . r = y .
5 . Red 1 0 . Q j *  Cl ■'! V-]
much c onfusi on i s exhil i t ed
and. g r - e n  i n  t h i s  t a b l e .  Th : gr  ; an sons- t i o n
rad
weakened 
t h e r e  ip
I
' T t 3 n 1 S
y e l l o w i s h  and
i n  the green  and the h l u e - g r é eh; ± e t h e r  
a. com plete  n e u t r a l  hand here i s  doul t f u l -
.ch is the case. 
rig défi ne d s ns : t i 
oft Vu ; ;r ?n s -¡nsa- 
Usually a gr >n i■■ 
instance there is 
olumns a a nd h , 
never mentioned, h ut  its place is taken tv
but ther ; ip a pof. il illtv the t
Certo.inl. , ■ J . "■ gr - en is not a. cle
I or him. it is curi OUR , too, ho~.
.ui o n i s named r CD P- hy the sub j ect .
Confus "d wri  th y p ' ) 10w» t  i n t  h i s
a d i r  . et  c onfus io -.n11 wi th red ± n
i n
a reo.o.ipi: rovm. s3 and e4. two pa If
are  1 oth termed p in k s ;  e5 3 owevsr, anoth r
such hut  in
g r e e ns ,
g r e e n ,  i s  r : cog ni sec 
some oth er  c o l o u r .  The da rk er  t i n t  
i s  d e s c r i b e d  as a r e d d ish  green..
Violet is seen as 
s h a d e ? - o f  g r e y  a . , e a r 
reddish gra ans. £*reds 
with e.-.ch o th e r ^ ~ a n r ~  
i n s t a n c e .
L a t c h in g  c o l o u r s  r e v e a l
a s s o c i a t i o n  with  
of  the same green
;s r. Lue 
:-B g r  ays ,
t h r o u ;h ou t . Th e
r e d s , g reens and
s nd gr  : ms omp 1 e t  a c o nf us i  o n
:r grey , ms a in d ic a t e d
o f  sh ade.  The white card  
p a l e  b l u e - g r a e n ,  and gr ay 
a b l u e - g r e e n .  e l ,  an eixt:
with  354, an o th er  p a le  b l u e - g r e e n .  This  seems to
a. good p e r c e p t i  o n 
was matched with E3,  a very
was matched with C3, a l s o
• a -s p e c t r a l  purple  was match 
-g
a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  o f  colour-blinda . E 8 .  a pale violet, 
was matched with el and d4, a purple "apd a $.ale pin]<.
This is the typical confusion of blue with p in k ,  a?,
a dull yellow, and- 02, a green, were judged t o  be 
identical.
It is worthy of note that the violet-reds 
are described as reddish blues/ but th-es-e— lose- valu-n 
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As in previous cases the neutral 1 : nc in the 
blue-green is strongly marked, hut it extends i ito the 
green as well. The purples present great difficult 
and are sometimes called grey, sometimes green, 
is not recognised, hut - is replaced hy green*. e4 and ea 
pale pinks, are described as greens. To the right of 
the neutral hand the spectrum is seen as shades of 
hlue. The shades of grey are not discriminated from 
shades of green
In matching, the white card is confuseó.
with E3, a very pale hlue-green, the greys likewise. 
c9, a yellow-green is not differentiated from C4, a 
green-blue. There is , too, frequent confusion hetweer 
yellows and yellov-greens.
Subject Hi
4 V  . .0 ÇL d ei Black, . Blue d.Blue Blue 1  .Blue
2 d.BaTOfcT Brown d.Bi^Vbff Bed.Brown Med.Brown
T d. Brown Brown d  .Brown Grey cr x -.y
i l 1 .Brown Brown 1 . Brown Grey Grey
r 1. Brown Brown 1. Brown Grey Grey-
r very l.B^l.Brown very l.Bit^i.Grey Dirty Ye lie
t very 1 .5^ .0 range Orange Yellow Dirty Yelloè very 1 .Orange 1 .Orange Yellow 1.Yellow
very 1  '.Jtfcd .Orange d  .Orange d .Yellow 1 .Yellow
A B C D E
1 Brown 1 .Brown Orange 1. Ye H o w White
22Med .br ownl .Br own Bed.Brown Grey Dirty Whit
3 Grey 7 very d.Greyd.Grey Grey l.Grey
4 d . B ll e - (iyu. B lu e d.Blue Blue d.Grey
5 d.Blue Vivid Blue d.Blue Blue Blue
6 v.d.Blue Blue v.d.Blue Blue B lue
7 d.Blue Blue v .d .¡Grey Blue B lue
8 d.Blue Blue v.d.Grey Blue l.Blue




This table is an interesting one for it 
plainly shows the effect of a shortened spectrum. The 
neutral hand embraces the green and the hlue-grsen-.and 
is present in the unsaturated green-blues. This will 
account for the fact that certain blues in the wool 
test were considered greys. Very pale tints of this 
colour or very dark shades will he so confused.
The complementary colour of the bluo-gresns
i  n s e e  n blue or black; shades as black, th'
tints as blue. The tint which appears as a bluish pink
1 *to the norms. 1 eve is composed of red and violet. Asred sensation is 
; sensation remains
the subject is blind t-o red, the 
completely absent, and the viol« 
which is seen as blue.
bod is seen as black or very dari hrownyand 
if we consider boo C this colour name serves to desc
0 .11 the red and the orange sensations, "o colour is 
recognised until the orange-ye11ow(o7) is reached.' 
This is called orange hy th examinee, and the same 
name includes pure 
green 'Orange’ is 
c o nt a i ni ng yell ow.
The tints 
red sensation, for 
One other 
note. 07 and 08, a 
ly, ars colourless, 
the violet end of - 
the
yellow-, grèsn-ye 11 ov/, ù y llow- 
constanti;- applied to a green
show m&rkedly thè ahsenee of a 
di, d2, ciò, and di yield onl; 
int-eresting feature is worthy )f 
lo luè . vi o let ó nd a vi o 1 e t respect ive 
which p oi nt s t o a short . ni :r • of 
fa e spectrum. This coincides v/ith
f i ndi ng of the las t exp er ine nt.
In matching, many points of interest came to 
light.The "black card was matched with red, the ..kite 
with £ very pal: blue-green. Certain shades of grey 
were confused with e2, e3 and c3, reds and pinks; ©th 
were thought ‘to he identical with the blue-greens.
The general mi stakes made with the colours wore hlues 
erroneously judged to he violets, and yellows, greens 
A defect in shade, though not a serious one, 









■ nd :c8 






the colour is corree”
Subject J/
a h c d e
1 Grey Grey Blue tinge Blue tinge Grey
2 H a c k Black Black Black Grey
3 Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey4 Grey Grey- Grey Grey Grey
5 Grey G ray ■ Grey Grey Grey
6 Grey Grey Orange Grey Grey
7 Grey Grey Yellow Orange Yellow
8 Grey Grey Yellow Yellow Yellow
9 Grey Grey Yellow Yellow 1.YellowA B C D E
1 Grey Grey Grey Yellow White
2 Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey
3 Grey Grey Grey Grey Paint Blue
4 Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue
5 Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue
6 Blue Blue Blue Blue B lue
7 Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue
8 Blue Blue Blue Blue 2 Blue




This was a most difficult t :■ for this subj
and caused him intense fatigue, for he had t o rest hi
eyes, fre qu e nt ly.
This table prese nts different features from
any of the others for it .reveals an amazilp lack of
colour s is- tion. 
c o 1 otir i s e rii; f or
-• spectrum in 
:h • ye How-ore- 
th last subject, the colours beyond 
b rown T ut with thin sir j ¡at the;• r r 
The y•illor; hand in the two shades is 








i e r * ly bright ms  a •?. s . 
non-existent,
a. nep;ms to 1 ]c
u;
nd i n,: ov r
one green, and the blue-green, bis
impression, which indicates a weakened s msitiv: 
to yellow. The nerartrt 1 hand is large, 
the yeilow-yr an, 
spectrum accordingly, is as follows:- A shorten d 
spectrum at the red end; a large grey hand, larger 
than ordinary; and then*} a r gion of blue which mais 
her; to 85 t ; nd to the violet. Th last diagnosis 
point id to shortening at the violet end.
in matchin ; colours nark ml confusion
od, which was to he expected, considerin' 
number of colour? which th subject s es 
This part of the experiment was lengthy 
had to search all the cards each time.
black Wc s matched with a2, a3, ’
t u •e o f
was rove 




LI reds, whxch is a t
Y/h i te WP. s xaa.4-0ched .. i t h
two Ve ry pal ... lue-gre
was r>Uo nf 3!S rd with b4,
and \Vith A 2, and 3 3? S
diff0t* s nTx shade Of ra y* —
C 4, d3, eoA, , a.11 of hi
•f •
c2, dh
■ 8 , E o
A .  p  — •
org.noe
C r ( 3
l-N 1-
310.01 OUT
xiade of grey 
red, red and pin]
no. lu ,-green. ¡■'0 7. a
L I ,
?S 0with th .
3 1 1 0  r-gi sen, red 
shade o' grey was
r •; c la  ir.i® d t  o 1; o id  e nt 1 ca 1 
They 1 ncluda gry - n, ore,nge,
TTo. 9. a dark 
fro: e2, b3, d3,
card. 
  , 1 lue - gr e e n, p i nk. 
i o t differe nt iatoc.
pinks, reddish-orange, red and blu-:-greeno 4 ,  c *x:, .. a .
It will be noticed from these few example - 
there exists a decid cdjdef' ct in shade perception, 
which seems to be caused by the shortening of th 
s pectrum.
In mat chi nr colour? wi 
: 1 3 all ar; charact - ris3d
most difficuli 
blue. It was
the same confusion exist 
larg- s lection 3.x.do 
, cas found to b ? a
test, for it did not appear as 
'inally matched with dl, cl, 09
pur.
ct b l u - cb, an orangf










shades of orange, yellow and green. 05, a blue, 
yielded an inters?ting assortment of colours', it w 
matched correctly and with different shades of the 
same colour, but placed with it were greens and pinks, 
givin.: a total of eight in all. This includes th 
typical confusion of blues and pi riles. Very often th 
a: bra-spectral colours are matched .ifh 1 lue, and the 
inevitable confusion of blue with violet constantly 
occurs.
This experiment confirmed, some of the facts 
previously noted in the other tests.
1) / It has shown clearly the difference in degree 
of the colour-blindness of the ten subjects, and sugg 
ed the reason why. In the case of J, it was seen that 
the yellow and blue bands of the spectrum were very 
small in extent compared with th other subjects, His 
neutral band in the centre -was broader, comprising 
yellow-green, green and blue-green. H ’s neutral band
C3,
C'o U
CLS UxJiL <*4 Uriz£,b y /
os t-
11
extended over the green and ‘blue-green only, likewise 
Subject E. In the milder cases, the "blue-green was the 
sole region affected. The extent of the neutral hand 
must therefore he a factor determining the degree of j 
defect. If the blue-green alone is affected, then th 
green appears to he seen either as yellow or as green.
e nd of the spectruml
a s II
2) y A neutral hand at the red 
T have,- seems tono.
a graver character. ^
3)y The most abnormal cases recorded are those ! . 
with shortened spectrum except in the case of A who 
according to Stilling’s Tables has a shortened spectrum 
hut who shows little evidence of it apart from confusing 
b lu e s a nd p i nks .
4) *, It appears that a shortened spectrur erfts w  u> 
a defeat in perception of shade. This in evident 
with H and J.
L-C nsyD ItnXiC
u aU^u¿ <ŷ_ !
5). A second neutral bo nd occurs beyond the spectrum
in znef purplet 
(s) * Although colour may be recognised
colourAblind, it may when mixed with white or black, 
undergo a change in hue imperceptibleVto the normal 
eye but which will cause it to be placed in a differ­
ent categorv bv the colour-blind.
Eeddish green is a term much employed by 
colour-blinds. but it does not seem to be charactor-
istic of all cases. H and J' do not use tery at
all. This may mean that it is not common in severe 
cases of colour-blindness, but is only employed where 
the defect is milder. Edridge-Green explains it 
birnes that the ten. belongs to the three unit 
class, those who can see red, green and violet, fieddi 
green is the ten applied to the colour seen at the 
junction of the inland their green. It is not a pure
pure green, and the best descriptionre; nor is it
of it seems to be in terms of both colours. This is 
quite a sound exp la \ nation and meets the facts, if 
the theory of Edridge-Green is accepted. If we, for a 
moment, place subject B among the three-unit class 
and admit that he can distinguish three colours in th 
spectrum, then she explanation seems quite feasible.
But one characteristic of three-unit class is
red and green are never confused. This does not apply 
to 33 for he often mistakes the one colour for the 
other. Th£m fact necessarily excludes hi; from the 
three-unit class, and the explanation no longer appli 
Dr / Peddie, in his recent book on Colour 
=*8eras to attribute this terra to special cases 
romati ; vision. He is an of the
elraholtz theory and accepts the three funda- 
colours, Hed, Green.and. Blue as forming the
’of the colour triangle.
\9 . There mav exist a ce which
I
the red and the blue remain unaltered, 
while the green becomes the yellow









extended o ver the 
Subject E. In the 
sole region affected. The extent of the neutral hand 
must therefore he a factor determining the degree of
green and blue-green only, likewise 
milder cases, the blue-green was the
30..defect. If the blue-green alone is affect 
green appears to be seen either'as yellow ox 
2)j A neutral band at the red end of the 






- i.' OTUV.- —  -
graver character,
3 ) .  The most 
r b  rw i t h st or t e ne d 
according to Stilling* 
but who shows little evidence 
b lu e s a nd p i nks .
abnormal cases recorded are those 
•„actrui except in the case of A who
Tallies has a shortened spectrium 
of it apart from confu
In, **a-oMjL ‘wtti sl. aÛ Lt£ 0̂  I
i n '
4). it appears that 
? afn. t. i n > -, p. r n. p. t) t i 0 na. defe'c percep
with H and J.




5)j, A second neutral band occurs beyond the spectrum
in thè» purples. 
(g) * Although colour may b<
olourAblind, it. may when mixed
recognised by 
with white or blac
undergo a change in hue imperceptibla'to the normal 
eye but which will cause it to be placed in a diff 
ent category by the colour-blind.
ìr-
Reddish green is a term much employed by 
colour-blinds, but it does not seem to be character­
istic of all cases. H and J' do not use the ter at 
all. This may mean that it is not common in severe 
cases of colour-blindness, but is only employed where 
the defect is milder. Edridge-Green explains it 
— lames that the term belongs to the three unit 
class, those who can see red, green and. violet. Reddi 
green is the term applied to the colour seen at the
junction of theii^and. their green. It is not a purAred nor is it a pure green, and the best description 
of it seems to be in terms of both colours. This is 
quite a sound exp la \ nation and meets the facts, if
the theory of Edridge-Green is accepted. If we, for a
tha
moment, place subject B among the three-unit class* 
and. admit that he can distinguish three colours in th 
spectrum, then the explanation seems quite feasible. 
But one characteristic of the three-unit class is 
red and green are never confused. This does not apply 
to B for he often mistakes the one colour for the 
other. Th£*. fact necessarily excludes him from the 
three-unit class, and the explanation no longer appli
Dr / Peddie recent book on Colour
Vision seems to attribute this term to special cases 
of trichromati • vision. He is an of the
Young-HeIrnholtz theory and accepts the three funda- 
; Jntal colours, Red, Green.and Blue as forming the 
C three - - -- 'of the colour triangle •
' There may exist a case g— caa - in which
the red. and the blue remain unaltered,
whi le •preen becomes the yellow









th e  lower h a l  ’ o f  the ?;  soluia- t r i a n g l e  becomes the  
c o l o u r  t r i a n -  " . "  o f  the fundamenta.l c o lo u r s '  • r r
still "simple"^colours,
"fused" colour - yellow, 
ing called green, and is 
wh i c h norma-1 ly s t imu lat a 
ulations. which normally 
red to ye lie..) nor extend 
double colour characteristics o:
the third hd s be c ome i. 
which is nertióeles.s by trairi- 
stimulatec by the waye len til 
green. Bo th e identical stim­
iate nd over the spectra; range 
froi red to green; and the 
th- intermediate
yellow-rsds or red-yellows nov; extend from red to green. 
The compulsory change in nomenclature is therefore
found b y Tr P lac in- "yellow' a r i s e
tlx 'red- ■T ■ n s 1 0 1 ome trichromatic -.y-es*̂
T p i
called - ;ree a
u s
f a j anow consider what colour-- have 
the co 1 our i li nd . 
noteworthy that the ter; was never em-o e r ;
a no. ' ul d ects
sy are A,D,GiH 1 0
V )
It IS
ployed by certain of the subjects 
are not confined to one extreme, 
j . Th : two extreme cases A e nd J' 
to descr il e t ■n; r . • o 1 ou r . 13, C, E , P a nd I h a v ■?. 
time or another made use of this phras .
Subject 33.
Tn Stilli ng’s Tab lee he twice used this phr; se, 
once to describe a mole colour which ho called • rode 
gr. so, and once to descril ; pin1' which he called a 
reenish red. In the Bradley Powers test, he used òhi
, r on 17 . and b8v;hich are Shades 1 of
ye Ilo..-or. ora?:/: ;-y . llow,andyelj.ow .respectively
and which appear to the normal eye n  w. f1*'-v—* -
no. rP s-e--ZJP  5
-h e r : were
p o nci. 1 >
HU
C o 1 ou r s
•, i .o - * -*v - . . *>m e  nams ■ s imi serv; a 
orange-yellow could be
3j _L
were c; 1! id greenish reds. In Rovi C, 
ho greenish reds, bat th corres- 
wsre ten k orange, yellow and yeIlo 
ih -rafore fox a } d .Th - 
explained along Psddie's line, 
is extra-sp e etra 1and - J ,q . jU.r i. -1-are called greenish crimson, dark greenish purple nd 
1 lu .y greerfê Jid red, respectively. The green i i a % is 
saia^to 1 e similar to iha green in A3 which is tiht 2
of the blue-green which 
subject. 'Stfá
‘orma the neutral band of thi
o f ;he neutr
s e erns^t s n tat  i  ve 1;
circle outs id. •
I ; a no.




h b y  . s e a ; c orap leme ntary t o
suj gestTa eonna 
e. Part of the co]| 
neutral b od, as 
; 3 1 hi : - r , ; a. It S3 nu
our
S )
to be that the grey of tr- neutral band is being 
called groen and. the violet element mixed wi :h^red 
appears as e,n impure ' lueMiich cannot be called a
pur blue,for it does not correspond with the subject 
customer-• s wisetion of '-.hat colour, and in conssquanc
i s -armed a red., producing th compound colour, red-
?his raf v occur therefore junction of the neutral
-CU 1
and. th . adjoining colours. These same colours ware 
thou/wit to be grey or green'by a number of thos 
examined. If B can distinguish some colour element 
'./hich J . for example, can^not distinguish, and if lie, 
designates as groen the part which J sees, then he 
uses the double term to express this compound sensa­
tion which h is experiencing. He described A9, as
(1) P j t .  67 -  # 8 .
composed of 1 Ire, red and green,Tn.it B9, e lighter 
shade of A9 appeared a dark, purple, and he refused to 
admit the presence of a green in It. To fc} ubject 
therefore A? contained soi ething which B9 did not con4 
tain, although to the normal y there'l? 10 indicj tioj
cm3 definite sensati 
addition of greeri
of any colour change, «rt must he 
which is giving rise to the
W ith Edr idg e - G r e e n La. nt e r the
pure green glass as
I match the glass wit 
• 1
reddish green.On being asked to 
3, skein of wool, he chose a 
pinkish yellow. This skein appeared green to him but : 
contained some other colour as well, probably a red 
and so the colour as a whole was described as reddish
p .  p  g  Q  ^  _
With this subject two different colours 
have been descriled as greenish red:)
o n ■
3 /
(1) The region bat . 
end the yellow.
(2) The purples.





green with red 
green and red 
reddish green 
red and green 
red and green 
red and green 
green and red 
red and green
r of the Holm-
ib out it
Thi









In the case of the bluish pinks it raay be 
due to nomenclature. The bine is named red, the pink 
green, and the combined result is a red--green. But 
that does not explain the pinks nor the greens. With 
the Bradley Papers he placed the reddish gree is in the 
region of the orange, which would seer to agree with
Peddie1 nd Ed r i d p: e - Cf r s en’s r L ilt s d4, tinti
of orange-red and red.-orango
e4 'was describ
i  ? ere 1 oth termed greenish 
[bed a si; a lighter shade of • reen-
lsh red 
green.
s also designated a reddish
phrase
set B and 0 do not always use the 
wo describe the same objective colour stimulus 
B employs the term seeming! -%-a. dark colours (shades), 
and C .¿te- light colours (tints) .
Subject 1
Subject I was noV tested With the Bradley 
Papers; but with Holmgren's wools,ha described a very 
dark purple as pinkish^ greenish^-brov/nish; and a grejr 
likewise. Ti is again seems to connactyr.hs neutral band 
with the term. In the spectrum he called green, green-
5h red, and blu y inkish green.which once morei iis a description of the neutral band in terms of the 
compound phrase.
Subject E
his phrase to describe
with pink in it
He only once used 
a pale blue/-igreen 
Subject1 E *
In the Bradley Papers, d3 
was said to be a reddish green; Do,




gr< -j likewise. Soi o f •Vio greys which later were
> i
il
r Im&tchea with the 1 lue-gr ns were describee': as reddish
grew ns . 
h . k y i t  oProm/these different subjects there s 
d three specific kinds of colour experience which 
are called reddish-greens; the neutral b i nd of fch 
spectrum, the neutral band bey one the spectrum, a nd 
omewhere in the vicinity of the orange region. The 
phrase is not used by all the subjects, but only by 
those whom we have constantly maintained are not limit 
i 11 cases of dichromasy. If our postulate is correct, 
that c odour--blinds can see red and green in certain 
circumstances then the orange is explained along the 
two cited lines of explanation .namely, that of Paddie
end Edridge-Green. The subjects are not to be classed,
Cto
however, as abnormal trichromates nor as belonging 
to the three-unit class. They do not see red 
do, nor green as normals do, but are blind t 






:he intermediato sensation becomes
ire en.
Since Stilling suggested^contrast colours 
might be used as a suita is test of colour-blindness, 
various devices have been adopted. Three contrast
ests were utilised here
(a) Col our ed Shad ows /
focussed on
; o that a lant-rn was 
Coloured glasses of red,
we,gre
1  Ï 1  u  >>'- j .  ' i  j
of li eh t - 
p l a c e d .  I f
\.hit : screen, 
b .lue, and y How,respectively, were introduced
A second sourc 
an electric lamp suitably 
i nt e r p o s e d b e t w e e n t h e
of:
turn, and/thrown on to the screen. 




tn  -■ 
wh 1 1  v
p e n c i l
and the coloured screen, the rays ar 
area of the. pencil is illumine.ted solely ay 
digit from oj.i - jLcuujj* tiw
c omp 1er. nt a ry c o 1 our
t he lamp , an.4 s s ux;•
of its surr ouno. i ngs . Th e col our■ 
blind is asked to identify the colour of the/interpos- 
M / >nag pencil. (The natural light from both sources 
ntained a great number of yellow rays).
&fl (b ) hj.ng^ Qy>ntr^sm/ ‘Eackiclxsc"'is crivided int o thr se 
inner area of colour and an outer area of
parts,an 
the same
c olo il .r. Interposed in them is n a r r o w e r  r i n
of black and white which when rotated yields a senso- 
tion of g:r y. The grey ring assumes> on the colour
xer the comulementarv colour of it,s surrounding ar
Yellow, Blue, Orange
Violet, ; I' ■ 1
eneiI mark m
cut"V* shape out of . radley paper. A smal 
centre of the stimulus colour servep \i
7 /
W "
&  onci m g  
time of
subjects. At a, given 
mark and after 20 to 305 c T * mnnr] 1
Ì• 2 .
0 1 1 0 1  l i e a nel i,It csd
p e n c i l  mark made on he 




h d i f f  
' 1 '7 - ul 7 ct ' : e
f c:Lp '
: t lo­
se  o n d "  hao. 
stimulus was removed by thw -msrin 
imi ge appeared on the white p per
e l i  
■ n t- 











1 1 J V
and gr 3 %• n. 
series of
.our sci '7:lasses used 
Th>.'-3y  w ere pres e nt sd 
twelv . The results
w: :ro Hue, yellow,
e ; Ited together lor 
shadow appears within th 
h sul ,i act was
S U /I C
m  irrespilar order 
Eire- shown collect 




. nd cb ̂ .h i s
Bed. r Gr een/ ■ /• Ye H o  v(Gr / n) (Bed) / (Ye ll̂ ow) (Ì iue’)
A. fed Bed. Green Pinkish- 
Bed.
B . Elue- Purple Greenish*« Blue .
Green 'Cieertsk;-jèJÌ-flA.r-
Ti T* 01 ! "P
c . Gr - y . Grey. 1 .Brown Blue
E. G r e e n Yellow Yellow Blue
E. Green lied 1 .Brown Blue
E. lied Bed Yellowish 
B r o .m
d .Bed
G . Blue Blue Green 13j le
H. Grey d.Grey 
or Black
Orange d .B lue
J . Gr ey Grey Grey L lu -
s uT. j e c t s h a v e r e s p o nd e d 
>. The green shadow ra s 
D, and
to the test in 
onIv i-e c og nis ed
E. A failed to recognise the 
witt red*, C, H, and <J failed to
The
different way 
as such hy ]■, ±.>,
g r - o n a nd c o nfi i s e d 
cliscern any colour.
visiT: l- to th . G called it blue;—*fh 
a gr:y, hut tk- "blue rays in the she —  
the yell'ow rays' from; the source of 
This also explains the Hue-green of B
The response to the red. shadow shows slight 1 
diff rent results. A and E hoth recognise the colour 
and. E discrimi ric'.tes as !:• -.fore the 1 lu element which
.o\.
light
red is seen as
- c? us ed 1 y
- remain.
makes him descriT a the
The .red







purple. A always 
in she does green.
?,nd P. D calls it 
yellow and G "blue. The latter ct n not he explained as 
a confusion of red and blue, for that is not charact r 
istic of G 1 s case. It is mors pr o]al> 1 e that the sam ; 
explanation holds as in the regions bo green, that
red element is no- visib le in h . shadow,/ only hue
H p V i o  r l  m  ■ fh  1  r  c  V » a  r !  r \ -  v  • r ] -  ■] . -• V  ir c resinai n. 1  i i
n simuItaneous1y if the 
n and which appears-i red
i i¡en as hlue hy t:
o. ouh 1 c s h a. d o ' s, 
p >ncil appro&che\ the 
and gr sen respectively, 
G, H, and J.subject.
see nothing hut grey, 
for he does much 
wool test. To H. the
This test reveals C's weakness, 
in it than he did in the
red appears a 1; os t h lack; “h is




shortened spectrui accounts for this.
& Yellow is clear 1; visitle to no?
although A, B, and G, call it gi i. This £ s we . 
previously shown is a very common confusion. Th • 




which if; a 
H described it 
J . i s th o o vil; • 
ienc a colour 
y  "■ H o w  a-pears 
s ensitivity.
The hlu
favourit . colour name of 
in terms of his favouri_ 
one of the subjects who





_ +• •. 1y-j J . ch.. ■
0  71C •
is mor
ell, although two subjects mistake i
This experiment sho :U
r or 3 ;





cl si :c 
i t p o 
i  n  t h
must 1 e regarded 
s sc ̂ nd c oi ing neo 
colour systei than J.
G and G, in this case,
i
ei c: inees and proved quite satisfactor
s z t e r 
ome of
o  n  f-\ VO C l-h  r  ■ '■ I
y - a
ciiscrii. ination of red 
the subj sets .  J. as 
.extreme case,,with H.
than gr 
!;. ef ore 
a c 1 os e
thou-rh H. has s. decidedly beti 
The other subjects, 
are affected hy the 
of red and green lights, and their results 
show some cognizance of these two colours.
e r
eo c  ip  t i n  
s t i i  u l a t l  o n  
seem to
is



































B l u e
light Blue














The stimuli as in the shadow experiment 
gave vari d results. A. once mor . failed to perceive 
the gr en although the red \ms clearly visible. B. 
as tefor: termed the green and red, ’bluish-green and 
purple respectively. He is the only subject who can 
distinguish the two colours. C. sees troth red and 
green as grey; D, usually able to distinguish c olours^ 
is not successful this time for both appear colourless 
to him. With E, 
the red only. G
It is curious that H and J both thought the red c olotuj* 
to he blue.
tinct a colour 
blow. Some
the green onlp is recognised; with P 
, H, and J, fail to see both colours.
nd resembled ¡rown more
t
:h a n ve
subjects have called it brown, some green, one red. 
four grey, including the last three subjects.
lCi
/-
rs. The colour of th ; stimuli is given alon?; tho|
top of th columns, - th ci. 7. ; j 0 r imf g . in rsckets.
■ Ye H o w .33 lue Red Gr e n Ors ng Y :i o 1 e t
Tblue) ~ (Yellow] (Bri : n) ___%(Red) (hlu&Gien) \Y T T o '
A . H u e Ye H o  r Whits Pink p .Hue Yellowi H u e  • — ' Yellow almost* ? Pink jHue- Yellow
Whit >34« v .pale Gre n
\r. p . Gree*.
c . blue Yellow Grey Red Blue Yellow
D. 13 lu e Yellow Green Grey/ Blue Yellow
E . l.Blus Yellow Gray Gray l.Blu ■ Yellow
E . Blue# Yellow White Blue H u e 1.3 r own
or Red
G ... p .llu Yellow White White p .Blu 3 Yellow
H . Blue Yello,; Grey/ Gray Blue Yellow
J . 1.3 lue Yell o\ / 1. G r e y*< ms o. lui - v.l.Hu eYellow
almost«» Grey
see'1 by 
I? calls the "blue
of the orange and the violet appear distinctly also,
I7h i t f.
The "blue and yellow after-images are clearly 
all the subjects, if we overlook the fact that 
image, To
* ~T | _ . . .  n    —•> J 4:'« J< 4
6 r
even to Subject J , i t  is instructive to note that IB is 
the only one who calls the after image blue-green.
When we consider the red and green after ~ 
images, a different result makes its appearance.
Subject 33 alone sees the colours correctly , and he is
very doubtful of what his sensations are, for they are 
very pale, approaching white. In the case of Su ject A
the red stimulus canjiot give her an after-image of
green, but the green makes sufficient impression to 
give her an after-image of red. This confirms the 
previous conclusions that the blindness to green is 
greater than that to red. To C no green after-sensatio 
appears, although the red one is visible; for D the 
reverse holds, although we would expect him to describ 
both images correctly. E,E,G,H and J' fail to perceive 
any sensation.
This test is instructive when supplementary. 
Alone it is unreliable, for there is 
tnbl.





no ob j ec t iv e c o h- 
i n d
el Cards,v 
p w " ' ! ,  •' — /
There are two sets of cards; lSmarked A, 
4rnarked 13. The procedure differs slightly in the two 
cases.
In section A the 10 cards are spread out 
in good daylight illumination. The subject stands up­
right before the table on which lie the Cards; he is 
not allowed to pick them up nor examine the cards at 
close range,but is asked to indicate his answers by
pointing to the cards he 
a circle of variously co
selects. Ee
.oured dots.






1)/  ̂"a car<̂-; ar
Lb
ì\ /













I ,  
or
there red or reddish spots? 
other colours h d n r present I
a Is o) .





o ; o -o q . o f c  n " l y.-Ç' ~ O  I J 1 Kj O  1 J  ̂ i
scamp
i o
grey spots only? 
In, : ost colour-




ness. The Anomalous Trichromates, on the other r.r.r-u, 
are usually allé to pass this test successfully as
'grief in questions
mistake the yellowish~ ;re-r~ and the 1 rown 
contain for redresse*. These errors, N; ; 1 
almost complete evidence of colour-] lind- 
E  â s *
nun e r ome t ov/ell as 
3 and 4.
In Section 33, the colour-' lind i's ask d to 
each colour h; sees on the cards. This is 
as a test of fine discrimination hut is merely 
to ascertain if red can he distinguished from green 
or if -•Oris.-.- are confused with some other colour.A mis- 
fcak in El only is no criterio -■ of colour-hlindixess, 
a 1thougfc it mey i 'dies te colour a nomal? of s 03a; 3cind;
d e s i g n a t e  
i nt ended
cards must also show d.eficiency^ 
1. Red or_Reddi sh.Sp 01s1
3r r e c t  1 2 3 ? 8 10 14 lo In
"A 2 3' 4 ' T c3 12 lb 13
33 1 2  3 8 11 15 16
C 11
E 1 15 16'
E 1 2  3 7 8 10 11 i l ­ 14 15 16





S e c t i 0 n A we s f ou nd 
t for all the sul jecl
mo s t s ati s fa c t ory
is
The results divide the sul jects into two 
groups: v ) those who are ahle to select a numl er of 
cards and (2 ) those who find few ox no cards cont a in-
are looking for. These two groups 
Imost equally according to the 
re pro. . . . 1 rrany C is th 
o nly exception.
It will he more satisfactory instead of 
treating the results separately as before, to discuss 
them in two groups, the first group containing subjec 
A,B,D,E,F; the second gr oi’p, C,(x*H,and J.
i n.r : t h e colo ur s t h e 
divide the subjects
1 Porder in which they
O f
omits card 1. 
a nd u nd e c i d e d , 
i s  
a r
the ) whofirst group, A .is' the only- one 
is four dots on this card are very pal 
just the kind of pink thick the suljec 
apt to confuse with green. 2 
practically selected by all the reds
c;. ran -m 
se ei noi 
are mix'




a nd 15 
-1- 1-
to h e s 0 e asily ree egnised
5 Cl p  UJ - •- ‘  o  w
ind 14. 
dots on lo
a  : 1  ' or ]-la ali­ ne a re 1 1 pur
He
r, /'
1 c-orrfus 3d wit] the a dt cent i o] c g >1 c . 1 






b e raist? k a n for h la. c ■ ;hose of shortened so '-ctru
fhatv those of card 1 ! ut ■ ;e r • ; u no. i s c r i i ■ i: t d
A , 33 ; . nd I ) .
H i
The cards wrong I;-- inserted vrere A, ... s 12 I 
13 • ,nd .p; rticularl; 11. Card d- consiste o reo : x. I
gre; dots y® ‘Wfia is the i ist of A ; 3T. The /A*,
latterwas the only one to inserts; it cons ist u
and green as " efbre with yello-./ishbf ro..n in addition.
Card 11 hi s grey, sei - ;reen id yellowishJ n  d ;
12 contains two very dar3c imrples which are g riera lly | 
y h y - ~  red. 13 chosen ì:v 3? ie**4#4sd his former , /
choig o • • . foi it Ì oo - , r ‘̂ - W /
y
TfVF;' Onl:*  ---   9/i
stil i er*.t:? 1
np *pfj 07 - '3?
show
f  / d-eG cnJ-M.
if usi o ■ of r id ; ,
•reens -and revs. Th : x in; xy advanta.x vs. for
it requires little apparatus : -id involvos littl
it cou.i: t e nd eel ig: the examine 2 to point
to the red dots, ; nd. valuable information would he 
6 t ai ned as to the nature of the existing def ec .
I) was the only subj.ct who n.o. . ':n mistakes,
1 ut then he only selected three cards out of s possili 
9, u r •; -n- •••- • defect of soiue dine.. If results were 
based On this part alone of b ’ test, he is the
only one who would require further testing.!
I it "i s 'ivide ni, hovre ver, "cnat' s or: reds can 
he distinguished^ for the/cards canwnot a13 ' selected 
hy chance.
, The second group of subjects shoe; entire 
failure t'o recognise.the i id cards,,and those which the 
hav selected are faulty, except in the case of G. H 
could find no suitable cards, for he saw all the pinks 
on the cards as blues
y

















>To subject answered this correctly.
Those who selected the proper card, add d a second 
erroneous card. Card 6 selected by A. contained T right 
greens and moles; 9 was all grey, and 15 had some gre
it is curious that 3? should chose sn card














3 5/ 8 9 10 1;
4 5 9
5 12
d  ; j 10 11 12 13 14 15 -LO




Subj ect -G®§ result is- 1 1  x 
cards 
a very i 
the ma.j ority of the cards selectee.** 
m  them. Muni r 15 was previoi V
clci ny 
remarkable:





of red. and green, 
hr v - vivid red 
c i os i d e red cor re cT 
i n^quesi,ion x . &uuj aui u, uoo, chose quite a f c.ar3s.
It is noteworthy that A and B failed in this part of 

























j-’s result is noteworthy, hut very charact- 
c. All 1/ cards appear to hii as shades ofyrsy 
ees with all our previous findings ̂ A omitted
YfY' 3  it sleeting cards containing red sp its; 
r, showing confusion of red with grey,
has red spots only.
This part of Eagel’s 
and detects all the








In this section the subjects ar 
colours on four different card- containing
• t u A
ly colour ad dots. 
intrinsic value as 
ars unne c e s ary.
Th i s part does not 











Dark Pur.:,.le Gr s n
Chocolate-
Brown
A. Bed Broun Br own
B . Rad Gre - n Green
C. dark Green Brov/n Brown
I). Broun Green dark Grey
E. dark Red Gr : - nish B rew-* Br own
E. Red Orange Orange
G . Green Green v.d.Gre n
H. d .Broun d .Brown light Bio . -
<1. Black med. Grey med. Gray
These show typical results for all th : subjec
3  1,1 C a i  c i  3 hav v Been obtained from previous tests. C
shows; confusion of the piirple v/ith green and does not
;cog '1r ■ th ; gr--.on. D . does not disc srn the purple;
G. ees. all the dots as gi- 2 e n.
B . n
Chocolate-
C orrect Bright Red Brown Dark Brov/n
A. Reel' Reddlib Br own
B . Red Green Green
c. Red Green dark Green
D. Red Brown dark Grey
E. Red dark Red Brown
E. Br own Red Red
G. Red Red Red
H. dark Brown light Brown Br own
J. light Grey light Grey dark Grey
This card contavins the bright reds which som
of the subjects can identify. The browns are c onfusad
with reds and greens. Siibj ect G. saw all the spots




Dark Greah' Medium Green Grey
A. Green Gre a n Gree n
B. Green Green Green
C. Green Green Green
D. Gr sen Gr a e n Green
E. Green light Green Grey
P.f Grey or Brown Red
G.
light Red 
Green Gre a n Gre n
H. Grey Brown Grey
d . Medium Grey Medium Grey light Grey
very similar,The this card ar-'
c t s
ari show.\ the generai confusi on of green and grey.
/
04 Chocolate.
C orrect Dark Drown Dr own Bright
A, Red Red Red
B. Green or Gr e e n Red
Brown
G. Green light Drown Red
D. Dr own Dr own Red
E. Drown Dr own Red
"P ; • D;r own Green Red
G. Red Green Red
H . Dr own Grey Drown




The bright red spots are 
subjects A. 'bo G-. This particular red always seev 
to b- correctlp- identified. A, ho-/ever, sees all 
the dot- as red. Ero.m is a difficult colour and is 
confused either ith red or green.
This part d?f the test is not so satisfactory 
as part A. 11 doel^yieldJswe fc. &ata£ except to 
the prevalent confusion. Part A. ih jauch more 
ctive and valuable, and reveals immediately th 
presenceof any colour anomaly. Undoubtedly it 
most reliable as a test for colour-blinds, and 








Th i s la nt e r n 
c o lour-1; li nd r
rrr devised to detect all 
'and is the result of much re-
searc ; nd practical experience. "The lantern contains 
five discs; three carrying seven coloured glasses, 
one carrying seven different sized apertures and one 
obturator and one carrying seven modifying glasses. 
Each disc has a clear aperture. The other mechanical 
details are:- an electric lamp holder in a parabolic 
reflector, handles for moving the discs, and th indi 
ating ring showing the colour, aperture or modifier 
in use. The discs are numbered 1-5 on side plates 
under handles ’/Hi)
Disc JTo.I contains the different sized 
apertures, the largest of which was used throughout 
the experiment. The size of the apertrr Correspond# 
to the distance of the examinee froi a S~k i'1c-!' railway 
signal lamp, or from a 7 inch ship’s lamp. S eat ad 20 
feet from the largest aperture ( 0 . 7 5  inch) is equiv­
alent to a distance of 50 yards frori a railway s i g n a l ,  
40 feet away is equivalent to a distanc of loo yards 
80 feet away,me distance of 200 yards, awd so on. As 
such distances may nô T b e available for ordinary pur­
poses the aperture may he reduced instead;- one foot 





{ f ) Official description supplied with Lantern.
v e
9 o .
50 yardsfr01 the signal, 2 feet away, loo y; rdf -,c. 
¿?he le ntern ther .fore is useful for detecting fchos 
cases in which r 3d s nc gi 3 i can di£ fcì ì uish d n ai 
at hand, hut not at < if tu ìc . S ich cs se c :rt in
ly dangerous and. should, he rig '.chad for pract-ic-. 7 giir-
%  /  VìcLl
ose;
The distance fr03. the lantern during the
- as on h ingt e s t s  .as a.l out 3 h o t i n s t s a d  o f  20 -  th  
t h a t  he t e s t s  a r  : not - s in g  a p p l i e d  f o r  practice 1 
purpos ì s , 1 u t  merely  t o  aid in 1 n i n v e s t i g  t i o  I .
The second, third avid fourth discs conte in 
the colon ed gli s In srder thev are as follows
( i )  C1 w- r (2) ¿ 4  (5) deal (4) Yellow (5) Gre 1
(6) Signal Gi - (7) Blue (8) Purple. The thi discs 
are similar in every respect. The colours are hrOught 
into vie / hy moving one or more of the hand las who pos­
ition until they correspond with the scale at the top 
of the lantern, Edridge-Gre n has give a sp ;ctr0- 
scopie analysis of the light transmitted through each 
glass Ol£t IX -Hi. h. I I Colour P 0 0  . a. ) . ha A
ii h: hi; 'i f ric. which pi 3gents little difficulty to 
the colour-1. lind. hut •./•hie]: is useful in combinations. 
Red. ].., very decided red. to the normal aye, is often 
mistaken for green by them. Yellow is _a most useful 
colour and is frequently ; isnai 3d. The pure gree 1 is 
troublesome, as is the Signs l- ;re ; - ils0 . The Blue 
app■jars of a lavender shade, hut if desired a purer 
Blue is available by combinine it with signal-green. 
The purple glass offers special feature d aids i 
diagn sfs.
Disc NO. 5 contains th following modifying 
las 3 s : - (Ì) Clear (2) Grou . Glas (1) Ribl d Glass
(4) Heutral 1 (5) Neutre2 2 (6) Neutral 3 (?) Neutral 
(8) Neutral 5.
The colour-] line can distinguish a d-ifferenc 
tetnsi standard rod 1 nd standard gre on close at hand 
in the same ec that normal person mav 1 o, , . .a_ -  ¡DCLl'i.  -• U - i - C t  O  C  I i ' V J .  J t iC L  J-. j j  *-* -L O  : > : i -• v I - L  - u  1




; .u reen   1 : w. A ' , ... ,v
■■for-^a'd po rticularly at a cisti no 
scognition would ] ■ - -̂ a#e . In testin
, 1 0 n: necescary xi:an ni 1 a rrsi ■; 01 th:.
li. ht should 1 e eh: y ìò. without th sul j : * } now- 
lodgey.nd. this is achisved hy mean:. of thè neutral- 
glasses .which modif^ thè li ht so that it appeàrs s tC 
under/atmospi ìric c ■ ìd.iti m  . The neutra gli re­
ir ìsent fog, thè ground gli ss 1 is t, : nd fch ribbed 
glasf ni", The normal^viaion d c; n stili'distinguisi!
the colour neutre.!, hut theme ape with the thic.wsst 
colour-blind find :h task i e difficult one.
The ground and ribbed glasses do not alter 
the colour of the light ut scatter it ,g..nd they dimini 
th . luminosity of the wgol of Ms 1 spectrum. "Th . 
neutral glasses make the red' appear lik th 5 ;re of
u J 1 colour-: Li nc , : nd the gre 1 like s. ,r i d . "  .
No. 1 n u.itra.1 diminishes the intensity of light
No. 2 neutral imparts a faintly greenish ■7 • i  . JUligi. G .
No. 3 neutral imparts an we ng ti :
No- 4 neutral i: parts ■ r of .he: fcinj
No. 5 imparts ; redder tinge.
towijLA-
v.
The test i: b: s-'d for •- :.rinc.i b ;
JfeJK. The colour-blind patcl colours aecordihg to Jhejy 
psycho-physic,, I units. They actually juc ;s coloi 
a,nd their judgments remain constant. The glasses ei - 
ployed in the lantern are those particularly lial leto 
e i c o nfu s e d h y the col ou r -1 1 i nd.
2). The colour-hlind nai ; colours 1"' accord; nee with 
their psycho-physical units and thus sho r 3 .y/h 
class they! ¡long. Guessing is improbable.
3) Colours may he changec t > th colour-blin 3 il 
remaininf; unaltered to the liormal .-¡ye.
4) Sii i It; ne ius contra t I,-7 i ore marked in the G.olour- 
blind than in the normal eye. A yellow contrasted 
with red appears green, and a ye Ho-./ contrasted with 
grs-n appears red - this i“ particularly charact r- 
istic of the 3 unit.
it ./ill he noticed that, in this test tk - canci 
idate is asked to name the colours; this is a, striking 
feature of all Edridge-Grsen’s tests. He h lisv , 
and rightly too, that if an erami nee sees a red light 
hut says to himself ’That’s green’̂ then h is a 
source of dang r to bhe community. By this test the 
colour- ignorant is ere .uded as well as the colour­
blind; the former can bo re-examined at some later 
dat if he so desires.
The candidate is to 1 . rej cted
(1) If he calls the red, green, or the green, red , 
i n a ire/ c i r c un ¡.stances.
(2) If he calls the whit-:, light red, or green, or 
vice verse, in any circumstances.
(3) If he calls the red, green, or the white lig] fc,
1 lack, in any circumstances.
Any of these mistakes is sufficient evidonce 
ciol^uA. of defect ive/yision; if other mistakes ar .made the 
candidate requires a more thorough examination.
About twenty lasses in all are shown to 
each candidate so that the test involves little time. 
It is advisal la that it be conducted in a darkened 
r o om.
In the experiments conducted with the 
colour-blinds, seventy-six differently coloured light 
and combinations of light were tried with each subjec 
which gave a reliable estimate of the validity of the 
test. The light of the lantern was switched off 
after the sub ject had identified the (fee.lour« the 
handle- readjusted^aniS- then the light switched, on 
again. It is important when two lights are bein; 
combined thattthe examinee does not see a greenyor 
example ,before it is alt- rod by means of a modifying- 
glass. This danger is removed when the handles are 
adjusted with the lontern’s light extinguished. The 
experiment was conducted in a darkened room.
Belov/ is given the glasses in the order in 
■fetes which they were shown. The subject was asked to 
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7a llow+Pura Grse n 











Yello ,*Ground Glass 
Red. B+Pure Green 
S i g na 1 Gr e e n* H. 5
39. Yellow+Ribbeä Glass
40. Blue 4 1.4
41.. Red A ieerfn. 5
42. Yellow 4 n.4
43. Red B+Pure Green-fH. 1
44. Purple+ Ye 11 ow
4-5. Red B+JEw+Pure Green
46. Red B+Pure Green+n. 2
47. Red B+Si MAL Gr ; n+Purple
c ! z ,
M.ir I ■••‘iTJr l





























Green* Gr ound 




















Y e11ow + Yeilow
Gr a e n










R e d : p To make the results more comp&rabl
plies to red have sen collected (including Red A 
nd Red B and combinations giving Red) . Red was 
own twenty-seven times in all.
Recognise
Red










H . 0 
J. 0
C onfused,
- rt0' " ’Og 2
or 4
,y-v 
G . 4 Colourless 1 
Of. 3 Y . 3 Ü. 1
or 7 G/.3 Bf.10
Y.1 Bk.I
0 , 2  , < # .  1 i/r.3








This table shows the number of 
recognised by each subject and the number 
na.de with some other colour.H and 1 show 
in discriminating red but the colours the
0 . 1
Colourless 1
times, red was 
of confusions 
complete faili 







yellow; J ,hov/ev-.-r, could perceive no colour, and 
£ 1 glasses appear id. as greys There emists ; con o 
fusion of Red i
for are not alike in c a n H saw it maini' as ora. p1
„ 1 1
Green, whim: rticula rl
Q
n o t  1 C
able in the case of G .
with this subject; h ;.
good resultsThis test gives 
customarily tries to minimise 
his disability as îmïôjg- as possible, but the che ng s i 
the intensity of the light with tl insertion of modify 
?
93 .
o r — 
^_
ing glasses, defeat his purpos
see  i „ore 
glasses.
If we analyse the 
the effects
re sponses furthes ; h a l 1
v a n  ous modifyi ng
Presented alone, Red A was distinguished by 
E and G. G thought it was yellow or. reen, P
Combined wit 
Alone
A , B, .
yellow, H dark yellow, and i
neutral 4 the colour 1: scarce










cheng ed to green.
Red B alone
nd G. Comí inec with Neutral I, it remained unchan
recognised \ y A ;
4.
C.
for A, E • 3. nd G, but altered in coloux for tl 
For B i caused a change from Red to Yellow, fox 
.change to light browm, for E, a change
H and J as before, saw the colours as orange and med 
ium grey respectively, and they remained unaffected 
’when combined with the : odifier. Neutral I merely dim- 
inishes the intensity of light, but this was sufficiee 
to cause a change of hue in the case of three of the 
subj sets.
Edridge-Green recoimendi showing a colour 
'ith modifying glaim , withdrawin the modifier, thus
to orange^ /„
«n r! rnfld- ^ O f^ 4.-L r ^
t  - 'HjL ,
p r e s a n t in g  che c o lo u r  a lo n e ,  atoo. th : n x 3p i a c i  n ; i t .
T i s gas do ne / i t h Red A am 3ST i‘ r a l  4 .  The r e s u l t s
were as i o l i o v s  .
Red A, t IF, 4¿ RadiV
Red A 1 IT, i)
A R od R - d ( Red
B- Red Red or orange R d
G Gr e n 1 .Brown Gr e v. n
D Red Red. Red
E Red 1 .Red d .Red
E Y e l l o w i s ]  Red Ye I l o  ri R d Red
G Gr :ên Reo Gree n
H d . d .G r e y d . Yel lo w d . d . Grey
J E rack d . Grey d .G r e y
The e f f e c t  of the neutr r 1 g la s  / on Sub j c G
i s  c 1 e a r l y  marked, f  or i t  cor „plot 1. changés th" cha.r-
«-■• -f*




¡as e of Sul g
g l«  s  1 
¿ c t H .
causes a. o u  i ere ne a 0  0 , 1  -1
GREE gf:
T.. number of times Gì a n s coi ï mm g, ïam i m 
coi piled i i the sai mi . Th . . ers given include 
pure groa n, signal grasn and combinations givi gnor 
Th .. will 1 e ; nalj sed later . In e 11, g. n .. pa 
ed 16 times . /




D. 12 . .
E. 10 . .
P . ’0
G. 13 . .
H. 0 .  .
J . 0
c oi­nised b
l y ’ 1 0 r s c 0be con fu se
cep t i n th
o f t irne s i
Bv 1. Br.3 W.l Gy.5 
just sees disc 1 .
■ R.:i Y-G.l Bk.l 
Br.2 Gray 4
R. Y.2 Y-&-. 1 Bk.l just se ;s disc 7
R. 1 , Y-R.2
0.9 Y.2 . W.l Grey 3 Bk.l
0.1 Grey 15 Bh.2
A" out half the numl ,;r of y u  ' shown .■ ■ • 
y the 1 it r su jects.^H and 1 failed c 
gnise the colour. The green was more ayfc to 
id with' orange a 33d yellow th.-. -- with red ex- 
:e case of P. It was surprising the number 
t was identified with a grey.
The results of pure and signal green differed 
with the varying subjects; they also differed when com­
bined with neutral glasses.’
CO Ilf 3.3: (
R.l Y . 6
0 . o  f . * - 
R.l Y.2
Y-G.l R-G.l Bk.l
H / « *  R.~ J U






H o wBL Y .
C. ?
D . v . 1. Gr e e n
E. Bright rrr  . 
'■ 1 1  ov/P. Y
G. Gr
H . Y e  

















v . 1 .'Green 
1 . Green 
pal R • cl 
Blue-Gre 11 
White 
v . .1 .Grey










The responses to the 
differences for the same .suhje 
not recognise signal gree 
pure green, and saw it as
first two columns show 
ct. A. for examp1 , did 
a 1th ough discrimi nati ng 
osJr white. This would at
once cause rejection if^tssted for practical purposes. 
The lantern seems to detect the less severe cases of 
colour blindness as well as the extreme cases. G, also 
saw this <fr.ji.gff colour as white; P showed confusion of j.1[, 
with red. B, a1thoughrecognising signal green failed 0 
discriminate the pure green from yellow.
The- neutral glosses with these colours did 
not trouble Subject G 
that is no criterion oi 
invariably ventured gre
The pure green disc was 
the second gre;n disc which was
Isu (+XAM. -‘■‘V
as they did with the red, but 
reliability for if in doubt Iw 
n .
sh0; 1 n a 1 o ne ;hen c or,.-















d . Gra e n  
Gree n





Blue or Green 
d . Green
U .rwards








Y T T F ~
Yellow
Yellow or Grey 
Gree n 
1.Green




rith some, this change in intensity caused 
he colour to assums a deeper shade; with fi'.uers it 
effected a complete change of hue. A ./as una, Is to
ie green alone, hut combined with a secondide ntifv
disc, the colour became recognisable. 33 was unaffected 
by the double disc, but by contrast the following 
single disc was changed in colour. The two discs bsa 
in the case of F were sufficient to alter the judgment 
from i yellowish brown to a yellowish red.
v/ith Signal Gre ¿ears a.
the normal eye. This yielded interesting
C.
Red A c omb i ned 
foggtj. srie red t o
results. To A itappeared colourless; to B green.
D, E and H could see 'nothing; -and all that F and J 
could discern ./ere grey and black respectively. G, 
curiously enou ;h, was the only one who named the colou 
correctly. This is a most search! ng^discS £ nc laid ba? 
each subject's defect.
Red B combined with pure Green produces a
yellow inclining to Red. F saw it as a light red,
I) as a yellowish white. To the other subjects it 




The yellow disc, of a deep orange colour, is a 
very useful one, and can be used alone or in cor/din- 




AA. 10 times 0.3 R .2 G. 2 Y-G.l
331 3 • 0.7 R.5 G.l W.2
C. 4 R.l G . 4 13 r .9
D . iki • W.l 33r .3 Y-r.l W-R..1
1. 0 m 0.5 R. 2 G. 2 W.2 33r .7
F. 6 _ R.2 W.2 Br .8
G. 1 m 0.1 R . 13 G. 13
H'. 5 m 0.12
J. o • 0.4 -W.l Grey 13
Th s yellow was not always recognised as
such; a.Lth ougii its frequent identificati on ./ith oran,
may b e considered pen iss i,) 1 e Its c o ns bant confusi
v/ith r3 d and green is moi s b e r i oils . Subject G thoug
u ¡Am . 
^  (/>■ In -. -
it to be red 13 times, and green 3.3 times and only 
recognised it correctly twice. C. called it brown 9 
times, E. 7, and F. 8 times, which agsri-n is not a 
grave defect. J . gave his usual characteristic result
>r practically 
c onf irms
tappt ■ r e o j e ve r y t ime
imaingH oi
to him as grey, 
a reducedThis  our previou 
sensitivity to yellow.
If we take the results separately-- for the 
above tab.le by collating results passes over many 
j. nteres ting facts- we f inci varied resp onses . The 
yellow disc alone was mistaken by 33 and G for rod. 
Combined with IT.4 (which changed the colour to red 
for the normal eye) it remained unchanged for 33, but ; 
appeared green to G. The modifying gli ssesj as we 
have pointed 'out ad ova .markedly affect colours for 
this subject. A, E and F called the yellow orange; 
combined with the neutral glass it becameygreen ior A
T -
. C, D and P n£






r ueaioi ig unchanged for the o '. . • s 
it hr Own; with the modify! ng glass 
as Bed(correct) and P as Green.
Showing the disc alone ant then com. i d v i 
v/ith a second disc of yellow, left th ;• colour unchang­
ed for all the examinees except h who called ah: o.oih" 
disc red in distinction to his previous desi :oation 
of the singl: disc as orange.
Simultaneous and successive contrast is 
more marked in th• colour-hlind thaw in the no:mal- 
visioned. This isi clearly shorn iy using a y ilo -, a 
red, £ nc gr en disc. T  th non ■ 1 y,. tl y llow
alters little when contrasted with th ■ rod or i .is  , ;r .
To the color-blind, however, vhe yellow may appes . 
gr-:. m  : a contrasted v/ith a red, and red when contracted 
with a gr:en. This can he demonstrated with ivhe 
Edridge-G-reen Lahtern, andjt,is one of the principles 
on -inch the lantern is hased. Sssw JELscs ..ere shorn 
in the order, yellow, red A, yel?^/, gxwen, yellow. 
onlv contrast sffect/mas than-' of G, who called thTh: i
yellow disc appearing after ivhe red one, gr en.
A second'set with the discs presented as 
follows, pure green, yellow, pure green, yellow,





w, green, ¿7 gave 
G Y Bwet 33
better results 
Y G Bed 1
A . G Y Y Y 0 Y Y À
33, o B B-G 0 not B B-0 G 0
but- B
ornge
G, G- " 1.33r 1.33r 1 .Jir 1 .33 r l.Br l.Br B
D, G-Y Y G Y a .B Y l.G B
E. 1.33r 0 G 0 B Br G B
E Y-33r Y-I3r Y-]3r Y -33r Y-Br Y-Br Y-Br Y-B
G. Y-B B G 0 B B G B
H. 0 d.O d.O V . cLQjSv.V.d. 0 0 1 . 0 vcl. 0
J, 1  .Gy 01 md. Gy 0 G.Gy m.Gy m.Gy d .Gy
•oMji-t-t
The/contrast is clear m  certai
/ ReJL A
j v f




the yellow is called green or it is seen as red. 
Occasionally the yellow affects the green or the red 
following. Very often the green appears yellow when 
it has teen preceded hy that colour. Note that 33 
describes yellow as red, and the green which follows 
it* he designates as reddish green. Subject G as 
before has heightened contrast and his yellows arecha 
according to the previous colours. With H and 1 it is 
interesting to observe that the contrast effect takes 
the form of a difference in shade.
Yellow and pure green combined appear a 
yellowish green to the normal eye. This-was seen as 
green hy A, 33, I) and E; yellow hy C, yellowish brown 
hy P, orange hy H and j, and Bed hy G.
BU JlE: cM-
The blue disc was presented twice only.
It is not a pure blue hut appears of a lavender shade 
All subjects identified it with blue, however, ex­
cept A who once called-it violet and D who described 
it as 33lue4-Bed. A pure blue is obtained by combining 
the blue disc v/ith signal green. The subjects ex­
perienced no difficulty in recognising the pure colou
nged
/







was ci gree n 
-j -j.- —  clear sensation
one of theii * colours. The three unit 
who see Green, ¿led and V i o l e t  hav
O'
although P was doubtful as to whether it 
o r ] - lu e . This indie a t e s t ha-t h_lu 
to them, and is
0f Edridge-Green .... ....  , ____    _ _ w „
difficulty with blues, which seems peculiar, for re­
peatedly the colour-b linds are able to recognise this 
colour better than any other. They certainly can„not 
distinguish blue from violet or purple, but this 
fusion stands in a totally different 
the mistakes made with reds and graens^ //
y31ue combined with >1.3 or TT. 4 produces a rose 
colour. This was correctly indicated 'bij' five of the 
su jects. G named it red with IT.3?but grey with IT.4;
G both times identified it with green; H and J saw 
b oth as greys.
con-
f r o m
This disc was shown alone three times and 
to most subjects it appeared a blue. 33 always qualified 
his answer and stated it was a different blue from 
the others. This shows he was able to detect some diff 
erence between it and the blue or violet disc. H and J 
discerned it quite readily as blue which is so diff­
erent from J*s usual series of greys. E described it 
once as blue and red, once as purple and red, and once 
as red with a purple edge. He never seemed to see th 
disc all one colour. D named it dark green, blue and.
■ed, and dark red respectively.
Purple combined with IT.4 yields a se 
of red. It was correctly named by A, B, D and 
it as brown; E recognised it one time but the
+ ion
C saw
n s a  
G.
second 
it * . P
To H and
time he described it as ‘darkjsrith orange in 
with difficulty could just discern the disc.
J it appeared Grey.
The neutrals were shown alone as single glas 
There are five in all:- the colours they gave to the 
is shown in brackets.
The flame itself was seen as a greenish yellotw
by A and & green by C. 
as a white light.
The other subjects all Ì W  1 '
IT. I M.2 H. 3 IT. 4 H.5
(Yellow) (Yellow) (Orange ) (Red) (Red)
A. Yellow almost Y. Green Green Green
B. p.Yellow- Yellow Yellow Yellow Orange
G. Yellow Green Crimson Green 1. Brown
D. Y-White ¿led Wh.it e-Y-R Red ’ Red
E. 1.Brown Red Brown R with Y Red
P. Yellow p. Yellow Reddish Y Green Green
G. ¿led Red Red Red Green
H .■d.Yellow 1.Yellow d.Yellow Orange d.Orange
J. mad.Grey l.Grey d.Grev mod.Grey v.d.Grey
These columns' show the difference that a
modifier makes to the glume of the lantern. TT.3, IT.4 
and H. 5 change the light from red to gr^en for A. With 
E the light remains unaltered and the red effect which 
is very plain to normal vision has no existence for hi 
C manifests great confusion of green with red' and the 
neutrals effectively change the light in a most errati
m . , /






j'T. 4 a nà
E exhibits
N.;3 troubli
confusion with Neutrals I 
Subject E a no. chi
a na o . 
li -h , fro
red to green. G has difficulty with N.I ; nu ÏT..2 
causes a complete change of judgment 
is to darken the. -flame - J as before
■f o all colours.
nd N. 5 
The effect on H 
rera i ns imp ervi ou
These results speak well for the validity of 
the neutral glasses and uphold Edridge-Green1s dictum 
3 red appear like the green of the colou 
green like the red.’ They me • e t very
t  ha t  t  h e y ’ male
blind and the 
effective 
conditions alter 
seem to pici: out
;est, and show how greatly atmospheric




all the subjects areclearly manifested the fac 
'dangerous* colour-blinds . Thej/- form part of an 
excellent practical test and are thoroughly to be 
relied upon.
GJSPÇPJ&, C x ìM k l^
With h
to most










f a i n t  v¡light to 
vis ib le .
G found the ground 
it took him always a considerable 
the colours when so modified. It 
other subjects so much. In front
appeared white 
described it a,s 
it changed the 
3llow- green was
t r oub le s ome, a nd 
time to decide on 
did not affect the 
of the yellow glass,
it changed the colour for G to red. In front of the 
green glass, it altered the colour to a yellow-red, 
•which he found most difficult to distinguish. The onl; 
other result was to transform the green glass to an 
orange in Ii's case.
The ground glass does not appear to be 
effective with all col our-blinds, but in some cases 
it may completely alter the colour of the light.
G&VjS$: ^
tile ribbed glass in front of the -£±̂ 553' pro­
duced • no change in colour except with subjects G and < 
In both cases it altered the ffern to green. In front 
of had B, it had no effect on any of the subjects, 
the red merely appearing to them as it did without 
the modifying glass. Combined with the yellow 4Prar-e, 
it resulted in.no change of judgment. G called the 
colour red, but he.,described the-#lecrcs alone as red 
s o that the r il ;b ; df e$f fee t e &
apparently, does not s 
least if these results
no difference. This gle; 
ee;. to be of much utility, at 
are lua-i-ve.
t o c orati i ne 
, produce
It is very useful in test 
colours. Certain discs presented t
black which is3jhe-lp£ul in cases of shortened spectrum^ 
Red A f'Signal Green +■ N.3 
Bed B 4 Pure Green t Purple 
Y llow t Pure Green + Purple 
These three combinations were 
at i r r e gu la r i nt e rVi 
‘lack by the subjects.
Ye 11 or; +■ Pure Green 






Is. They were all descrío-
a h> loucY Ai-CAü
S L ^ -^ \ P n  CX C J ) fo-tex h U L s d  
4J Qm JLC
^  'cAuy,? C/O ! claÁ-*. ,
t  N .4
Wi,ltl.£
a valuable 








red., and sorai are just1 Minds call it green, other able to see the disc.
Edridge-Green advocates in any examination 
the presentation of s. red made froi Red A and Purple. 
This gave informative results.










This is a very &dvc.ntc.gO'Ous red to show.
It may he confused with green or in cases of a short­
ened. spectrum it may appear a 'Black. This is the reas
i s  te- 1 t o c orríb i ne col our s
descr ih e d al -> ove.
such as we 
to produce sensations of Hack.
s f armsYellow In conjunction -with Pur pi 
another red which'*useful for diagnostic purposè
Xn this *'* ̂ R J'~ hira cj ri i c o r i  rr, i no 4* .ori 1- • vr c-'mbjects 
a ¡id H and J
A - P .
very
test it was d sc m ated
G described it as green, houaver, 
dark grey.
Three other combinations are worthy of 
mention for the results they yield.
Red B t Yellow + Signal Green -Red (I)
Rad B f Y : Ilo;. + Pure Green «Red (2)






A Red Red Green
B.; Green Green Black
01 Brown or Green Grey Grey
P. Dirty Red. 1 .Ye M o w Red
E. Grey Brown Grey Brown Steel Grey
P. Red Red Red
G. Green d.Green Green
H. d.Grey d .Grey Black
J 1 Black V .d.Grey -------
It will he seen from the table above that 
these three combinations are highly instructive. A is 
the only subject who names the colours correctly.
The others reveal confusion from B downwards, even D 
showing complete inability to discriminate the colour 
Thisjan example of the many combinations of 
which can he produced by this Lantern, and 




TFe above experiments were all carried out 
using the large aperture. Only one or two of the 
subjects were tried, with Aperture 3.
Por G it changed Red A to Yellow and made 
all the other colours appear whits; even Blue was 
reduced to a grey.
E merely saw the colours (Red. A, Red B, 
Yellow, Green, Signal Green) as a spot of light. He
on
/
recognised the Blue and saw the Purple as a darker shade.
To P Red A remained unaltered*. Red B appeared 
orange; Yellow and pure Green were discriminated, the 







Signal Green howèVer 
a serious mi s take.
is seen as a dark grey
The Lantern Test as 




Ib tai n- 
c om-
whole if mo 
liable. The su.lg 
tested by it are all diagnosed as * dangerous (. 
blinds. It has the advantage that the results 
ed from one lantern'-*«' constant and therefore 
pars,ble^ The colours used are precisely those 
are most confused by the colour-blinds. ~3rbr is easy to 
work, and so many combinations can be made and the 
order of testing can be changed so frequently, that 
no coaching will enal la a colour-1 lind to elude de­
tection. This cULoarmc-the criticism jiyjplierd̂ to. so 
many otherwise 'excellent tests. Por practical pur-
advarrtage that the eff 





can • ; '..•re n
poses it has the great 
a tmo spheric c o nd i t i ons 
have seen how misleading that effect 
is a question of colour-blindness.
Undoubtedly, this test is one of the best- 
which has yet been evolved. It is based on the actual 
sensations which the colour-blind experience, and the 
recognition of colours, M e oh ■ n srve— imp or t a nt -a 
-prUjftpncr-— af- i}ys- M &&-, is in itself, of supreme im­
portance. The test combines the advantages of show­
ing 'confusion' colours with the naming of colours, 
and 1 rMk° all the o-temonfcs which usually make tests 
involving nomenclature so unreliable and untrustworthy 
It is a test to be highly commended.
£-3 Ù  So ¡yríAÍr
L 1 1IN
P.
't t p  Painting Tes*
( O  C o T ^ u r e d  T T  1 0 - Q r s  w \ S  .
Por this test i ai indebted to Professor Roaf
of Cardiff^, 
-fe-eets-y una)
Avh is ■ ko o-nly-i nt q re s -ted - in ■ col our 'bjLinfl
■/ho has kindly allowed me to make use of 
this test here. He is working out -fefer- test on a new 
principle, and subjects the paintings to a spectral 
analysis. The paintings consist of squares divided 
geometrically into 25 parts each differently coloured
SQUi
with the colours in some cas-; rep ;ed twice.
A special box of paints containing 15 pigments is 
used throughout - no mixing of paints is necessary and 
the examinee is allowed H;ry the paints on a spar apiece 
of paper first/XlJ
Professor Roaf's scheme is not so muc to 
test for colour-blindness Im'b -io a new attempt to
Lnd out by a simple method what part 
spectrum is a#- ,
a nalyse cas e s t n
of the
(1)
The-pigments being.impure reflect a fairly
■iiUA _ ■ ■Journal of Physiology, V*ol.LVII.
Ox
Original
S u b j e t t  F.
Subject A
S u b j e c t  J .
"Royal Blue Macjenta Pale P/nh Purple
G ra ss  G r e e n  Jacte Creen Borrii Vienna Vole Violel
F V "
B r o w n
_ _ of the subjects
) tested are a 14; ended is ( 1 .) /- —c kLourod dio.gri or ̂p-li
u h oufr j w frs—dbe— sh-oŵ -f-i-r̂ et— f^ìl 0■ ye cl 1 - y --tha ir ■
wide region of the spectrum. If an individual fails 
t "> appreciate one part of the spectrum as different 
frorr a not 3 part he may do /three things. He may • 
match them correctly either hy accid nf, or by shadej- 
Qr some other means. He may add the colourwwhich he' 
does not recognise or..he may subtract that colour.
If he fails to recognise red he may add red to green 
thus putting a y How, grey, or some such colour to 
match green. He may subtract red from grey or yellow 
putting green as a[match for the neutral colours, or 
match blue ancJ. purplef. If the mistakes all occur in 
one region of th . spectrum, bU-d- can be matched by 
examining them in light deficient in the rays pn uhic. 
the colour-blind differs from the normal.
lot.
The paintings ar examined throgrgh colour
screens and in th0 recombined spectrum after certain 
parts of the spectrui have been cut out. Coloui seres 
ore used and different regions of the spectrui.. are cut 
until the ai normal painting 'Watches the original-. This 
"is sih le, exclusive of slight differences of shade. 
When the minimum amount of reduction possible to giv
, n ab so lut-' ,tch is made, the region of the spectrum
defective for that individual can b asc i-rtained,
paintings determine, therefore, tlx
eve length of light that the individual colour-blind
person fails to recognise as differ 
of the spectrum. -Hirfe
The paintings done by -Qi^
nt ararti
e
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spectral analysis which the 
y are interesting also for then- 
he errors committed by the còlour-
0 1  t 
b lus ftp. n yelloi i s . The p c l  -L nt
in. qz nil its the customary confusion of 1 lues with 
violets; the pale lavender is mistaken for pals blue. 
The pale green is painted pale lavender at on- time, 
but pale blue takes its place another time. The red
is correctly matched as is also the magenta, but much
hesitation is displayed in the greens. The jade-greet 
appears a grey, which the subject thought was a blue-
green. (This is. the 'subject's neutral band. ) The two 
browns cause trouble; they a r • both represented by 
vivid green. The orange is not distinguished from 
light brown.
33. Started, as in th : case above, ,-ith. blues
. nd y e 1 1  ows . Hi; :ow confusion of blu; a nd
purples. He found the test difficult tut x  tehee 
the colours with wonderful accuracy; and produced a 
fair copy of the original. For pale green, he tried
d rk ■ n , magenta, pale gr x.wn av : 1  ■ up
ultimate!# returned to pale hr - n . The
LJ J ! U '
. 1 P ink
represented by grey on boti: occasions. Th gr en is 
c orrectly' m> tched but th • groy ir. repr,.s . rtso. by a 
vivid green. Thu rr 1. -, . . .. . ru. ar correctly matche
£(l) These ar- j r o m -o ■• • - ft a , ih: originals of .1  
m  the possession of Professor Hoaf.
. c h  a r
-w. lt«-Ov
bbctA. olA ò .
I GTijft t~JL -
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C. Pound the test very'difficult.. Hie repro­
duction of the pigments is remarkable for the pale snail 
he used. Prob&l ly -the pale colours are a sign of addit­
ional confusion, and Professor Hoaf concur/s in this 
opinion. This effort displays poor colour perception 
for-yellow is practically the only c -lour properly 
matched. The "blue and Pu pie on the outside of the 
diagram are correct, hue in the centre the purple(dark 
and pale) is mistaken for Hue. The reds are not recog­
nised, hut are matched with orange, probal ly thought 
to 'be brown. This is the form of confusion which red 
generally takes with this subject. On the m&gent
triangle, he tried pink first Of all, then washed it 
out, tried green,and finally hr own. Pink is represented 
by ’ grey at one t'ime, and h.y very pale green at another 
The greens are differently matched; the bright or gras 
green is replaced by pink, the pale greens by pale pin 
The jade green is matched with grey and vice versa.
The pale 'shadesido not seem to have been recognised 
at al^l^andljm^st have appeared, colourless to the sub - 
j ect-pmch as the lavenders and very peTle bluesjj The 
browns, too'p'afe hotHTTscriimated i'roh tiTTurnt 
sienna. This whole painting reveals faulty matching, 
and points to the defect being of a grave nature.
This confirms all the results obtained from this sub­
ject ‘except those from the colour equations.
PI. E began with yellows, a.nd fount, most difficulty 
with TEe.pa.le colours, grey, green and pink. The diagram 
is very correctly matched and only the following errors 
are made: - blue and violet; pale green and pale lue.
P. experienced great difficulty in select­
ing the colours to match. This reproduction contains 
a large number of confusions. The yellow is the only 
colour which is painted correct!;; . The blues and violetfcs 
are interchanged. The lavenders are represented by a 
pale blue in one case, and a pale green in the other.
The reds and magentas show a curious.mixture. The red 
is represented correctly at one time, but is matched 
with magenta elsewhere. The magenta, however, is not 
distinguished from blue. This corresponds with the 
confusion skeins chosen in matching the magenta skein 
in the Holmgren wool test. The pale pinks arevmistaken 
for greys. The gree'ns are variously represented. Grass 
green is shown by a fawn colour, jade green by magenta 
Between this latter end the red no distinction is 
ms.de, but they are 1 oth painted indiscriminately the 
same colour $ therefore they must have appeared simila 
in hue to the subject. The pale greens are matched vitjh 
pale pinks. The browns, too, show confusion, in one 
place with green, in another with orange. One part of 
the diagram appeared unpainted to the subject.
G. This subject, as indicated before, is a 
difficult one to test, as he is always endeavouring to 
cover his defect, i nd employs as many artifices as he 
can devise. The painting test was no exception. He 
tried out a great number of colours to begin with O’ 
the spare paper, and decided there were not enough 
colours in the box. The blues were too '. lue or not blu 
e n ou gh. (N.B. the c o nfu s i o n bet we e n the b lii e s a nd t 
purples - he saw no difference in the two adjoining 
colours on the outside of the diagram, but painted 
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close to the coloured, diagram each time trying differ­
ent colours, until he found one which gave a satis­
factory match; it was not till then that he painted :in| 
the colour on the knotted space.
She greens he left to the end, Simply becaus 
he could not match them - he ultimately painted them 
correctly but by the merest chance.
It ./ill be noticed that his diagram is wonder­
fully accurate, the only confusion being lavender with 
green and pink wit-: grey.
This painting is a good example of the re­
sources of an educated subject aware of his defect.
yH. H took hours to paint his diagrar; , a much 
longer time than any of the others. He found the colours 
very difficult to match and like G, tried a large num­
ber of them before deciding on the correct one. With
no iaea :at colour it was.
•) -f* J- u < Jig a ntir
pink, for -example, he had 
nor with what colour he w«o
ly by shade. A slight difference in shade was a big 
factor in the ultimate decision so that dilution of th 
pigment played a large part in the matches made. This 
is evident in the fact that the same colour is some­
times differently matched.
It will be noticed that ire magent ct s .r 0 
correctly represented. The reds ,however, show con­
fusion, and in one case red is matched with brown. The 
jade green is accurately" painted, but the same green 
is used as a match tot brown, showing that the former 
correct match is probably accidental. The grass green 
is mistaken for light brown.
•The pale^rtveal perplexity. Pink is matched 
correctly in one case, but is confused in another case 
with grey. Lavender and pale greens are intermixed. 
Blues and purples are not distinguished, and the orang 
is not differentiated from the burnt sienna.
B. Started with yellows and blues. He matched 
the jacTo green by mere accident for on quest!onwng^aft 
-euf-̂ ce-t had completea^painting, it was found that pink 
also zas/s. good match. He chose colours bp- their brigh 
ness value only. Bed, which is in the right place, he 
thought was black. Magenta-was the most difficult of 
ally he saw it as an impure black which he matched 
correctly 1 y the chance device of going over all the 
colours in the paint-box: until he found one of the 
same shade. *
It was very notices.] le with this subject 
that when he started to fill in part of the. diagram 
and went batik to the box for more paint, he often for­
got what colour he had been using, and sometimes had 
to'begin all over again.
The diagram itself shows confusion of blue 
with purple; red with brown; pink with lavender. The 
grass green is matched with orange, and the jade green 
with a pale shade of the grass green.
e -
tt-
These paintings give typical results and sh 
the confusions which exist with colour-blinds. Prom 
the observations mads during the painting/, one fact 
stands out clearly,that shade is a potent factor. A 
difference in shade which means no alteration of colou
for normal vision, effects a change in hu€ 
bli nd. 11 i s • i o t e: v or thy, to o, that yel 1 o; / 
the first colours to 1? mu tched ] -v the maj
or zr col
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Professor fioaf who su i itted the original 
drawings to a spectral analysis very kindly sent mo the 
results he obtained. wH&v
The -.results show* wave-lengths must ex­
cluded from the spectrum of an Arc lamp in order that
the copy and the 03 igins 1 mi y 1 a boh. There are three
t ab Is s: -
3 )/ of progressive cutting off of the red nd of 
u ii hi s p q c "G rr m :.
2 ) 1 of viewing the diagrai s in a limited 1 egior 
of the spectrui .
3) j- of cutting out a hand in the spectrum.
' 4 means that the diagram matches the original.
- means that it does not match.
? means that it almost matches hut that there 
may exist a difference in colour that would 
he recognised by an independent observer.
0 means that no observation was made.
The results are appended without comment.
Table 1
6 6 2 9 5 65 ó O ó 6346 620;:. 6128 ü 0 0 2 5926 5827 5625 522
A 0 0 _ 0 0 - - - - 4 0
33. 0 0 - 0 0 - - - ? ? ? ?
C. 0 0 0 0 0 0' - 6 - 0 ' 0
E. - - t 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0
E. 0 0 - 0 0 - - - - ? -
G. - - ? 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0
H . 0 0 Q 0 0 H - ? * ? 4 0
G. 0 0 - 0 0 - - - - ? +
Tab Is 2
• r r A , • r 0017O iw O — lie./., / 6031-5625 509 5-4644 4946-4738 4733-
A. ? 4 - -f
13. + 4 4 4 4
G. 0 0 0 0 0
E. 4 4 4 4 4
E. - ? ? - 4
G. f 4 4 4 4
H. - ? ? - 4












677 9- 6779- 667 8- j 67 8 - 6 67 8 - ■ju'l c — . 7 8 - o 67 8- 6C7 85 827 4953 6377 6 3 4 6 3 20 2 6002 5852 i (j 5148- 0 0 - - — — ?
- - 0 0 ■ - - ? ?
- - 0 0 - - - - _
t 0 - * f t T r +- - 0 0 - - - ?
t- 0 - f T + + t- - 0 0 - - ? ? ?
- - 0 0 - - - - ?
(c ont inued)
6527-4872 6527-4893 >580-6101 ,40.i-0775 2 9-5978
A , 0 0 0 0
33 J ?
c. o
0 0 0 0
0 AKJ 0 0
Ei + - ? ? ?
P 0 0 Au 0
Gl - ? ? ?
Hi' 0 0 0 0
j U
(c o nt inuei
0
i)
0 0 ■ 0
6353-6202 6353-5978 8333-5799 612’7-5954 6328-479£
A 0 0 0 - -
b ! o 0 0 - -
C. o 0 0 0 -
Ei - - - -
Pi 0 0 0 - -
GL - - - —
H. 0 0 0 - -
Jl o 0 0
B  kAw.









Professor Eoaf finds that his subjects can he divided 
into three groups; (a) when the red end of the spectrum is 
cut off up to A 6200. These show only one mistake, the 
confusion of blue with purple. This is explained hy a
shortening of the spectrum, i.e., an absolute lack of stim­
ulation hy a portion of the extreme red end of the spectrum.
The conclusion is that such subjects "seem to recognise
some differential effect of the spectrum between A 5800 and 
the extreme red end of the spectrum, hut they do not have as 
great a discrimination for red as a normal person.“ (l)
(b) The second group matches when the spectrum is cut 
off as far as A 5800. In this group other confusions are 
made in addition to blue and purple; for example, green and 
grey. The diagrarris carpjiot be matched if the least trace of 
the red end of the spectrum is present.
(c) The third group requires the spectrum to be cut off 
to about A 4800, leaving only the violet end of the spectrum 
in which to view the colours. In this classutheo.diagrams show 
confusion of red and green. They will not match if any of
the red end of the spectrum is present, nor if any of the green
region is in the recombined light. They match when the
spectrum is cut off A 4800. They show one peculiarity 
not shown by the other two groups. If they are examined in 
light from a narrow region of the spectrum, so that a mono­
chromatic effect is produced, they will match in light from 
the yellow region about A 5500 to A 6000, depending on 
the width of the band used.” (2)
These results have led Professor Eoaf to a hypothesis 
which was first formulated by Schultze in 1866 (3). To quote 
from the same article, Boaf states that "In studying the 
coloured globules in the retinae of birds he (gchultze) 
pointed out that any light reaching the cones must be filtered 
through the corresponding globules, hence any light that is 
perceived .must be that whichjcan pass through the globules 
in front of the cone. In other words, the colour perception 
by a cone depends upon the filteriplaced in front of it and 
the photochemical processes by which|the nerve impulse is 
produced may be the same in all conesT~ This colour-filter 
hypothesis, which is comparable to the result produced y a 
Lumifere or Paget plate negative, can explain most if not all 
the phenomena of colour vision.
'---"This aspect of the subject is being investigated. Per 
instance, in a preliminary examination of the retina, of a. hi 
it was found that the red globules cut off daylight to 
about A 
to abou-f
Professor Boaf concludes^: "It is premature to discuss 
this subject in detail, but I hope to pursue the investigation 
and test its application to colour-vision in man." (4)
;n
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(~b) GO TDURED _ PICTURE.
¥t
The copying of coloured pictures by colour-blinds 
forms a most instructive test. The painting (original 
and copy) shown in the Frontispiece is one executed by 
subject <T., and is submitted as a point of further inter­
est. A number of such x^aintings would make an intense­
ly fascinating collection. The original painting was 
placed before the subject along with an outline of the 
object shown,and he was instructed to copy the colours 
of the original. Only slot pigments were given, red, green, 
i lue, yellow, pink, a.no. brown.-sad >41 though the limited 
number of the colours may seem to suggest less confusion, 
and perhaps offer a little guidance to the colour-blind, 
such does not seem toibeen the result. With all the A 
subjects tested, the characteristic confusions rad a 
themselves ufe»»,
' The reproduction in the frontispiece is a typical
example of ¿T.'s work along these lines. His paintings 
exhibit a general but regular confusion. Red and green 
are interchanged promiscuously; yellow is confused with 
green, and pink with blue«) ghixxh are the requ-lts t-e b-e
It will be noticecLCj..n the pictirr^^ubiii-ttqd as -an 
-gv«rop]p j that£t'he blue sky is represented by -pink, and 
the green sea by brown. The red splash at the side is 
interesting feature. The red was judged to be too dark 
to represent the beach- so green was substituted as it 
was of a lighter shade ..of the same colour, and in con­
sequence gave a more satisfactory match with the 
original.
c
Three, paintings are 
interest. They wer ^ t e d
ri, .blue, yellov/ 
the w.ork of Si
p<
S 1A i. ‘ i i  o 0 Ç 
.intsd froi s a point of sir colours, 
pink and hr own. The first 
subject A; the other two of* p? 
are the original paintings .
^it will ha noticed that A's painting confirm^ 
Its we have previously o] tained, namely that 
is more hlind to
Subject
I ¿a green ohan to red, and futher, it characteristic confusion of green with veil'' 
J'!s paintings exhibit a general hut regular 
coniusion. Red ana Green and Brown are interchanged 
promiscuously; yellow is confused with green, and pink 
with blue which are results to he expected. The same 
results appear in the. second picture and a similar 
confusion is revealed. The flue sky i 
pink, and the green sea by brow The 
colour at the side of 
is rather interesting.
\
i represented by 
- . red splash of 
the boat and noted on the pictur
J 1 s first picture (tie engine) was shovfn
to H who made the following observations on it; —
The green part (painted correctly by J ) should have 
been orange. Where the red is represented by green, 
he would have put .brown. -The4ilue represented b; pink
is correct, 
darker.





A test of c o lour-p. ref or e re v;ao cc- rriob. ort 
by the subjects themselves by the method of paired 
comparison, and I was al le to oV tain the results for 
some of them. The colours were si; in number, magenta, 
red, blue, green, yellow, and violet; and they were 
presented in pairs - the subject each time indicating 
the colour preferred. There were thirty pairs in all, 
which were arranged in chance order, involving thirty 
judgments. The experiment was so arranged that fatigue 
would 1 e avoided, tan judgments only being made at one 
stretch; the colours arranged by the experimenter 
were kept hidden until a given -signal by means of a 
cover sheet. The same.area of colour was shown in eaci 
case, the two colours being slipped into a specially 
devised apparatus somewhat resembling a double phot ogre 
frame. The whole experiment was regulated by means of 
a metronome.
Iwag, pJL V JJ Cr Y V
A. 4 To TT 9 5
B. 6 4 10 3 0 7
B. 1 8 9 1 6 5
H. 2 2 IS 0 8 5
B. 'thought the magenta was purple, a
violet blue. H. thought likewise, but he also consider 
ed the red to be brown and the green, grey.
In all four' cases, green is more or less dis­
liked and is only chosen four times out of a possible 
120 - bred also in the case of A, B and H.
Blue and Violet combined give the following
results
A chose thei 15 times,
B .. 117
D . . 14
H . . 18
and together they fori half the choice. The 
Violet in many 08,8 68 was thought to be blue.
Bluef-Vi olet+Yell'"ny f  A - 24 times out of 50
\ 33 - 17 
I D - 20 
(jJ - 24
This seems to point to the fact that the 
easily distinguished colours are the favourite ones 




/ I t .
it will le advisable to folio./ Professor







ail the experiments';., that is in so far as 
was able to he distinguished. R indicates 
was recognised with fair frequency in the tesffc, 
Gr. that Green 1/as recognised, "con” indicates that the 
typical colour-blind confusions tool: place. It can he 
clearly seen from the evidence that the subjects are 
not all limiting cases, and that red and green can be 




nomenclature R G 
Col our -Mix i ng R 































c D E P G H X J
c on A G con con con c on co nc; c o n
c o n A con c o n con c o n co n con
c o n R G A G A G A G c o n con c o n
R G R G R A G A con con c o n
R G G A G R ' c on --- con
con G A G A con con --- con
con con G A c o n c on --- ■ C 0 11
con A G c o n con con c o n --- c o n
c on A G A con A c on --- c on
con R? G R G c o n c on c o n - c on
con c o n con c on c o n c on --- c o n
con —  - A G c on R?G? con - ¡con
The number of times red and green can he 
distinguished relative to the number of confusions, 
gives a fair indication of the degree of the defect 
H and J faiiled completely in every test, and may be 




All the tests used yielded favourable results 
The most unsatisfactory are what may be termed the 
subjective tests, those tests over which no objective 
control is possible. The most marked are the after­
images and the contrast experiments. In the former, 
if is difficult to regulate the tinm of p<-orcsiving
,nthe stimulus, for it 'was found sometimes that 
after-image made its appearance with prolonged fixatio 
•where no image had been previously reported. The rings 
contrast too are unreliable. TPho coloured shadow is 
¿(better test, T ut varies -fr oi.l hbecrvr- .-t-“—  
unless an analysis of th vrce of light is "possible. 
Colour equations though trustworthy v/ith reliable sub­
jects, are not altogether satisfactory^for the ex­
perimenter is entirely dependent on the subjects and 
has no control over the final equation.
Tests involving comparison seem preferable, 
in which the examinee is asked to do something him­
self. Holmgren's Wools in its original or in a > 
modified fon., holds the field here. Although discred­
ited from time to time ¿chiefly because of its implic­
ation^ wit-r the Young-Helmholtz theory, it has re­
mained /the best/iufde£ of testing. The improvements 
have taken two forms I). wither the number of confusio
n
colours has been reduced, or 2). the tes have
n
i q .
however, hasbeen altered. The principle of the tes* 
remained unchanged. The Bradley Paper Test is 
somewhat along th same lines, but in addition it .has 
the advantage -Bn that it gives a fairly reliable 
spectral analysis where mor : exact methods are not 
available.
Stilling's Tables and the Nagel Card Test 
also deserve commendation f or they have b oth. been 
found to b excellent for testing purposes. They are 
useful for detecting the presence of an abnormality, 
but for diagnosis they require supplementing. Part B 
of Nagel’s Test does not seem to be of much service 
and could be dispensed with. Part A forms an adruixabl 
t e s t .
The Edridge-Green Lantern is a test in a 
category by itself. It proved to be a most efficient 
one in every way. It has been devised after a long 
period spent in practical work with the colour-blinds, 
and is based on a thorough knowledge of their charac­




It combines the recognition of 
the naming of them, which was found to be 
of great utility, throughout the experiments. The 
modifying glasses are well adapted for the purposes 
intended, and prov d most satisfactory. -*4r has th 
advantage that a short examination with it is sufficie 
to reveal the defect. Further, it seems impossible 
to coach a c.bloiir-blind tdjpass such. a. test, so many 
combinations of glasses are possible.
'TLc tL&C ,
J iu
h  B r i e f  g n o s i s
P  BUjtftiAj3Y 0?;' TffR>-
Although the cases of colour-blindness which 
were tested,*. have been discussed in connection with 
the tests, the discussion has been hampered by the 
massing of results. It will be instructive, therefore 
to collect the data for each colour-blind, and give a 
brief diagnosis of each individual as revealed by the 
tests.
SUBJECT A :f\A 
A is a typical colour-blind. Prom different
tests it has been gathered that she has a 
in the blue-green region of the spectrum.
neutral band 
Pr om
Stilling's Tables it would appear that she has a 
shortened spectrum at the red end, for she is unable"fo 
read Table 3. This was confirmed -Bn her confusion of
b lue with pink. does not, however, mistake red
I or b lad
-fa A
The subject can distinguish highly satur­
ated greens and reds3but has always experienced great 
difficulty with pale colours; yellows, fawns, pale- 
pinks, and pale .greens, are constantly, .confused, but 
'Che subject has always been aware of th-Bs difficult;^. 
In the wool test, we saw that the matches to the vivid 
green! and the vivid red were excellent*, it was only
1er col our s we re ¡.chad, that the confus
its appearance. On being asked to■ rv -on T>j - - \'clk/ i Ĵ 11 -ion began to make
divide out all the skeins into bundles, she placed 
together blues a no. violets; greens, yellows and fa.ns, 
greens, moles and greys; gr ens and browns; light 
greens and yellows; pale green and pink, She disting­
uished the reds, however, from the blue-reds.
All through the tests, it has been confirmed 
again and again that certain reds are visible to her. 
How oth rwise can we th . result that in the
Nagel Card Test, in -,he Edridge-Green Lantern, in 
the wool test, and in others, red can be distinguished 
In the colour nai ing too, the bright red dots in Still­
ing1 s Tables are clearly recognised.
It would seem , however, thal 
better recognised than green, an3 that 
to green is the greater. The green ./hi 
to a blue-green is seen as a grey, but




is a constant confusion with yellow. -It weld e.<¿-, ■
*djcrt Dr. Ladd-Pranklin's description would just fit th$ 
case, namely, that^red vision had 'fallen out' and 
green vision hue. been turned into ye 11 ow-vision?w .:re I- 
possible for the red vision not to have ' fallon^nit' enKrely.
A, of course, does not always
we
recognise r ) 
aw with the
ÂAm L
for she sometimes calls- it green ;
Edridge-Green Lantern./ Signal green, -faouevo-r, appear 
ed to her almost white. In after-images the red 
stimulus gave a white after-image but the green stimulus 
gave a red after -image. In coloured shadows the red 
shadow was correctly named, but the green shadow was 
mistaken for red, and the y e l l o w  one was called green 
In the rin^scontrast, the red contrast colour was seen 
but the green one only appeared grey. In tie coloured 
diagram, the reds were correctly matched, but the gr eus v / 1/ '
were matched with greys, lavenders and ft-lues, -while 
gr -ens were confused with hro . ns . In "the Bradley 
Paper Test, it was always the greens and greys that 
showed confusion wit), the flues. In colour mix in the 
tlue-gr en was matched with a grey, and th • green with 
a yellow, hut the red had to he considerably diluted 
before it could be matched with a grey. .These results
•f- Vi p .............. "  ̂J.O}
. cLo
cannot all be accidental, but the curiou^is, that if 
Stilling1 s Tallies are correct then her sensibility to
red should be weakened, as the red end of the spectrumr 'is theis shortened. The only confirmation of this 
confusion of blue with pink. But the result 
as a whole would indicate that the shortening ¿has* 
B- extensive,as we failed to find any otrer e
evidence of it.
Our final finding is that she subjects a 
red-green col our-1 lind. She is not .t ntally/colour
T  ] _  » —  -p  -f~ c< V ' ms n o  n n n f  cr a  4* In  a  c ?  ¿a r t  n l  r \ n - v - c «  «■- *V* 1 TLt SJ cannot .i.ese colours al all. i 
the colour-blind, ut 
, if the colour be of i
makes the typical r istakes o
under favoural le circumstances 1 
certain hue, red and green can both be distinguishe< 
The i lindness to red, moreover, is less severe than 
the blindness to green, for the former colour is 
better identified.
SUBJECT 1:,^
This subject presents a semewhat similar caSf, 
add his chief difficulty lies with the pale colours. 
Since being tested, he has discovered that his brother 
suffers from a like defect, and makes the same kind of 
mistakes as the. subject does.
B. is a. red-green colour-blind with normal
length of spectrum, and a neutral band in t 
green. He is an extremeIp careful subject, 
thi skeins in the wool test with great car; 
outward appearance, -with great difficulty.
ha blue- 
a n d  mate he c 




skeins he lifts on
greens, fawns and yello./s, 
pi-ilcs. Very often in choo 
lays it side by side with the last skein, 
long delil ¿ration accepts or rejects it.
&. no. pa 
ing




eously gives his opinion of the confusion skein, 
saying whether lighter or darker. The magenta skein 
he matched with till shades of blue and violets which 
cleanly showed a deficiency in red. He can frequently 
detect differences in colours such as violet and : lueSi, 
or even magenta and crimson; for it is impossible to 
get these equated on a colour mixer. He is one of 
those who require the addition of a third disc of blu 
in equating Red and Green equal to Grey. In matching 
blue-green with grey, his final equation does not 
give him entir- satisfaction.
He seems to be more sensitive to red than A 
for he recognises the red in t. e coloured shadow, in 
the rings contrast, and in the after-images; although 
he expresses doubt in the last case. In the ITagel 
Card test, however, he includes Card 2.. with i-.he 
reddish spots showing a confusion of red with brown 
and further he includes Card 15 - which only contain*
two red spots - in the reds only thi
one or gt i  
wh ; never £
~sr■ I. i f f i cuitv Ul 1•f- 1S
trticular bright shade
He louna 
not e.;/orti:y that 
of red appeared it
l2o
wus invaria!-ly id xntified.
Pha subject »•tar difficultv with
greens, and they are often confused v/itfc yellow.
The shade a of grey, however, in the Bradley Papers, 
were all though-; to he • shades of green.
This subject yields a similar diegnosis to 
A 1 s., he is a red-green colo.ur-blind witTj, however, a 
normal length of spectrum and a small neutral hand in 
th : blue-green. He in not totally blind to red and gr 
for they can be seen if conditions are favourable.
SUBJECT C
This is a most curious (•> a  p
blindness, and it may be instructive
of coloui 
t o exami n~
results 
than in
obtained from 1-11XQ With 
c a s e s . 
s Ta! les, 
89
little mor-
th; sub j 









the subject readi- 
88 48
These give evidence 
and at first the case was 
blindness to colours, but 




le c  . (A i
ô ' r J
Tal -■ 1 
86
48
f i nd ; 
7 5
88 7 5
of colour we cikness
consi dered as showing, 
a slight colour anomaly
only,
not
correctly, but Ta! les
3 8 and 10 .¿are beyond him.
In naming the colours of tha- spots on the 
tables , i was found that a curious cionfusaon --existed 
in the subject's mind. Bed and green were constantly 
mistaken, and the; usual confusions of the colour­
blind made their appearance, lor example, in the firs 
table, which contains red figures on a green back­
ground; he described them as brown and dark green 
figures on a brown and a yellow background; and if we 
trace his results all through the Tables we find the 
same confusion existing.
With Holmgren's Wools, he roakes many inistake 
and finds the test a difficult; one, for he is ni)t at
11 ! U I i of the colours of the skeins. Brown he
matches with a very dark crimson, and an emerald green 
and throughout he makes the characteristic mistakes 
of the colour-blind. Here again, too, his nomcnclatur 
is very faulty, test skein 1. he declares to be red, 
or yellow, or brown; brown, he calls very dark green; 
pink, he names green; rose-pink, he describes as 
green with red about it; violets and purples, he calls 
blue; orange is thought to be yellow; and he often, 
employs the term reddish-green. Hod and green too, 
are frequently confused.
Therefore it is all the more extraordinary 
to find that he can match colours with surprising 
accuracy on the colour wheel, while in the rnaj ority 
of ca&es he can obtain a normal equation. His naming 
of the colours while matching them shows much confus­
ion, and yet his ultimate result is good. The equatio
¿en
t
green and red and blue/ equal!, grey, is almost
identical x̂ ith the normal equation. Attempts failed 




green and yellow; in fact no match could he obtained 
which would not he accepted by the normal eye. The 
matches for colour mixings seem therefore to indicate 
perfect colour vision, whereas atrocious nomenclature 
and mistakes in selecting wools seem to indicate red-g^een 
col ou r -b 1 i nd ne s s.
The other experiments emphasise the defect 
and point to the subject being colour-blind. The 
Bradley Papers indicate weakness in the blue-green 
regions of the spectrum and a corresponding defect in 
the extra-spectral purples. The greys appear to him g 
green. In the coloured shadows he sees both the red 
and green shadows as grey; in the rings contrast, grey 
again is seen\/here red and green are clearly visi'i le 
to the normal eye. The after image likewise reveals 
a similar defect. The Hagel Card Test points to the 
defect being a grave one. TTo red dots at all are 
visible to him, and seven cards are said to contain 
green only, whereas but one of these is correct.
The Edridge-Green Lantern confirms these resiilts and 
shows a hopeless confusion of colours. If the subject 
had been the correct distance away from the lantern, tJfcis 
result/s would have been greatly Lnrr i•-n.. In fact tin 
reduction of the ape or tux® «.to Ho. 3. reduced most of 
the colours to a spot of light.
The evidence of these experiments, and the 
fact that he accepted the normal dayleigh equation pic 
h im among the col our- b 1 i nds .
Colour equations ■arii Stilling1 s Tables are 
the only two tests which credit him with good colour 
vision. The other tests all point to the defect as 
one of red-green colour-blindness, with a normal lengtl 
of spectrum, and a neutral band in the blue-greens.
It seems possib le, -'therefor*, for a colour-blind to 
avoid detection if-Stilling1s Tables are used alone^s^
SUBJECT
This subject is a ’dangerous’ colour-blind. 
Fie presents a somewhat similar case, to that of C. He 
can partially pass Stilling’'s Tables, but his nomen- 
l a ! , u r • shows considerable confusion. Pale b lu e  he 
calls b r own or green; pale pink, he sees as greyjv \felUu>; 
violet, he calls blueppii. V  \ ;i.hi — ic yellow; and in
Vi r-> r\ t n -i r\ -v-i -i f  m Tr V -1 "V *i -I- ¿a ^
ce
selecting the wools much confusion is exhibited , and 
the usual mistakes of the red-green colour-blind are 
perpetrated-. When tested with colour mixing, however, 
his results show great improvement. With the comple­
mentary red and green, he requires the addition of a 
third colour before he is satisfied. It is impossi­
ble to get equations from him such as were obtained 
from the other col our-blinds. In the coloured shadowŝ ,
djJL
(l) Edridge-Green in discussing colour-blindness 
states; "Many colour-blinds match correctly, 







the green shadow is recognised, hut the rad 
seen as yellow. In the rings contrast, the rea and
green are seen as grey, but in the after-images both 
the red and the green images can be distinguished.
In the Ha gel Card Test, he can OHly piclc out three
cards containing red spots, out ossible He
green coml, ined with
c l  p  p  0  cl X ' 8 r  6 0 . j
He
ten.
can see none containing red spots only; and makes 
mistakes in picking out the green and grey cards. Wi 
the Edridge-Green Lantern he mistakes the purple disc 
for green; a dull foggy red is invisible to him;
neutral 5^ which to the normal eye 
is seen as a green.
is csrtainly colour defective, but his 
acceptance of the normal Rayleigh Equation prevents 
his inclusion in the class of ’anomalous trichrornates. 
He must be classed as a red-green colour-blind.
His Rayleigh equation is; 200 red •* 160 green * Sbyel- 
low 4-74 white 4- 248 black. Compare/gvith his equatior 
of red and green «, grey; 116.bred + iO-.b green + 37 
blue » 264 1 lack + 96 .. ite. Tit ; f mer shows an 
excess of red 1 eyond th - nonual; the latter, an excess 
of green.
There is no doubt, however, that^red and
h
greens visib le o hiiLI -Cbut they ar- 
a wild crecognised as such^. He seems 




This subject from cumulative evidence appear 
large neutral band embracing the greens and 
biue-greins. In the Stilling1s test he is unahl: 
io read tables 1 and 2, but reads table 3, which 




_ ectitum is a 
and it is interesting 
onfirmed by Professor
t
Prom the spectral diagnosis and the Br 
it seems probable, however, that the s 
little shortened at the red end 
to note that this conclusion is 
Roaf's spectral diagnosis of painting.
In matching the wools he does the vivid red 
and the vivid green correctly, although in making the 
latter match, he was seen to examine and reject a 
pink. The medium greens and pinks show the typical 
c oi our-b lind confusionAwith ye H o  s and browns*, -eie-e 
Tr4iih greens and-pinks-. The medium pink appears aim os 
a white to the subject, and to obtain suitable matche 
is a task of extreme difficulty. The magenta skein 
is matched with 1 luish pinks, blues and violets.
His nomemclatur. shows th- typical confusio 
Por example in the first of Stilling's Tables, he
he. red figures on the green background as
¡es the
sail: colours, is described as green on grey. Ho sho :s 
a further confusion of red with brown, and green with 
fawn and mole. Haming th :• wools gives like results; 
orange is mistaken for yellow; purple for lue; violet 
for pink; pink and green for grey. A colour is oft - n 
described as a blue-grey, a green-grey, a red-.gr 
and the term 'flesh-colour1 is often utilised.
The coloured shado\■/s
describes 
violet on grey. The second tat
A CA-iCAA~r\
1
are right 1 - discrixnin-
ated, although1 the yellow is descri ed as 1 i jvm. In 
rings contrast the pink is not recognised; the green 
and the ye H o w  are named greenish-grey and 3 r o./nish- 
grey respectively. No after-images could b . o] tain-d 
from^red or \green stimulus.
The "Nagel Card Test h\ finds difficult, and • 
he had to trace each ring round with a pencil before 
making a decision. In selecting cards with red s.ots 
he chooses No. 12, which Nagel states is almost com­
plete evidence of colour-blindness; the hrown spots 
on this card he mistakes for red. This same card is 
selected later as containing green spots only.
Similar mistakes in selecting grey only and red onl„ 
arc made.
In the. colour equations he can o', tain a 
satisfactory match with rad and green equalling grey 
without th • addition of the blu ; disc. A similar 
equation can b . obtained for blue and yellow. This 
latter equation- perfect to E . - appears decided! 
pink and green bo the normal eye. Ha matched blue- 
green with grey but not green with yellow. This can 
be explained if the green forms a neutral band and is 
seen as grey, and not as yellow. The subject cannot 
get rid of the 1 rov/n tint in the yellow. Violet is 
matched with 1 lue, but red cannot bp equated with 
green, nor with yellow arid black.
In the Edridge-Green Lantern red often appears 
as brown,; yellow is sometimes green,y 0.1ow -is somotlmPS
g-r»en, sometimes red, sometimes brown; violet is seen 
as blue. Although signal green itself is seen as gr eh 
yet when modified by neutral 4 or neutral 5, it appears 
as, prey. Pur:- green + N5 is seen as grey brown, and 
pure green alone appears a light brown. Yellow alone 
may b ■ called a light brown; but a double disc of 
yellowjSha.hges the colour to red. Aperture 3 changes 
the colours .Red A, Red 13, yellow, pure green, signal 
green, blue, violet; to red, orange, brown, green, 
dark grey,' red-blue, red.
Yellow and blue are clearly recognised; red 
and green seem sometimes to be recognised. It is 
interesting in this subject's case to note, -m/ever, 
that pale blue is at times seen as a grey, and that 
violet is mor , than once described as a dark gr ;y.
Ther is a possibility of a shortening of the spectrum 
at the violet end, probably similar to the shortening 
at the red end.
SUBJECT
This subject cannot read the first 12 Tables 
in Shilling's Tests, although he occasionally reads a | 
figure here and there. This would suggest he was 1 lu 
yellow blind as well as red-green blind, which h ; 
certainly is not. He appears bo be red-green Lind 
with slight shortening of the spectrum at the red end, 
and there is a suggestion of a weakened sensitivity 
in the green and blue-green regions.
With the Holmgren wools, he shows confusion 
from the beginning. The vivid green he matches with 








difficult t o rna. t oh :
very  dark g r -en. The brown proved
‘ith the rnagenta he i nks
ana gr
.p_
! VS The medium and pale, 
the pale Slue ! 
i?oj= ëxte nded £*>/***-»
violets, 1 lues, greens
skeins showed ti e u&i’al confusion. W t*1 
he invariably matched; Hues and pj.hi.s- 
t •'> th darker shades of red as 11.
In colour naming he makes mane mistakes. 
Red is confused with fawn and mole, drab and brown, 
and very often with blue. Green is often taken for 
yellow or pink. What is Tory characteristic of this 
subject, however, is his vague, indefinite phrase­
ology in describing colours, which, we noted in the
"S one 
grey
, red £ 
wool he
, no. s orae - 
de scrii; e:
c o1our-naming tests.
.hin ; else" etc.. A 
".red and something else, perhaps brown."
The Nagel Card Test he finds difficult and 
he shows great confusion of green with red both in 
selecting the proper cards in Section A and in nai. in:. 
the cards in Section 13. In the coloured shad or test, 
the red shadow is seen correctly, but the green is 
described as red. A similar result appears in the ring 
contrast. The after-image of yellow is described as 
blue or red, that of red'as white, and that of green
as blue.
in colour mixing he requires t.;e third disc
of blue in matching the complementary colours, red and 
green, but his-final equation shows a marked deviation 
from the normal. He matches red and blue-green with 
grey, green with yellow, orange with yellow, and viole
■ -L 1 > J _ (; j_U ci m
The Edridge-Green Lantern was a severe test 
f o x  him, and he took longer to test than any of the 
other subjects. He finds the red especially trying. 
Red A is thought to be yellow, and Red L a yellowish 
brown. Very often signal green is- confused with red
,nd when combined ,;ith neutral 5, . t b e c ome s i nv i s ib 1 e




both reddish, ar-. seen pv gr en by th
but neutral 5 placed
to red. Neutral 4 and neutral 5
Pur pisubjec
and N.4,which give/a full red, he can hardly see 
The reduction of the. aperture to 3 causes the colours t 
to appear a5 spots of light?except those of blue and 
violet which he recognises as blues.
This case shows a greater defect 
of A or E. It was discovered by chance in -the playing 
of a game in which colours had to b - distinguished; 
but the subject was quite unaware of any abnormality 
in his colour vision.
SUBJECT G:A\
G. was unaware of his defect until tested 
and accordingly was loath\ to admit its presence. He 
is a difficult subject to test, for he tries as much 
as possible to cover his failings. His spectrum is 
of normal length, (there maybe a slight shortening 
at the red end) with a neutral band extending over the 
g r e e n a nd b lu e-green.
He fails completely to read Tables I and 2 
of Stilling1s Test, but reads 5 without difficulty.
In naming the colour of.the dots and the wools, he
v /
jmakes the typical i istakes of a red-green colour- 
b lind. In matching the test - skeins of wools, he selects 
his colours with great deliberation, but notwithstand­
ing all his caution, he betrays Lis defect, b; : ig
the characteristic confusions. With the vivid red, 
he places pinks, drabs, greys and blues. He can give 
no match to the pale pink skein, for it appears to 
him as a »dirty white». The medium ;reen and pink 
are matched with a large variety of'wools of differ­
ent hues.
The following colour-mixings are successful;- 
green with grey; red with grey; violet with lie.
Red is matched with green, both discs diluted, bv't 
the two colours clearly visible to a jgjbrmal eye. No 
third disc is required in equating red and green with 
grey, nor blue and yellow with grey. Green can not 
be matched with yellow which may be explained " y the 
presence of a neutral band here.
In the Nagel card test, . - is able to find 
only two cards containing reddish spots, can find none 
with red or grey only, but selects 14 cards containing 
green alone, only one of which is correct. In Section 
B of the same test, he coimits many errors.
In the coloured shadows red and green are 
invisible, but the yellow appears green. The green 
in the rings contrast is seen as d.grey, the red as 
blue. Red and green stimuli only result in grey after­
images.
The Edridge-Green Lantern reveals his defecn 
y Uw y - k  .nVirjj for the modifying glasses are 
troubles or- ■ to him. Red A and Red B can be distinguish­
ed, but with a neutral glass in front, they become :rnsn 
every time. The first four neutral glasses are seen 
as rsds, but Neutral o is a green. If in doubt as to 
a colour, green is the name preferred. Yellow is a 
difficult colour for him and is usually confused with 
red, particularly when a red precedes it. The ground 
g-lass is especially trying for G, end it is notice­
able that when such a modifying glass is used, he 
spends a very long time coming to a decision. It seewp 
to change the colour c omp lately, (a ||d causes an erron­
eous answer to be madeJi
G s e ems t o L e drle s ometimes to dist i nguish 
red and green, but neither is a clear sensation for 
him, and they are both liable to be confused with one 
another or with some other colour.
SUBJECT H4
This subject is a limiting case of dichrom- 
asy; his only sensations are those of b lue and yellow , 
Red and green are totally invisible and under no 
circumstances can they be recognised. The spectrum 
shows a shortening at the red end, with ; neutral 
band embracing the green and the 1 lue-green. Eroi- 
cumulative evidence, the violet endt of the spectrum 
appears to be cut off to a email extent. from the 
colour-mixings it is seen that Red, Orange, Yyllow and
Green appear as nuances of Yellow, blue end Violet as-
ii-stâ
"\
nuf nces of Bli . Hie. no] 3 nclature is very constant - 
red is called 1 ■ lac' , lut if a little di lut -d is tended 
a Hr own. Green is seen as grey, Hut & bright green
\IX t i l t ou c h 0 f  \r e 1 1 0 . r i  n i  t . 1 s 5rmed ore ng
It is note- orthy that in the Nagel (card 
he fails completely in Section A; no red spots
ning green spots onl;y c 
tha^v/ith nothing Hut red
a 1 1  ap p 0 at 
:sspot'
to hi]., as
n 1 s s e le c f 
is picked out
e s ij
at all can he found for they 
'Line.  Wo card conta 
e d, a nd
as of a uniform grey.
Red is not seen once when/tested with the 
Lantern and si. nal green appears white. The modifying 
glass causes no change in colour hut suggests a differ 
e nee in shade. Grey is a, frequent answer given, and or 
ange too is employed on many occasions.
The coloured shadows reveal a total lack 
of red and green sensations, whichj^is confirmed in the 
rings contrast test and in the after-imi ;es. In all 
three! red and green are replaced by grey.
With the Bradley Paper Test, a. definite de­
fect in shade is noticeable. This seers to he character 
istic of a shortened spectrum.
This sul jset has two brothers who he.ve mono­
chromatic vision.
SUBJECT I
This subject is noteworthy for h i s  remark­
ably uniform nomenclature, and for the variety of 
colours which he confuses.
In the Stilling's Tables, I and 2 can be 
deciphered but with extreme difficulty. Table 3 can 
not be read at all. This indicates a shortened spectrum 
The colours of this table ’which are crimson on hlack 
and mole are seen as d.grey on shades of grey. Crim­
son and red, as gjs-sfco be expected, are frequently 
mistaken for 1 lack or d.grey.
In naming the wools, reddish-green is a- term 
p..ada uso of on nurner ou s occasions. Ha is seId01 cortten- 
v/ith a single colour name, but uses such phrases as 
* goldenbrown*, and ’crimson lake * x the f orn n applied 
to browns, the latter to dark green. These terms arc 
used with evident satisfaction. A threefold descrip-
\7X>
k ^ LO
tion is not unusual, and grey or dark violet may be 
t e ri lie d as 1 p i nie i s h 4 - g r - e ni s h 4'tro v ? nish. * In ma t  c h i ng; 
the Holmgren wool# he thought the brown skein was 
the vivid red one give*to him again in mistake. The 
confusions ha makes with tk  wools are numerous, and 
begin/? in th  highly saturated skeins. Vivid green 
is matched with greens, pinks, and browns^ vivid red 
with green?, browns, and blues. The other skeins 
reveal a like confusion.
(it is difficult to g e t  colours equated on
the colour wheel, for his nomenclature is so mislead­
ing. In equating red and green with grev,; a-third
disc is required, but the final aquation contains only
68° red as compared with the normal 113°, and
correspondingly larfee’ sector of green. Green and
rtfe 0red diluted are both matched with grey, 197 
green compared with 1936 of red, so that ±1
7  û
Ì S jp OS S ib 1
to match green directly with red. His equations are 
very similar to those of H., except that i 3d can not 
he equated with yellow and "black. Green is matched 
with yellow and orange, and violet with blue.
It seems evident that this case is a red- 
green colour-"blind, with shortened spectrum at th red 
end and prohahly at the violet end (for results tend 
to point to that conclusion) and a neutral bum. in the 
blue-greens. His colour sensations seem > , that of 
y e 11 o w a nd b lu e.
SUBJECT A
It ’./ill have been gathered from th . tests 
that this subject is completely blind to red and green 
In th centre he has a large neutral band embracing 
the yellow-greens, greens and blue-greens. The two 
colour sensations which he does experience seem to 
fill only a small part of th • spectrum,' and from the 
results of diffei ent tests, it appears that there is a 
reduced sensitivity to these two colours. In th-
discr in inated,coloured shadows, the yellow can not 1:
TT  .  . ■- T"> e .  *■'. /■. ^  .  T r~\v ~ ,~\ . - -,-1 n  T V  V  - . 1 "a nd the shadow which appears vivid to the experimenter 
is merely called grey. In other words, the y llo. 
must be highly saturated before it is distinguished.
A disc of yellow was rotated on a colour wheel and 
when diluted with a little white,!': was matched with 
a grey by the subject. 258° yellow + 10a"2“ white =- 92° 
black + 268 ° white. The yellow was distinctly s-ea-n in 
the nab equation, but 3d to mak no .. pi ssi.oft
on the subject.
The large number of colour skeins, all 
selected as of the same hue, is remarkal Is; and each 
time a skein is given, most of the wools are matched 
with it. In naming the dots in Stilling*s Tables, 
h i can perceive no colour, but monotonously maintains 
th y ar all ’shades of gr -y.1 In naming the wools to<j> 
the same result is apparent. We .-.have- already describ­
ed his &££ colour equations under experiment Ho 4
a no. ■n-'Uended examples of his colour matches.. In theLantern test his answers were unfailingly ’grey1, and 
it was a relief sometimes to hear the name ’blue1, or 
even'black.1 Out of the 76 combinations shown, 50 of 
these were described as grey, 6 as black, 2 as white, 
while on s«ix occasions nothing was experienced, giving 
a grand total of 64 colourless sensations.
In the Hagel Card Test, all sixteen cards 
in Section A. are seen as grey, while the cards in 
Section B. merely represent«©, different shades of 
grey and black.
In the Bradleyltest, a grave defect in shade 
is apparent, evidently*typical of a shortened spectrum 
The red end of the spectrum is considerably shortened; 
and there seems to be an accompanying -shortening of the 
violet end as well. This might be described as a case 
of colour-blindness just preceding total, in which the 
yellow and blue regions have become restricted to 
narrow patches in the spectrum.
The subject's maternal grandmother had great 
difficulty with colours, and his uncle on the same sid$ 
can distinguish highly saturated, colours only, having
great difficulty
T
with pale colours. 1  tasted his 
sister’s vision, and found it to he perfectlv normal. 
The subject discovered his defect while in the army,* 
when he failed to distinguish S.O.S. signals while" 
out on patrol.
n
A l^ A W m W -m  TR I CHROM$.TE ; ìaa
An anom&.lous trieh»ornate was tested with 
Stilline* s Tahles. Sh . was round al lo t o re ad mos t 
of them, but raad . a few mistalcW- with 'No. 6. and ho. 10. 
Her colour nnwin was sxcellentwb oth in thè tables’ and
w ith  ohe w o o ls ,  nor d id  she make ..any conftiisions i  
s e l e c t i n g  s u i t ah le m atches .  From the R a y le ig h  qquat.  
she was found t o  he red anomalous which was a g a in  
v e r i f i e d  i n  matche K«fr ed and g r e e n  with grev.
K RAYLEIGH EQUATION:-
c f> 208°  red  + 152® gr  w-n. =*
f  50 g r e e n  t 53 b lue =
on
Com. jo : i fK •>208 red
It is a strange coincidence that the section^ 
of red in h oth equati ons are idsntica1.
In the coloured shadows "both red and green
were identified, hut in th rings contrast th gr
v/as called grey and the rod purpl
There exists a hiatus between this case and 
the col our-blinds, hut it .seems probable that .the gap 
could he filled hy gradation cases with the defect ste 
hy step becoming more serious and the confusion 
increasing. The case aqrpears the beginning of a do fee 
in red, which one ca*n imagine increasing in severity 
until a wild .r form of colour-blindness takes it place
A / JnS-exA C
From the analysis of the colour-hlinds, one 
fact stands clearly Out, that the sensations which 
they e x p e r ie n c e  most distinctly are blue and yellow. 
Certainly, in the case of.the last three subjects, 
these are the only colours- visible to them. Dr. Pols 
in describing his own case of colour vision, made this 
quite clear, and the diagnosis of his spectrum might 
"well be that of ’’The most salient fact in
dichromic vision'is its r emarkably simple and symmetri­
cal character, consisting of one pair of complementary 
colours, with gradations of nuance perfectly symmetric:- 
disposed.” Appended below/is the circular diagrtr -jor 
«£-H-ImhoIt-H-g; perfected by Bonders in 188l£to rep-re&e 
the dichromic spectrum^”In this the pair of visible c 
colours a n  shown with their maxima diametrically 
opposite, and from these two points they become modi­
fied, in one direction by darkening only, in the other 
by darkening combined with dilution, till, at the top 
and bottom, the colours meet, and become lost in the 
neutral points. And these.two neutral points, also
diametrically opposite each other, correspond to the 
other pair of complementary colours, the- purple-red
(l) Transactions of th -• Rovai Soci






A second subject was tested- since the above was 
written- who seems also well classed among the anomalous 
trichromates. Her sensation of colour is considerably 
weakened, and it is worthy of note that her father and 
brothers suffer from colour-blindness.
The defect of this subject first came to light 
in an experiment involving colour mixing. The diffic­
ulties in obtaining a match were very noticea! le, and a 
long time was spent in the adjustment of the discs.
Finally, the match given as perfect was not valid for 
the normal eye. A further investigation with Stilling's 
Tables revealed- not coloured blindness, but coloured 
weakness . The test with Holmgren's Wools did not indicate 
any serious defect- although many omissions of skeins 
occurred- nor did the test with the Bradley Papers reveal 
much colour anomaly. In the latter test, however, one 
fact attracted considerable attention. It was obvious 
that almost immediately on seeing the colours the eyes 
of the subject became extremely fatigued. The colours 
seemed to have a dazzling effect, and a rest pause had to 
be instituted after every choice of colour made. This 
fatigue was very marked, and the subject confessed that 
after the colour mixing experiment in class the previous 
week, her eyes had been very painful.
In the colour-mixing experiments tried as part of 
the inves tigation, -enad/comp arable with/.the colour blinds ^ 
tested, the following equations were obtained:-
127° Green + 233° Whites 56° Black + 304° White.
138° Red + 222° Whits = 83° Black + 2^7° White.
360° Violet =135° Blue + 225° Black.
Prom these results, it is evident! that there is a 
slight weakness to both green and red, for in the first 
two equations, where both these colours are matched 
with greys, they were not- to the normal eye- totally 
eliminated by the admixture of white, but, though pale, 
were clearly visible. The matching of violet with blue 
was rather a surprise to the experimenter, who had not 
judged the colour defect serious enough to give this 
particular eoloxir equation.
With the Edridge-Green Lantern test, one or two 
mistakes were made. It is worthy of note that this test 
apparently caused little or no fatigue. -The yellow 
disc ( which approximates to orange) was difficult to 
describe, and at last was recognised as a 'pure colour 
between grey and white'. This disc was always identified 
when it appeared, but no more definite name could be 
arsorib-ed to ity when two yellows were shown, however, 
the name given was yellowish brown. Neutral 1. which 
imtjarts a ye-11 owi.?h --t-i-nĝe, could not be distinguished.
What was described as yellow was Neutral 4. which resembles 
red more than yellow.
et id blue ¿j,/’:-;en} -.;hi.ch though mori p-r01 inent colours 
to thè norma 1 eyed, are invisifele colours to th 
cot.our-h. 1 ind. It -ili T - at once seen what , remark- 
ahle symmetry this st m e  turo presente, and ho-.; greatl 
cr.:i rwgular arrangement of thè dichroii-.ic serios ' of 
colour impressione o.i.i fìrs i roi;t thè irrsgular structur 
of th" normai series in thè adjacent figure.”
Norma/C/rc/e
_P<J R P L &
\~~e vTJj
p. ,  ̂ -•'t!UienftOMlfc UtRtLE
N/cArom/c C/rc/e
1 2 0
and To lue-green, v/hi eh though mo~t 
to thè norraal eyed, are invisibile 
coT.ou.r- lind. ìt :ill "ba at once seen 
ah le symmetry this s t ria c ture prese nt 
tre regulàr arrangement o f thè dichromic
c olour 
of th"
p r or. i ne nt c o l ou r s 
colours to th.
hat c remark-
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This  àilagraj has T 
one investigator as T 3ing tru 
onlj meets such extreme cases 
in v/hich the spectrum left of 
y ;llov/, and right of th 
Yet even in his case the neutre
n accepted 1 y more than 
to fgct. It c rt ini; 
as tho-s of subject H. 
the neutral 1: and tg,pears 
neutral .hand is seen'as 
* •• r quii 5 to he
extended ov r the green as well as the flue-green.
<T. however, would require a modified diagrai ,for red 
and green with him are not replaced hy yellows, hut 
by grey .A His sensations of colour have one point of 
resemblance with those of H, in that they art similar
in hue. The one difference is, that they vary in 
extent, and only cover a very small portion of the 
spectrum. This distinctly shows the large variety 
which, exists among colour-blinds. These two may he 
regarded as extreme cases and yet they present entire­
ly different features, for the one has a jnuch (larger
term it, than the oTrar.
the
/a may a ocolour range, if 
it therefor .' seems unprofitable to systematise 
c oiour sensations of th . colour-blind, so many 
ua 1 types exist.
x naivia
Moreov r. a totally different diagram 
mild-r casesof dichromasy,
would
forhe required for the
not only are yellow and blue visible to them, hut 
red and green too, if circumstances are favourable. 
They agree with th . diagrai , however, in so far that 
yellow and blue are distinct sensations to them, which 
are never confused with one another no matter how 
grav : or how mild the defect; but 44? gives a - false 
impression of cases where these two sensations
are not the only ones existent. Allowance must be 
made for these less extreme cases which we have been 
describing, and -which appear to be more prevalent 













This diagrai has T een accepted by mors than 
one investigator as being true to fact. It certain!,, 
onl; meets such extreme cases as thos. of subj :ct H.
in ahich the spectrum left of the neutral hand appears
.s seen as H u eyellow, and right of the neutre! hand 
Yet even in his case the neutral" /ould r ;quir - to he
extended ovr the green as well as the Hue-green.
J. however, would require a modified diagram,for red 
and green with him are not replaced hy yellows, but 
by grey .A His sensations of colour have one point of 
resemblance with those of H, in that they are sijilar 
in hue. The one difference is, that they vary in 
extent, and only cover a very s31 a 11 portion of the 
spectrum. This distinctly shows the large variety 
which, exists among colour-hlinds. These two may he 
regarded as extreme eases and yet they present entire 
ly different features, for the one has a much ('larger 
colour range, if .e may so terr it, than the other.
It therefore seems unprofitable to syst matise the 
colour sensations of the colour-blind, so many individ 
u a 1 t y p e s e x i s t.
Moreover, a totally different diagram would
h e r 9 cp 1 i r s d f 0 r t h • - r i id r cases of dichr oma s y, f o j -
not only are yellow and blue visible to them, but 
red and green too, if circumstances are favourable. 
They agree with the diagram, however, in so far that 
yellow and blue a r e  distinct sensations to them, which 
are never confused with one another no matter how 
grav or how mild the defect; but •**- gives a - false 
impression of cases where these two sensations
are not the only ones existent. Allowance must be 
made for these less extreme cases which we have been 
describing, and which appear to be mor: prevalent 







C o M C - L U  b / t v / Q
ABB H I  0 H E
oH-ft;»,
ndicates
1. Confusion of Rod ..it3; Black:- This 
shortening of the’red - no. of the spectrum.
2. Confusion of Violet with Lie :- This
inc ipates shortening • of the viol t (,0,i ' jh violet 
is not sl.rys so confused, or is only confus ;d i 
the colour is at a distance, the shortening is not ver 
great. (Thir -fact B&qu —s— £*•"*,.. canes» E. K. I. and J .)
3. Confusion of Blue with Black:- This
occured only one • with subject I. . It say 1 . accid.n- 
tal, for it is rarel; met with; it would suggest a 
neutral land in the blue.
4. Confusion of a Colour with Grev;- This 
indicates a neutral hand in that respective colour. 
Blue-green vo found wras often mistaken f oi grey; 
likewise red. ;
5. Confusion of Blue with Pink:- This, as 
has-already Tsen dlscucaed, indicates a shortened 
spectrum.
S. ther common confusions all charactwisti 
ok h defect .are red with green.
■red with brown, 
green with brown, 
green with yellow, 
most pale colours^
7. Green may bo confused with purple -etee- 
a second neutral band beyond the spectrum.
8. Red may be invisible to the individnr 
or map l a replaced, by yellow* likewise green.
t o
.1
C o n s}-!I n  i t  B M C .  y  °  ( -  C - o  I d u « - -S
Oolnurfe Remain G o re t t for the Co lour-Blind;
The c o l o u r - b l i n d  do not guess  c o lo u r s  as i s  
v e r y  g e n e r a l l y  sup-posed. They have a d e f i n i t e  system  
o f  c o l o u r  s e n s a t i o n s  which o f t e n  preven ts  t h e i r  
d : t c t i o n .  I t  has ' sen  ma.de n s n e r a l l :  c l e a r  from the
r e s u l t s  d i s c u s s e d ,  that the examinees were r e g u l a t i n g  
their answers £& & & ■ t h e i i  own e x p e r i e n c e s . Th . case  
o f  H. and h i s  use  >f the  term ’ orange ’ prcr ides an 
ex c e H e  nt exam ple ,
One other fact stands out clearIp in this
connection. With some subjects a colour name is 
pproperated and is used with/jfr e qua hey ,n nt 
b acome/ah idiosvncrasv . E's particular phrase is
(SuxA. a-o '£ o,
ye.llo..ish-brown, E*s is cflesh-colour*, j l » s  use of
1 c r i rn son lake’ and 1golden brown1 
a s s t r iki ng exai p le s .
::aav also le submitted
3 .^Characteristics of the Colour-Blind
1. They are more to contrast/phan the
normal. This was clearly indicated in the Lant rn 
Test.
2. They sho\; quicker fatigue to colours than
I
lh-t ^KorbeNiNO of  IR-t v ’iole.1" *-nd o f Hat sj»ec>rurn rv\a\j ha\/*. a  diffei-' 







oorm* 1. The c; s.e of J. is the strongest sxai j le,
-p f« tigue was noti.ceal .ly pr s int /1 
g- - Bradley Pap rs, 33. too, in ;h aft r-imc test., 
ha.& •; > rest his a; as for quite a long period he fore a 
fresh stimulus could 1 ; presented..
5. In case of short ctri , i ay
exist a defective shade perception, due to the a" sence of the red rays.
4. S ora s c o 1 our -b 1 i nds t ry to c o nee a 1 their 
defect and ei ploy every device they call think of to 
te-i-d rh 0 i r— d-1 r hi i xi ty .
5. A modi f i cat ion in intensity of light is 




She nrie tu (newv-nwao erf C o l-
It is not pro osed in this section to assert
that the results fit in ■. / i t. h a ny partie u -d ogmi.it i cali;
lar the'oxy. It wa-s expílained in the introduction that 
the expe rime nts v/ere carriod out v/ithout any pr ¡c on­
ce ived theory 4-p for- a lias, and the cuestión now 
■rises, • GeA— rh reou 11 s— -di-: tulneo—te nd—4j-o—suwwort c.
mtawo nis t ie-?
Although^hav^fe ¿&  adì iration 
Dr. Edridge-Green1 s practical achievements v/hich 




r ofit rust be admitted that hi g the or 
colour vision is difficult to reconcile with facts.
It has been found impossible-to group the ten subjects 
into pecific unitrelasses..* H. and <7. : ay 1 s ouped 
as tv/o-units, although ¿y — p .— in ip adi-.j.tt —
that ried and Violet are the tv/o colours visible to thei 
It somewhat disarms criticism to find that/;they are 
not suppos ;d z o see these two colours, 1 ul only the 
c -nitres of their two psych o-phys i cal units './hi oh arc 
ye 11oxr and b lue . Even admi11in this, sul j ect J . 
raises a difficulty. He appears an extreme case of red- 
x 3n colour-blindness with his yellow and 1 lu sensa­
tions reduced in sensitivity. In fact he may 
regarded as aJcin to, or as just preceding mo no chi omati 
vision. If so, and if Edridge-Green-1 s theory is under 
stood correctly, should not bed and Violet, t,h. two
ijjU. ¿ n r Ŵ ~
’î Ld-rrU'» ?
Ur*
/>ap ™ y 7*'-e*
of the s*setrum, be 
the
extremes 
f t h e c e nt r e c o 1 ou rs of 
o 1 ou r s s s e n, i] ;w-¡— to.]/: -.~ 
ensations of the colour-] lind^





w .oe-I r op.. -&—
position of
rheit psycho-physical units -4̂ 7. vary*, 
shortening of the spectrum at eith .r end will narrow
In fact a
c>?Q-o-u--r/ 
X 'lr<W v x y
of colour. J. has shortened spectrum at thet h e 1 a nd
red end, a large neutre 1 band, a 
a second neutral lu nd, e small 
b. v i d  ;t end short-ned. Thor
small region of yello^r, 
of blue, and 
i s n o> f. ug g e s t i o n
region
whatsoever that red and violet are the colours sees.
and certainly yellow does not form the centre of his
nor blue the centre of his violet. It seer quit 
and blue are ihr two colours wi
red,
clear that yellow
and that these colours 
r - o n o c h r oi •;a t. c v i s i o n rr
c / the las- . e n 1 3 f  o r e
lò
Í  lst~ itfiisaj, fcCòy
t o t h b t h r. : -. - 11 n i- V,í/hsn con: iff icultjf £ í ise , W ■ f I ic mat i ed. isj -. r 
t err.: us bo. by th; thro v-unit, theref or'• w t:i 
1, in th : thr — unit class, f nr. lw t .• nc. n- 
tut without suceess. The thr u colour: of
unit class are red, grc: n, and viol-t. Th 
nov-rr confuses red '.,rith green, ut is i Iweyv in 
difficulty with yellows and. " lu-: 
to fact. 1., nr an of the nth. or
This
s s aro 3 






lue aj two of —.— - 
ooniurdon of 1 roan v: 
four—unit . This 
green,, nd viol-t, 
cliff nt conclusion . 
have found
nr reo. vvitn gr 
cl w r 3s t 
ith groen is 









ft 11 : i ■; g T, r 03c
en, hut y ml 
usati ons. 
a dia guns ór» ; i n 
; clearly red, y 
g in the fe.cfr 










-r ;r ¡wear to g;iv■ cure ¡vio. o nc .
b arausa
gr-rm, aTirid
Th i s true
stioil. Ye.lloe is confused with
affirms. 
o f th e qi 
c i s s s where the g r ■1 :1 ] j it i ; 
p on net of g'o Ilo-:-yre e n, or in ̂  
1.1 i nd. ne s - ■ eh e r e  ; : r - o n h í ; ; ' i
point of 3>e,lanation, it may 
oj.low and blue are not clearly seen
t yellow is frsqao-itlg- confused 
rith violet a: Sdridge-G-r a




ihs o’ niy as 





c a 11 s cl g r ; s n by c o nv e nt i o n,
nt that yellow
3n r e ploceo, toy ye Uovo ancl 
but that does not alt-r 
i s a. d i s t i nc t c o 1 ou r s ms a -
to
the statem
tion. Liu • lih eoii : shows confusion w-ith violet and 
with pink, hut is o-t that ! : cause the red element i 
not i- ;co giis Jc It does not aff ct th , validity of 
the s tat si -nt that h lue is k r - w  clamr colour sensati-
fai. T4dj-g -t-ii-h, C-òlt lur—úl¿7i.tC¿
in the Ladd-Frariklin Theory, the reel e lamen- 
'falls out'in red-1 linci ness, and green is replaced Toy 
jr’ellow; in green-blindness th : green element 'falls 
out1 and yellow replaces red..
In thv results submitted, certain cases seei 
partially to support this theory/ whether they wholly 
support it is difficult to decide. One fact*. hich do 
ive it sAS-figl-a-noe in the extreme cases^is that yellov 
end blue are the onlv two colours visible. In H.







:en replaced by yellow; in other words th-: re
total regression to the second stage.
It seems it .ore difficult to account for the 
milder forms. './ith some of the examinees gr m  is 
replaced by yellow, which would appear to support th 
theory; that occurs in cases of red-blindness or in
<£,
,c S ¡s in which th spectrum is shortened.thos





Tie e r  e f  o r
v, ,¡/ii b
all r  idn o r  green either,
1 nor all the g:r- en b on Beplac«'
In green-blindness, the green s isation i




r e d .
a l w a y
m i  s s  i  n  , 
T h e  san
a nd y - lie v vi s j. o n place
argument holds h re, for the ree
-  p
re ;. laced
am e n t  a l  f a y s  a . . p - ir
yellow no.r 
- : i S  i n .
does the green 
In fact the
I Z>H-,
X  ^ 1?i£Z*j y
C-CTĥprtr- /
colour-1  l in d e  
- r - t  ¿ ,-
i n t o  two such groups scene
— t b i f i c i a l . u> Th sr i s
d i v i s i o n  of  
u n n a t u r a l  í-^ e
l i t t l e  d i f f e r e n c e  hwufe ; wi ■ c; a . o f  shoi-i/wwo ¡ or, ui 
and a cuso i n  /hich the s L c t m  i s  of  n o n n l  le n g th  
wh-.n m i ld e r  forms o f  the d e f e c t  a r ¡ i n  q u e s t i o n .
Por i n  our r e s u l t s  t h e r e  seems l i t t l e  d i f f e r e n c e  t e ­
fe w in A. and 33. a l th ou gh  the former i s  c r e d i i  3d i t h  
a s h o r t e n i n g  o f  the spectrum . I t  m y  1 o thet  D r .  Ladd
P r a f  1 i  n has : iocl i  f  i  ed her t  h ¡; or;.. • 
b u t  s "  f a r  a t te m p ts  t o  f i n d  ríes»
to  e x p l a i n  such c a s e s  
a r e f  n enc Ih i s f a i l
The * o l d ’
. r: 1  1 -  ;t- ■ -f t — ■feh -e -
COr̂ L
: pic a feion of Helmholtz -g—  
f-io-ld, for the nu/ar m .laee; hi on 
; otter. It must be admitted that 
subject seem to recognis< or 
mod . of explanation and still 
the l i n a  which ha' himself
g X ¿y
f i t s  the f a c t s  1 uch 1
f e w  t e x t  1 ooks on the  
c .c k m u l  d ;■ t h i s  second  
g i v  H elm holtz  ' s views a long  
so vigorously repudiated.
I n  r e d -b  l in d n e s s  -  t h a t  i s  i n  
ened spectrum -=• th e  red su b stan ce  has 1 
th e  gr  n substanc«: . ; "■ ■ ir-'o y l l o  . and M u
cases  ‘o f  sh o r t  
coi equal  to
í a m  the two
c o l o u r s  v i s  i l i a . The y e l l o w ,  b e g i n s  i n  th". orange,  and 
Lu j -gra  in forms th n e u t r a l  hand .  I n  gre :n 
l i n d n e s s ,  th e  o p p o s i t  v [procoduwy^ occurs and th ■ r. -utr
a. 1 .and appears i n  the gr m .  / /
This  t h e o r y  while  account in. • f o r  some o f  th.  
f a c t o  , seems a g a i n  to  make an u n n a tu ra l  d i v i s i o n  
tw n c olou M  •!i  no. or nd not t o  m 3 3 g rq a l low an c  ; 
f o r  th  ; typr  o f  c; -r. .i hav e la am  d e s c r i b i n g ,  or /.hose 
d e s c r i b e d  b y  Pr o f e s s o r  H a y e s . Even M c .D o u g a l l ' . s  
m o d i f i c a t i o n  s-'-sms t o  f a i l  t o  account f o r  th e s e  r e d -  
g r e e n  c o l o u r - H i n d  c a s e s  i n  which these two c o l o u r s  may 
sometimes he r e c o g n i s e d .  If c o l o u r - ! ; l i n d  ñera i s  
a t a v i s t i c ,  ; -xl f ; c tr  saw b o -confj .rw t h a t  h y p o t h e s i s ,  
th e s e  c a se s  may he regarded an midway l a d r e e n  normal  
v i s i o n  and t o t a l  r e v e r s i o n  t o  the b l u e - y e l l o w  s t a g e .
The g r e a t  of nb o f  s a y  r i or.meg of  Edridge-Gr."  r 
t h e o r y  i s  t h a t  hr r e c o g n i s e s  such t r a n s i t i o n a l  c a s e s .
H e l m h o l t z ' s  t h e o r y  admiral l y  f i t s ,  the f a c t s  
f o r  extreme c a s e s ,  t h o s e  c a se s  i n  .hhicb 1 l u "  arid ye l l o  
are fehe c o l o u r  a>e tsi i o r  : ; r i  c e d .  lie a l s o  give
a, s a t i s f a c t o r y  rea.son  why the n e u t r a l  hand Should l i e  
i n  th  ; 1 l u e - g r e e n  i n  red b l i n d n e s s  and i n  the g r e e n  
i n  g r e e n  b l i n d n e s s .  Y e t  subject . -  H. and J . , as f a r  
a s  w e me a :. a 1 -  t o  d i s c o v e r ,  appeared t o  hav a n e u t r a l
red ] lino, norband embr< c in g  1 o t h .  They ar  n e i t h e r  
t T ' - : n 1 1  i  -'i d  1 u  t  a r - :l e  d  -  : m  n  g  J J i n g l
M  does not seem, hñwever, t o s x p l a i n  tho  
mi Id r c a s e s  b f  p a r t i a l  c o l o u r - b l i n d n e s s , u n le s s  i  ■ 
mí-, y  b p os s ib le  feo account f  or them a lo n g  tho l i n a s o f  
P eddie  b y  the fo r m a t i o n  o f  sorm d e r iv a d  coio u i  t  i r n g l  
V/h i  Ch '. / 1 11 f ;. C t  s .
The He r in g  t ln oi -y  b- n —r i t s e l f  t o . t h e  sam • 
oh j  e c t  i  o n, name l y , t h a t  i  t  exp l a  i  ns s o le  l y  th e lirri  fe -  
i n  cas 3 s . I t  has the appg : nt a< vant ;  ge h at  r d -  
r jn " lind.nesf i-5 bréate« as a whole ¿ nd i/- not so  
a r t i f i c i a l l y  d iv i d e d  i n t o  fch types 0: I  I m h o l t z .  Tl 
v a r i a t i o n s *  which do undoih t  / d l y  e . i s t  i n  t h i s  c m e e t ,  
a re  acc o u n ted  f  r b y  d i f f e r e n c e s ,  i n  th pig; :mn feat i o n  
o f  eye,  .end Her i n  d e c id  d ,  on th as i s  of
>ulouXCt» tí? uaKjtív «Isx «mr 1 tvot- ( ttm h . S3 lo s
n
I
One outstanding result which does support the Hering 
theory is that the position of the neutral hands of the 
colour-hlind corresponds-with the fundamental colours 
adopted in the theory. The one neutral hand lies in 
the blue-green which is the green of the Hering theory; 
the other lies in the complementary of that green, in 
the purples, which is the red employed hy Hering- a red 
hejrond the red end of the spectrum. These facts lend 
strong support to the theory in the fundamental colours 
chosen, for if the substances for these two elementary 
colours are absent, then the colour sense must be defic­
ient in red and green, leaving as clear sensations the 
other two fundamental colours, blue and yellow.
3 Jrime a ± r eg ults, ;J t c . ou r 1 li i 
regarded as yellow-sightid 
little evid;nee in favour :
1 1U 5 - s i  :h '
C ou Id
3
He ri n ohe or
tànr to eta iv -.-■ar f i n a l  f i n d i n g  i s  th a t  the  
_ . the Young-H 1; h o l t z  t h e o r y ,  and th : 
L a d d -H r a n k l in  t h e o r y  a l l  f i t  the f r e t s  o f  r e d - g r e  no 
c i l o u r - b l i n d n e s s  rh n the d 5 f a c t  tal u a e: a 3 fo r i  L 
■ ut troy m e ;  t o  f a i l  to  take account o f  car :s which
n ’f  nr from t h i :  d is a r  i l i t y  i n  a, l e s s  maifked dear .
PEHCS'blAGE OH COJjOUH BLIIIDŜ
E iv  s c h o o ls  ./axe e; a; inec, i n d i f f e r e n t  
d i s t r i c t s  o f  E dinburgh,  i n v o l v i n g  the t e s t i n g  o f  o v a  
1000 c h i l d r e n  whose é ranged from 9 yet ros t o  id  
y e a r s  i n c l u s i v e .  The c h i l d r e n  were ; i n .d  i n  gm u¡  
■y means o f  S t i l l i n g ’ :; T a b l e s .  They war ; s u p p l ie d  
w ith  pene .Lis and paper and were asked t o  w r i t s  down 











7 % and 11 boys out of 165 
rnioced , ; id the fifth
t o t a 1 o f  4 . ; i  r  1 s ou • Oj;





l a r g e s t  numi ; r  o f  e s s e s ,  shout one in
h o o 1; • yield 5d 
class of
50 y • -  - -pu L. i l r -  or s l i g h t l y  ov r 3%. Th. sci ; -1 which showec 
iiu next l a r g e s t  p r o p o r t i o n  w/e- a ; i? id school i n  one 
') " th ; p o o r e s t  pa.rts of the c i t y  , nc' it. a oh:
rcl 0o l  which c u r i o ü s l ;  n m ; ; i  d .. 01 i r i s ’ cas
the 1 1 Oyif, 5 g i r l s  out Of t i  i 8 t  c . i  1 i s
r e c a l l e d  t h a t  th : cora. I-ote cot al f  vt wwlu / a  a. 11 th 






pro: al l y  it. i s  j .-.r .1; a c c i d e n t a l .  Th ot. :r s c h o o ls  
showed no c o n n e c t io n  between the d e f e c t  and s o c i a l  
s t a t u s .
I t  i s  important t h a t  t e s t s  f o r  c o l  m . -  
b l i n d n e s s  should  1 -  inaugurated  i n  the s c h o o l s ,  s ' ''h 
the c h i l d r e n 1 n parents  may become acquainted with the  
d e f e c t . The d e t e c t i o n  of c o lo u r  i s  in v o lv n d  i n  so  
many occ u p a tio n s  t h a t  i t  i s  a waste o f  time and o., o r -  
t  uni tor t r a i n i n g  a b oy or g i r l  for some p a r t ic u . la r  
v o c a t i o n ,  which *■§ afterw ards/ j?ound t o  : j u n s u i t a b l e .  
The l i t e r a t u r e  o f  the s u b je c t  at nunds with instances 
o f  d i f f i c u l t i e s  and h ardships  which a . .p r e n t i c e s  hav 
und t {  one 1 3cans 3 o f  t h e i r  f a i l u r e  t o  c tc i n
t
n ecess ;  r y  colours . To quot s. fea- i n s t a n c e s  o f  occup­
ations:  u n s u i t t l  I--... for  those  : r u f f  : ring from this: e l i -  
al i l i t y  w i l l  : m k è  t h i s  q u i t e  apparent : -  p h y s i c i a n ,  
chej i s t ,  i r t i s t ,  . i&v : , up] ih  t  r r ,  t< i l o r ,  : i l l i n  
f l o r i s t ,  the navy, the r a i lw a y ,  the p o s t - o f f i c e ,  and 
so  on. ‘ This  c o n st i tu te -r  qu.rt a f o r r id i '  1 .  and s t a r t ­
l i n g  l i s t  and a l th ou gh  t h d i s c r i m i n a t i o n  o f  c o lo u r s  
iu: y not "■ • a b s o l u t e l y  e s s e n t i a l  in  sor,: ; of  th ese  
vocs : i o n s , l a c k  o f i t  may 1  i : > e i  :  s ; r r o r .
I n  o c h q o l  t o o ,  i t  ,ust c a u s e 'g r o a t  ine "■ v e n -
i  ice t o  th  c h i l d .  One o f  the subj ¡c t  3l< t id ho
ho rwiomlered 1 - i n g  d is m is s e d  from a drawing c l a s s  at
s c h o o l  b y  an i r a t e  m aster  who thought he wes amusing  
h i m s e l f  when m ixing c o l o u r s !  Th-: d e f e c t  was not 
r e a l i s e d  u n t i l  th s u b j e c t  a tten d ed  the secondary  e c h o  
v/hero h i s  d e f e c t  was d is c o v e r e d  l y  the ma'''I e m a l ie- I 
mast -.r i n  a cu r io u s  manner, i n  geometry c o lo u r e d  
c h a lk s  -./ere u s e '  t o  d i f f e r - n f T a t e  betw een  two t r i a n g l e ^  
on t]: lac.k-1 n.rcl. The? e a s t  r- n a t u r a l l y  spoke o f  t.h ■
red t r i a n g l e  ranci the gr : mi t - i a ' - '  l e ,  b u t  the s u l j - c t  
1 cai g r e a t l y  c o n fu s e d ,  and found i f  imp os s i i  le  to  
f o l i o  ■ he ex. la  n a t i o n .  To rev adv m a t t e r s ,  If su j  : cfe
•' C h . ‘  3 ] rought nearer as t h e  caus : mas a t t r i b u t e d  t o  1 c.
m •• :m I t , ; i t h  howe v s r no b e t t e r  r e s u l  
l a t e r . i t  occurred to  the master th a t  th 
-a-?eal4m
.  am fcii 
3r ei ist ;c 
. i nds oi r -, d -, f  a c t i  n c o 1 on r fJg-gtgr
rayst ry  we s s o l v e d .
This  i  s ln g 'l  i s d ia t  i  n tane  }  - 
p r rf : - 3r~ cou ld  - -- m u lt ip l ie d ,  i n d e f i n i t e l y  . I f  i  
e s s e n t i a l  t h a t  teach -rs should be'aw-are t h a t  such a 
dina* i l i t y  e x i s t s  a nei the fore: i t  assum es.  The t e s t i y  
o f  c h i l d r e n  i n  s c h o o ls  cannot 1 ? too  s t r o n g  Ip- reco -
id d .  Th ■ S t i l l i n g 1 s T a i l '  s e, 1 :  a v u y  a v i t w  le
group t e s t  l y  moans o f  which ’ el normals-: 1 cr n 1 
d etected ,  and 'than examined : or - th o ro u g h ! '  t o  confirm  
th e  previous  f i n d i n g  ; nd dia uosa th axti -nt o f  the  
a nor. ¡a l y .
<vU'




it may 1 e advisable to give an account of the per­
centage of colour-blind from some authenticated source, 
for comparison, and for practical purposes. The per­
centage given by different investigators has varied 
slightly, but one fact stands out clearly- the frequency 
with which this defect occurs in men, and the limited 
number of cases which have been reported among women.
/C Aaa- interesting Table is given in an article by 
Thomson and Wei land (l) which shows the prevalence of 
the defect among 108,188 of different nationalities, and 
the few cases which have been reported among women.
To t i l l  7 1 T T O T T T T T S E r  "S T S T   'iT ," ‘" 'F 5T " l/ F  D’ JT S B '
The percentage of colour blinds in the male population 
is about 3.5 while in the female population it is only
0.088. This list can be supplemented from Jeffries (2) 
who devotes an entire chapter to this question, -*5d±±±ng fyjoHno 
result after result of percentages from extensive examin­
ations carried out by different investigators. Edridge- 
Green objects to these results because they are mainly 
based on examination with the Holmgren Wool test. His 
results, however, tally with the above percentage, for 
he also gives the percentage of colour-blinds as 3.5, 
which he considers nee,r enough for practical purposes.
A s  "f o r  -women,— only- a b o u t , n n ?  i n  t  wo t h o u c a m V - j r o f  qv. n a — bu c
T»e ■ c o lour -b li-ad-* & u ^ ft.;.— -i-
(1) Norris and Oliver^ system of Diseases of the Eye.
(2) Colour Blindness* its Dangers and it
fife, les dolour per|> females Colour per-i 
fc-ami ned Sii nd centi) fccam im d  Blind cent-)
Holmgren. 32,165 1,019 3.16
J e f f r i e s .  1 9 , 1 8 3  8 0 2  4 . 1 2  1 4 ,  7 6 4  1 1  0 . 0 7 3
Committee of the 1 4 , 8 4 6  6 1 ?  4 , 1 6  4 8 9  2 0 . 4





4 , 0 0 0  155 3 . 8
Dr. Adele field 
in China*






A word or two may be mentioned hers of the way in 
wnich colour-/blindness is inherited. Usua iiy it is 
transmitted from grandfather to grandson, whilst the 
mother of the son remains free from the defect. Dr. Pliny 
Earle in 1845 (l) reported the colour-blindness of four 
generations of his own family. In the fourth generation, 
from 17 marriages, there were 32 male descendants, eight­
een of whom colour-blind. Of the 29 females, only 2 
w e r e  colour-blind. In the third generation no colour 
anomaly is reported, showing how colour-blindnegg may 
pass over one generation but reappear in the succeeding 
one. In the cases of the two colour-blinds in the fifth 
generation neither parents nor grandparents showed the 
defect, showing hers an interval of two generations.
Horner's Law (based on the tracing of cases of trans­
mission of the defect by Professor Horner of Zurich) 
seems to have been generally substantiated- at least 
his observations have been verified by different observers. 
His general conclusions are:-
(a) That colour-blind fathers have normal -eyed sons.
(b) That colour-blind sons have normal-ayed fathers.
(c) That sons of daughters whose father was colour-blind 
a,re most likely to be the same, although not without
 exception: or colour-blindness is transmitted from
(^grandfather to grandchild.
The hereditary nature of colour-blindness is unques­
tioned; usually each colour-blind can tell of a brother 
or some other relative who suffers from a similar defect to 
hig own.
(1) American Journal of the American 8 cj.ences .
13(o R-
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The results of Dry jR. a . Houston, of Glas ow 
•University, ha1 just 1 se.n Drought to our notice(1)*,
H has adopted a nev method of testing col our-"blinds, 
d e s c r i n ' d by him. as a 'nicrosc ope 1 test. His conclu ; i n 
is that he finds it impossible to separate his subj cts 
into two classes or even to recognise t./o pronounced 
types such as advocated "by Helmholtz. '“'The fundamental 
characteristic of the system of Helmholtz and !■ arwell 
eas that the colour sensations of the normal could he 
represented on a plane, v/her as the sensations of th 
colour-1: lind r quired only a line nr a point .All ray 
cases r - quire plane diagrams. Thus it follows that th? 
colour-blind are trichromates.u
We are not prepared to accept this without 
qualification, for our subjects H. anc; J. can not .,oo 
i; ly trichroma,tic. It has heen proved throughout 
all the e>rperiments that they ar -true dichroniates. 
hut the statement supports the diagnoses of our other 
cases-t in which we have repeatedly asserted that their 
colour sensations are not restricted to blue and y?llo,7, 
but that some timer-: green, at other -tir ?s red, becomes 
vi;,ih 1? ho thei . Thi: finding of Dr. Houston supports 
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